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Thomas McGreevy and Wallace Stevens:
A Correspondence
MARY JOAN EGAN

O

N 12 APRIL 1948, THOMAS MCGREEVY of Fitzwilliam Place in
Dublin wrote a letter to Wallace Stevens at the Hartford Accident
and Indemnity Company in Connecticut.1 Their mutual friend,
Barbara Church,2 had told McGreevy some time before that Stevens had
seen some of his poems and had spoken well of them. Although McGreevy
no longer published poetry, except for rare occasional pieces, he wanted
to know if the American poet, whom he had long admired, had seen merit
in his work. He wrote, “I have known your Susannah since my 1922
birthday,” referring to “Peter Quince at the Clavier,” which had been
published in Others in August 1915. McGreevy offered to send a copy of
a book he had written about his friend and neighbor, the Irish painter Jack
B. Yeats, as well as his own collected poetry.3 The letter struck a sensitive
nerve; Stevens answered in part:
I was really touched by it: by the eagerness on your part for the
satisfaction that any sensitive poet gets from a response. It is
the same satisfaction, if I may try to put my finger on it, that
one gets from a sudden sense of kindness in an extremely
unkind world. It is one of those things about poets that is
usually misunderstood, but it is something that it is important
to understand. . . . I do not remember where I saw your poems
and, since it was some years ago, I do not actually remember
the poems, to be honest about it, but I do remember seeing them
and being very much affected by them at the time.4
Stevens went on to say that he would like to have Jack B. Yeats make a
drawing of McGreevy on one of the front pages of the book he would
send. Yeats obliged; McGreevy wrote, “I showed Mr. Yeats your letter and
he liked it and its writer so the page of my little book with all our names
on it is a precious and historical document now please God.” Of the
drawing, he observed, “I see that he has got my querulousness” (27 Apr.
1948). Although they were not to meet until 1954, they exchanged letters
until Stevens’ death a year later.5
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It would seem an unlikely friendship: McGreevy was gregarious, unabashedly outspoken about his religious beliefs, and quick to establish
intimacies; Stevens was reserved, jealous of his privacy, and so given to
abruptness that many regarded him as a misanthrope. But these opposites
complemented one another happily, and the seven years saw an incremental dialog that soon made them true cronies. Stevens’ daughter would
observe that McGreevy was one of those “with whom . . . he was most
himself” (L 811).
At the age of fifty-four, McGreevy was richly and variously experienced
in the art and literature of his time. He had a relatively late start. After
finishing national school at sixteen, he worked for the civil service in
Dublin and then in London until World War I, when he joined the British
army. He was demobilized as a lieutenant in 1919 and took advantage of
a scholarship for ex-officers to attend Trinity College, Dublin, where he
took an honors degree in political science and history. After his graduation,
he began his eclectic career as writer, critic, lecturer, translator, and art
historian, moving among Dublin, London, and Paris as opportunities
faded or blossomed.
In 1927 he went to Paris as lecteur at the École Normale Superieure. During
the next seven years he was active in the circles that were giving form and
voice to the literature of the time.6 In his poetry, published in avant-garde
magazines such as The Dial, Criterion, and transition, he strove to develop
his own voice—Irish and modern but independent of both Celtic twilight
and prevailing mainstream influences. In a critical monograph about T. S.
Eliot written in 1931, he speculated about what the sensibilities of specifically American writers had to contribute to the western world and mentioned Stevens as being detached from the masses and not a spokesman
for them.7 This work indicates that his attempts to assimilate the best
thinking and art of his time were not limited to Europe but already
spanned the Atlantic.
McGreevy moved to London in 1934 and back to Dublin in the spring
of 1941. There he continued to write, chiefly about art, and involved
himself in the culture of his own nation. For all his cosmopolitan experience, McGreevy was emphatically not a West Briton; he was an Irish
Irishman, familiar with Gaelic language and story, seeking both to inform
Ireland with the finest that the rest of the world could offer to bring it out
of its insularity and to make Irish thought and sensibility internationally
recognized. He never lost his rural Irish identity; he was born and grew
up at Tarbert, a village in County Kerry on the estuary of the Shannon.
He went back there often for his holidays and regarded it as the base of
his being. Wallace Stevens shared this nostalgia for the ultimate home—in
his case, Reading, Pennsylvania.
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Stevens sent copies of Parts of a World (1942) and Transport to Summer
(1947); McGreevy found the books delivered at his flat on a Saturday
evening when he came home from the opera. Stevens was to find ample
“satisfaction that any sensitive poet gets from a response”: “Like Debussy’s
music your poetry doesn’t make a noise” (27 April 1948). McGreevy began
“browsing,” “tuning in,” “finding things I’m happy to find while waiting
leisurely to find the ultimate res Wallace Stevens” (10 May 1948). A few
days later he wrote of Stevens’ “Credences of Summer” (CP 376), “On
every page I find things that content me, as ‘The trumpet of the morning
blows in the clouds and through / The sky.’ ” A devout Roman Catholic,
he added, “And I think my delight in it is of the Holy Spirit” (26 May 1948).
Stevens also “browsed” and “tuned in” to what McGreevy had sent
him—the Poems and the book about Jack B. Yeats. Of the latter, the avowed
purpose of which was to show that Yeats was important because “he paints
the Ireland that matters” (5), Stevens wrote: “Your essay on Mr. Yeats is
right on the rightness of his realism. The mind with metaphysical affinities
has a dash when it deals with reality that the purely realistic mind never
has because the purely realistic mind never experiences any passion for
reality—I think Mr. Yeats visibly does” (L 597). McGreevy had argued that
in his choice of subject matter and his rendering of attitudes, poses, and
expressions, Yeats had captured the uniqueness of the Irish mind and
spirit; and he had included twenty plates to illustrate his claim. Later, when
McGreevy sent him a newspaper photograph of himself and Yeats, Stevens
wrote, “In his picture although Mr. Yeats has the lean look of the visionary,
he also has the extremely live look of the man to whom reality means as
much as the imagination ever could mean, if not more” (L 652). The
importance of the fusion of reality and imagination has been well established as the very core of Stevens’ poetics. He praised both Courbet and
Giorgione, different as they were in style, for their “devotion to the real”
and “resistance to the false, the fraudulent” (L 632). As he matured and
developed as a poet, Stevens was more and more concerned with “[t]he
demand for reality in poetry,” which “brings one sooner or later to a point
where it becomes almost impossible since a real poetry, that is to say, a
poetry that is not poetical or that is not merely the notation of objects in
themselves poetic is a poetry divested of poetry” (L 631). He seems to have
recognized this demand for reality in McGreevy’s work as well as in that
of Yeats.
The Poems, influenced but not dominated by the techniques of Joyce
and his early followers, ranged in subject matter from the Anglo-Irish War
to art to love. Stevens read them carefully and commented, “These poems
are memorabilia of someone I might have known and they create for me
something of his world and of himself. It is possible to see that you were
(and I hope are) a young man eager to be at the heart of his time” (L 596).8
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Stevens played with the meaning of a tercet that comes two-thirds of the
way through McGreevy’s “Homage to Hieronymus Bosch”:
High above the Bank of Ireland
Unearthly music sounded,
Passing westwards. (Poems 14)
McGreevy was right to put the Bank of Ireland before the unearthly music,
Stevens said, because attention is thus focused on the real rather than the
unreal. That element alone interested him; he was apparently unaware of
the intended import of the poem. McGreevy had long been impressed by
the power of Bosch’s grotesquery, but his immediate motive was his reaction to the hanging of Kevin Barry, an eighteen-year-old IRA soldier in the
Anglo-Irish War, on 1 November 1920 (Schreibman 104, 170 n 11). His
death caused intensified outrage against the British: it inspired a number
of street ballads, one of which is well-remembered and frequently sung
with the other Irish songs of rebellion. Memorabilia of his last days are
preserved in the National Museum in Dublin. Stevens might have found
these facts interesting had he been aware of them, but his interest was
solely in the appropriateness of the tercet and the use he could make of
it.9
“Homage to Hieronymus Bosch” is a composition of truly Boschean
imagery—a child without hands, a faceless woman, worms, rats, ghosts—
and Stevens speculated that the Bank of Ireland passage was an intrusion
of the nostalgie du divin, “which,” he remarked, “obviously is epidemic in
Dublin” (L 596). He lost no time in using ideas from McGreevy’s letters as
well as his poems in “Our Stars Come from Ireland,” a poem in two
sections: “Tom McGreevy, in America, / Thinks of Himself as a Boy” and
“The Westwardness of Everything.” From the tercet he had noted he took
the ideas of imaginary music over Dublin and of westwardness in general
and bent them to his own purpose. McGreevy’s poem is ominous and
foreboding; Stevens has:
Over the top of the Bank of Ireland,
The wind blows quaintly
Its thin-stringed music,
As he heard it in Tarbert. (CP 454)
He has transformed his gleaning into an expression of the nostalgia it
suggested to him, as he did with McGreevy’s metaphor of the sound of a
rushing Swiss river recalling the sounds of the Shannon Estuary tides in
“Recessional” (Poems 45). McGreevy had used a reference to Mal Bay, an
Atlantic inlet northwest of his home, as the closure of “Recessional”; he
had written, “Wallace Stevens was born at Reading, Pa., on October 2,
1879, fourteen years and 24 days before Tom McGreevy was born in
126
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Tarbert, Co. Kerry” (10 May 1948). Stevens used the two Irish place names
to parallel his references to the eastern Pennsylvania Swatara and
Schuylkill rivers in “Tom McGreevy, in America . . . ,” thus reinforcing his
conviction that the two men were akin in their deep attachment to the
ultimate home. The best gloss of his poem is Stevens’ own comment:
“When we look back, at least when I look back, I do not really remember
myself but the places in which I lived and things there with which I was
familiar” (L 608).
McGreevy grasped and delighted in Stevens’ virtual fusion of identity
with him. The persona of the poem is Stevens himself. The two men are
doubles—Stevens is McGreevy—and yet the voice of the poem is split; the
older man is reconstructing himself “as a boy” from his memories of sense
impressions, chiefly sounds. The boy no longer exists:
He stayed in Kerry, died there.
I live in Pennsylvania.
Out of him I made Mal Bay
And not a bald and tasselled saint. (CP 455)
Because he had used McGreevy’s name as well as his ideas, Stevens
asked if it would be all right to include the poem in a small collection to
be published as a pamphlet in England. McGreevy agreed with delight:
“The whole poem was like myself talking to myself—about Wallace
Stevens maybe. Another mystery that doesn’t seem at all mysterious but
quite natural” (4 Aug. 1948). Later, he wrote, “You write to me as if you
were writing to yourself” (29 Dec. 1948). McGreevy felt the same affinity
for Swatara and Schuylkill that Stevens had felt for Tarbert and Mal Bay.
When he next went home, he wrote:
It is fitting that I send you a word from here since you have
been here too—yesterday. I went over the hill to the strand with
my sister and we sat on the rocks long enough to smoke a
cigarette. But we didn’t have to talk and I was quite by myself
when, as was of course bound to happen I thought of Swatara
and Schuylkill, and the sense of inner content, of something
indistinguishable from absolute peace, came naturally and
sweetly. I could have stayed a long time with nothing happening beyond the talk of the full tide amongst the stones and it
like a little song of comfort to a lad who hardly knew he was
a poet long ago on the other side of the water, but I was quite
satisfied to finish my cigarette and then come away without
saying anything. But you, I knew for certain, were welcome in
Tarbert. (21 Aug. 1948)
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It became his custom to write at least a short letter to Stevens every
time he went home—“you who from 3000 miles away made poetry of
Tarbert. . . . I had the feeling even as I came down in the train that I’d be
meeting Wallace Stevens here. And when I walk over the hill down to
meet the tide filling the Shannon valley I’m talking to my sisters and
friends and I am contently in the presence of Wallace Stevens too” (1 Sept.
1949). Stevens echoed the sentiment if not the sentimentality: when
McGreevy sent him a catalog of one of Yeats’s exhibitions in Dublin, he
wrote, “It was on my desk just when you expected it to be and I spent
some time with you and afterwards we all went off together and had a
drink” (L 652).
Another remark of McGreevy’s spawned part of another Stevens poem.
He wrote, “I rejoiced to find you had a white Eulalia in ‘Certain Phenomena
of Sound.’ Lorca had ‘Olalla blanco en el blanco’ which I thought beautiful”
(26 May 1948). The Spanish phrase stayed with Stevens; he used it in “The
Novel,” a poem he wrote a few months later, but again he adapted the
source to his own idiosyncratic purpose. “The Novel” is a bleak and wintry
poem that uses images of warmth and the poetic to intensify bitterly the
harsh reality of the world. After he quotes Lorca, he goes on: “Lol-lolling
the endlessness of poetry,” thus belittling the euphony, dismissing it as a
defense against coldness and darkness.10 Stevens’ poem ends:
And one trembles to be so understood and, at last,
To understand, as if to know became
The fatality of seeing things too well. (CP 459)
It was first published in The Auroras of Autumn in 1950. McGreevy was
reminded of the Harmonium poem “The Snow Man,” with its “not to
think / Of any misery in the sound of the wind” (CP 10), and he wrote:
“I thought of the Prophets as I went back again and then again to the last
words of ‘The Novel.’ . . . I think too that in spite of the tragedy of knowing
and the fatality of seeing things too well, there is yet a mystery which is
blessed and maybe we’ll all know, poor Lorca and Saint Eulalie and
Wallace Stevens and Tom McGreevy or perhaps better, not know but be
happy in it.” He had seen a wedding at the tomb of Saint Eulalie in
Barcelona years before; the line from Lorca had reminded him of the scene;
and “years later Wallace Stevens makes it all as fresh as if the Barcelona
Cathedral of twenty-five years ago and the Hartford and the Fitzwilliam
Place of today were all one” (21 Sept. 1950).
“Our Stars Come from Ireland” was not published in England after
all—a fact that did not surprise McGreevy: “The wonder is when anything
that is nice for me gets through in London” (29 Dec. 1948). When it
appeared in Auroras of Autumn, McGreevy was even more affected than
he had been two years before when he first saw the manuscript:
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There isn’t any way of telling you what I felt as I read “Our
Stars Come from Ireland.” I just sat there for most of the morning by myself, in pride and tears and love, looking out over
Merrion Square and looking back at the book, reading other
poems, going back to my own, wondering, disarmed, thinking
about Wallace Stevens and about the Holy Spirit, feeling very
small and very very grateful that I had lived to see such a day.
The sun I should tell you was shining outside and my lovely
room and the noble square were all full of it and full of your
poetry—and my little part in it which however little was all of
me. (21 Sept. 1950)
The letters from Tarbert made Stevens happy. He had read a book about
the west of Ireland that gave him an impression of “mist and the rain”(L
564).11 He mentioned it to McGreevy: “I very much prefer the picture of
you seated on the rocks there smoking a cigarette. One likes to see things
of this kind exactly. . . . Your letter from Tarbert balances your account, so
to speak” (L 611). Again, “We have been having a poor summer over here
and since I store up summer (like a bee) and since there has been so little
to store up, I shall have to cherish the Courbet-like image of you at Tarbert
which, whatever it may be in reality, seems to have much of the elemental
about it—the heroic idea of the Shannon wading downward like a giant
into the sea” (L 691).
Stevens became fascinated by a real and imagined Dublin as well. When
McGreevy wrote about a performance of Pelleas et Mélisande and a party
for the singers afterward, adding that the troupe had flown back to Paris
the next morning, Stevens embroidered the account and wrote to his young
friend José Rodríguez Feo in Cuba: “It seems that troupes of singers of
operas fly from Paris to Dublin, fill the night air with Mélisande, then go
to a party and fly back to Paris, all in a single circuit of the clock. What a
dazzling diversion. And I am sure that even without such things one is
never bored in Dublin because with all the saints they know, and know
of, there, there is always company of a kind and in Dublin saints are the
best company in the world” (L 599). When McGreevy sent newspapers,
Stevens combed through them to embellish his images. He wrote to Mrs.
Church, “I was interested to see that they have sausages in Eire. It doesn’t
seem quite Celtic. And there were butchers advertising pork, which was
stimulating” (L 616). Later he wrote, “One picks up a kind of freedom of
the universe, or at least of the world, from the movements of other people”
(L 727).
As he did with other correspondents from Cuba to Ceylon, Stevens
gained from McGreevy a sense of a country he would never visit. It was
through McGreevy that he saw the paradoxes of Ireland—its gaiety, its
sadness, its wildness, its sincere Catholicism. He read “The Lion Tamer,”
MCGREEVY AND STEVENS: A CORRESPONDENCE
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a story by Bryan MacMahon12 about “a romantic Irish liar” who brags in
a pub about his experience as a lion tamer. The man’s recurring boast is,
“ ‘At last, Ireland had produced a lion tamer’ ” (L 655). Stevens was
charmed, and wrote to McGreevy, “why should not Ireland produce a lion
tamer? Is there any appointed patrie for lion tamers?” (L 652). Stevens’
vision of Ireland was perhaps a little romanticized, slightly stereotyped,
but not too far wrong for all that: “The Irish seem to have hearts. Besides,
Dublin and the whole place look to my eye like the pages of a novel—not
one of those frightful continental novels in ten volumes, all psychology
and no fresh air, but a novel full of the smell of ale and horses and noisy
with people living in flats, playing the piano, and telephoning and with
the sound of drunks in the street at night” (L 609). Dublin, he believed,
was “merely one more minor metropolis,” and goes on: “But the country
could be more than that. I like natives: people in civilized countries whose
only civilization is that of their own land. Not that I have ever met any: it
is merely an idea. Yet it would be nice to meet an idea like that driving a
donkey cart, stopping to talk about the rain” (L 613).
McGreevy’s idea of America was as stereotyped, and as nearly accurate,
as Stevens’ idea of Ireland, and it seems to have come, by and large, from
novels—chiefly those of Henry James. In his monograph on T. S. Eliot, he
had said, “America itself is not so much a country as a mass meeting” (2)
and “It is, I suppose, generally accepted that America as a whole is the
most vulgar plutocracy that the modern world has ever seen. Even the
poor American is proud of all the millionaires, and of all the splendid
skyscrapers they build for the biggest big business ever” (3). He had no
desire to visit the country, although there had been opportunities for him
to do so. He seems to have felt that there was nothing to interest him in
America. A visit would not be worth the time and risk of ocean crossings.
Furthermore, he was somewhat repelled by the notions he had picked up
about the country, because he viewed its inhabitants as a horde of vulgarians dominated by a joyless New England elite. Getting to know Stevens
gave a new dimension to his imaginings, although his suspicions were not
immediately dispelled. He once wrote, “I am glad that somebody I know
was ‘born in Pennsylvania’ and not to the bigotry and exclusiveness of
Boston” (19 June 1955). Stevens represented the most wholesome aspect
of America to McGreevy. After his only visit, he wrote, “Though I met
lovely people, most sympathetic and charming people all the way and all
the time during my month in America, I incline now in retrospect to think
that maybe only you really were America. Are you, do you think, the first
America since Whitman who was surely wasn’t he? the first America of
all?” (7 Mar. 1954).
McGreevy contributed to Stevens’ “freedom of the universe” not only
an awareness of Ireland but also a sense of the Continent, especially of
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Rome. In late 1948 McGreevy went there for two weeks, his first visit in
ten years. He sent a postcard and a long letter:
Being there is like being part of a play. Everything seems to be
an outward, visible thing there. Even at Mass you get, or I do
at least whatever about the others, some queer feeling that I am
expected to pray not with the mind but with the senses. I
daresay the balance between mind and sense impressions is
more weighted down on the side of the latter than it is north
of the Alps. And one day during the fortnight I said to somebody, ‘Look, there is a cloud.’ It was the only one I saw. And
shapes buildings, statues etc. are everywhere impressive in the
sunshine beautiful or venerable or sometimes both. . . . A town
3000 years old and ready to take on a bet that in another 3000
years another Tom McGreevy will be writing to another Wallace
Stevens about how much he was taken with it. It isn’t of course
Paris. In Paris one must analyze, find out why and the stamp
of intellect is on everything that matters there. Rome is content
to make a magnificent gesture. (29 Dec. 1948)
Stevens thrived on such letters: “Your postcard from Rome set me up.
Rome is not ordinarily on the itinerary of my imagination. It is a little out
of the way, covered by cypresses. It is not a place that one visits frequently
like Paris or Dublin” (L 629).
For Easter 1950, McGreevy went to Rome again as a member of a
delegation headed by the Lord Mayor of Dublin. They traveled across
France and Italy in a motorcoach, “from which,” he wrote, “you can see
nothing but thousands of feet of eternity. Not that I object to eternity but
I’d tend to be choosy about ways of getting to it!” (21 May 1950). He wrote
about his audience with Pope Pius XII and about the “indescribable
beauty” of the Easter Sunday mass. He was happy and at ease with the
Pope but somewhat uncomfortable decked out in full dress with his Legion
of Honor ribbon and cross. Stevens, who was having a spell of dreariness,
again found himself cheered by the pictures his friend had conjured up:
At the end of all this there were you bouncing across France
in the coach of the Lord Mayor of Dublin on your way to the
capital fete of the year, if I may say so. Actually, when you spoke
of a coach, I allowed myself, without stopping to think, to see
one of those fantastic anachronisms which we are led to believe
are the appropriate vehicles of Lord Mayors. There you were
rolling across the French villages through files of bewildered
natives with nothing to do but look at the scenery, take an
occasional drink and murmur a simple prayer or two. I was
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horrified when I realized that it was probably a motor coach
after all, probably painted black, and that if you ran over an
occasional hen you were probably going too fast even to
know it.
But even with the piety and respectability of yourself and
your friends, what a secret rowdiness must have been alive in
all of you. What an adventure to take such a trip and to know
that in spite of your memories of this town and that mountain
you were gathering Roma and Venezia and a lot more, just like
so many tall black-haired girls with your arms and giving them
a whirl all over the place. And then the lovely propriety with
which it all came out, the peace-giving memories of the Pope
and of his glorious church and the happiness of feeling both
sanctified and everything else all at the same time, as if you
had been on an airplane trip through several of the more celebrated planets with two days of heaven thrown in. (L 680)
Stevens’ exuberance here is made poignant by something he wrote to
McGreevy four years later: “It means a lot to me to know a man in Dublin,
to receive letters from a friend in Italy, to look at the map of Spain and to
find that it suddenly becomes as minutely significant as the map of Connecticut. One shrivels up living in the same spot, following the same
routine” (L 827). Even more touching was the genuine pleasure about
McGreevy’s religious experience evident from Stevens’ immediate reply
to the account of the Easter experience.
As time went on there was more fun and more playfulness in the letters.
McGreevy had his occasional joke: “Apropos of your saying that except in
Boston America doesn’t have ascetics or humanities—they tell a story in
the north of Ireland about a lonely G.I. of the war years emerging at dusk
from the station to Ballymena and meeting a nice looking girl. ‘Say sister,’
says he, ‘what do you do about sex in this burg?’ And she answered
politely, ‘I think most people have their tea about that time’ ” (23 Mar.
1949). Stevens told of seeing a lavish display of pictures and objects sent
from the Vienna Museum to New York by the Austrian Government: “It
was, however, too much. If I could have looked at the six Velasquez
pictures alone—but to wander about among a hundred or more masterpieces (to be magnificent about it) made me feel like a young Sultan just
married to his first hundred girls: there wasn’t much one could do” (L 680).
That one gave McGreevy great glee: “God bless the fun of it—n’empêche
pas” (21 Sept. 1950).
Both men were contemptuous of the politicians of any country, and they
were disgusted with the cold war, nuclear weaponry, and the news of the
day in general. McGreevy wrote from Tarbert: “One thing about being at
home is that the stuff in the newspapers is put in its place and doesn’t
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make me cross. In Dublin it puts me on edge and excessive work has made
me, an edgy man by nature, more edgy still with the ridiculosity of the
people who scheme to hold or to get power. Our papers must be nearly
as bad as yours with blither about atom bombs and hydrogen bombs and
all the rest of the bogey-bogey. If they want to break the Christian rules of
warfare and go in for mass killing it would be much less expensive to
poison the well it seems to me” (24 Aug. 1951).13 When the Korean “military action” was getting underway, Stevens wrote:
I want very much to live quietly this summer, writing as may
be but in any case turning my back on politics. It may be
necessary sooner or later to emigrate to some region where
there are no radios, newspapers etc. and where the natural man
can be himself, saying his prayers in the dark without fear of
being slugged. Over here, it is just as if there was a war going
on, vast crowds of young men in training camps, restrictions
on this, that, and the other. Life itself will eventually become
the modern bore, unless it becomes possible to have a peaceful
interlude or two. (L 716)
Ever testy about the IRS, he wrote: “With the rest of the world half-strangled, half-suffocated by extortionate taxes, Ireland might be able do very
well for herself by providing a decent country in which fortunes, if they
could not be made there, could at least be preserved from politicians who
are so busy nowadays in dissipating even the fortune of the world” (L
691).
Stevens, whose poetry had not been well received in England, shared
McGreevy’s distaste for the British. Speaking of his own published work,
he said, “I always liked the Englishman who wrote to say that he didn’t
like the damned stuff. The truth is that American poetry is at its worst in
England and, possibly in Ireland or in any other land where English is
spoken and whose inhabitants feel that somehow our English is a vulgar
imitation” (L 597). The remark made McGreevy “crow inwardly with
delight” (26 May 1948). In September 1949 Stevens wrote:
A good many of us are at the moment very much bored with
Ireland’s neighbor. . . . There is so much that the Government
(our government) does that hurts me, personally, that it is only
too easy for me to feel that it is a clique of politicians seeking
to perpetuate itself (as in fact it is). But most of the insults that
we get from the British are the sort of thing that we have been
getting regardless of when or why and having nothing to do
with economics and politics as they exist between the British
and the Americans. These dirty cracks must be regarded as
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expressions of a fixed attitude. How natural that sort of thing
seems to be to them in their “ancient civilization”. In what sense
is it any more ancient than ours? There are older ghosts and
perhaps there is Roman money in the ground. The truth is that
the British flatter themselves at the expense of the world, always have and always will. (L 646–47)
One reason Stevens facetiously gave for not wanting to visit Europe was
the “risk of being suddenly ossified by the stare of an Englishman” (L 691).
They exchanged observations about commonplaces such as the weather
that led to speculation about the effect of the world itself not only on the
feelings but on the spirit as well. For example, Stevens wrote at the beginning of June 1950:
Your fabulous letter found me well—just about as flat as that.
We have had all the dreariness of life falling down (more or
less) in rain week after week until it has come to seem like life
up a spout or round about a great sewer. Spring in Connecticut
is just as wild as spring in Persia. But not this year. Things come
up in the garden and hang their heads. At the moment azaleas
are just going and rhododendrons are coming in—poor old
things with their leaves glistening wet day and night. This has
quite brought me to a standstill. I feel none of the brightness
that a man feels at seventy when everything around him becomes young again and does what it can to include him. This
year I begin to think it will soon be nice to sit more or less
constantly by the fire. It will be nice just to keep dry and away
from the sheets of rain outside of the window. (L 679)
McGreevy had a happier story to tell when he was on holiday at
Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire; but his account is colored by his Anglophobia: “By the way the Byron of Lochnagar is almost wrong when one comes
down here. . . . I went out for a minute or two before I came upstairs just
now and walked up and down the terrace for a few minutes and with the
wooded cliffs above the rapids in the light of a full moon it was so beautiful
that I could praise God, which before any English scene is an experience
without precedence for me” (12 Oct. 1954).
As might be expected, there is much talk of art and poetry. Stevens tells
about galleries and exhibitions he has been seeing in New York; McGreevy
tells about identifying pictures for the National Gallery. They discuss the
virtues of artists as diverse as Courbet and Arp. McGreevy wrote: “A poem
is a letter to oneself. (You wait upon the unconscious news of yourself and
send it to the conscious recipient self. Who then is the middle self, the
transmitter? I suppose he is just the craftsman)” (29 Dec. 1948). When
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McGreevy asked Stevens why he published and whether he had an audience in mind, the answer was unequivocal: “Your question about the
audience for whom I write is very much like the question that was asked
of a man as to whether he had stopped beating his wife. But, as it happens,
I know exactly why I write poetry and it is not for an audience. I write it
because for me it is one of the sanctions of life. This is a very serious thing
to say at this time of the morning, so that I shall let it go at that for the
present” (L 600). He had said much the same thing in his lecture “The
Irrational Element in Poetry” in 1936: “the poets who most urgently search
the world for the sanctions of life, for that which makes life so prodigiously
worth living, may find their solutions in a duck in a pond or in the wind
on a winter night” (OP 228).
In January 1949, when the French government awarded McGreevy the
cross of Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur for his services to art, Stevens had
nothing to say; he simply addressed his next letter “Chevalier” instead of
“Dear Mr. McGreevy” (L 631). He had a great deal to say, however, when
McGreevy was appointed director of Dublin’s National Gallery in 1950.
McGreevy had applied for the job twice before, in 1927 and in 1935, and
had been rejected; the appointment, therefore, was the realization of a
long-time ambition. Stevens wrote: “I thought of you in July when your
new work began. As a matter of fact, it delights me to think of you as hard
at work with such an endless lot to do: the endless job of rejuvenating and
revitalizing a public institution. I know nothing about the Gallery, but it
could well be a bit venerable, a bit neglected and more than a bit in need
of the many things that are required to make a museum a place of enchantment, full of the activities of enchantment, as well as of the intelligence” (L 690–91). Later: “Some time ago I was talking to the man that
runs the Frick Gallery in New York. He said that people always supposed
that running a gallery meant little more than the constant indulgence of
his desires, while in reality it means seeing that a leaky radiator is fixed;
that a broken glass is repaired; and that money is found for this, that and
the other. I suppose that that is true. My guess is that you would love all
that and that this is what you have been waiting for all your life” (L 697).
He was right on all counts. The Gallery had been neglected; McGreevy
was immersed in time-consuming trivia; and he gloried in the job. In his
thirteen years there he not only brought the gallery out of the doldrums—
before his time there had been only a part-time director and a registrar—
but also started plans for an extension of the building. He wrote to Stevens
about bringing pictures up from the cellars and solving problems with his
expanding staff.
When George Bernard Shaw died, the same year that McGreevy took
up his post, he left one-third of the royalties for his plays until the year
2000 to the National Gallery because, he said, it was there that he found
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“the only real education I ever got as a boy in Eire.” The bequest was for
the acquisition of pictures only, and McGreevy supervised plans about
spending it. He was, however, less than overcome with reverence for the
benefactor. He took part in a radio symposium honoring Shaw, but he
wrote to Stevens: “I got into hot water with the radio critics one in particular who wrote out the riot act about me in The Irish Times. They were
shocked I think because I reported that some time after I first met him,
Mrs. Tyrell (the widow of Professor Robert Y. Tyrell, classics man of
T. C .D.), was organizing a lunch party for me in London and said ‘Would
you like me to ask that old bore George Shaw?’ And I dared to say I thought
we’d have a better party without him. That was nearly 30 years ago and
I’m sure Mrs. Tyrell who is 96 would say the same thing again and I’d
make the same answer again. And she’d quite understand and remain
very fond of Shaw just the same” (18 Dec. 1950). Stevens concurred: “I
stopped reading [Shaw] years ago because I thought he had nothing
affirmative in him and, also, because his noes were indiscriminate. In short,
he lacked focus. What he was all about, after all, was himself and the only
structure he left was his own image. . . . [O]f course, he was always
enjoyable in the theatre as distinct from in the reading of him” (L 715).
Like Stevens, McGreevy was a true epicurean in the best sense of that
word. He savored the pleasures of apprehending art, feeling the world’s
sensuousness, and empathizing with people. It is an indication of his
psychic integrity that pleasure was entirely compatible with his deep
religious beliefs. His delights were always “of the Holy Spirit.” Of a
fortuitous pleasure, he wrote:
It was just a perfectly natural proceeding, and blessed too, like
finding that one has been singing to oneself without knowing
it, or as happened to me at home in Tarbert last summer during
the warm weather finding oneself with the seashore to oneself
and though one had only gone for a walk without any intention
of bathing, undressing and bathing with at once (though only
half consciously) the sense of surrendering oneself and of
(through the surrender I suppose) being given possession of
one’s own destined world. Perhaps one shouldn’t over-analyse
but be satisfied with the inadequate and overwhelming words
of St. John, To as many as believed He gave power to be sons
of God. Forgive me if that last remark makes you impatient.
But I think of Luke and John rather as buddies too, like Giorgione, sharing with one. (4 Aug. 1948)
One of McGreevy’s enduring joys came from the work of Giorgio
Barbarelli, called Giorgione “from his bodily looks and the greatness of
his mind,”14 the innovative Venetian painter of the early sixteenth century.
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McGreevy cited him as one of the “profane influences that matter most”
(Poems 59) in informing his poetic sensibility, and referred to him frequently and affectionately as “big George.” He objected to critics calling
the painter pantheistic (a term that, indeed, many critics use loosely), but
seems to have responded most deeply to those very qualities that they
used to support their judgment, particularly the expansiveness of his
vision of nature. When he read Stevens’ “Poem Written at Morning,” which
begins “A sunny day’s complete Poussiniana / Divide it from itself” (CP
219), McGreevy wrote that he especially liked “things like the name of
Poussin making a page radiant as Poussiniana” (10 May 1948).15 He used
the passage to suggest that Stevens share his own enthusiasm for big
George, perhaps using him as an imaginative jumping-off point as he had
done with the French painter: “I’ve never escaped from Giorgione since I
met him first when I was about eighteen” (10 May 1948). Years later, he
explained more fully when he told of looking forward to a Giorgione
exhibition in Venice, “an exhibition I have been waiting for since I was
round eighteen and first realized that the angle, attitude, philosophy or
whatever it be of Giorgione had some special validity for me” (19 June
1955).
Stevens promised early on to “come to terms” with the artist, and he
mentioned “Among the pictures from the Berlin museums that are being
exhibited over here at the present time there is a Portrait of a Young Man
with a good deal of mulberry-lavender-purple about it. That is the extent
of my experience” (L 600). They agreed in rejecting Walter Pater’s negative
assessment of the painter in The Renaissance—in Stevens’ words “one of
his more dreadful goings-on” (L 606). McGreevy reread it with “some little
impatience” (10 May 1948).
Stevens did, in fact, develop an interest in Giorgione and found in him
“freshness” and “tenderness” (L 608). He wrote to Mrs. Church, “Giorgione died at 33 leaving behind works on which he lavished all his youthful poetry: things full of the exquisite, the delicate, the tender” (L 607).
McGreevy’s affinity to the painter seemed much like his affinity to Stevens,
the poet: “I read Harmonium and like the Budapest Giorgione or like the
Hampton Court one [Shepherd Boy with a Flute] which was the first I saw
. . . it stays after I have put it away” (4 Aug. 1948). He made the parallel
even more emphatically when he wrote about his former reluctance to
visit America: “I had no America. But now I have an America and if ever
I go—which is not really very likely—I have somewhere to go. I’ll go to
Swatara and Schuylkill. And it will be to find the myself that was Wallace
Stevens there, as going to Castelfranco from Venice was going to find the
myself that was Giorgio Barbarelli there four hundred and fifty years ago”
(4 Aug. 1948). As a very young man, he had given his mother a print of
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Giorgione’s Castelfranco altarpiece, and it was still there in the home he
visited at Tarbert as he was writing his letters.
Giorgione finally did appear in the Stevens canon, in his essay “Imagination as Value,” read before the English Institute at Columbia University
in 1948:
There is also among these pictures [the touring exhibit from
Berlin] a Giorgione, the portrait of a young man, head and
shoulders, in a blue-purple blouse, or if not blue-purple, then
a blue of extraordinary enhancings. Vasari said of Giorgione
that he painted nothing that he had not seen in nature. This
portrait is an instance of a real object that is at the same time
an imaginative object. It has about it an imaginative bigness of
diction. We know that in poetry bigness and gaiety are precious
characteristics of the diction. This portrait transfers that principle to painting. The subject is severe but its embellishment,
though no less severe, is big and gay and one feels in the
presence of an abundant and joyous spirit, instantly perceptible
in what may be called the diction of the portrait. (NA 152–53)
Throughout his life, Stevens had regarded painting as the most meaningful
sister-art of poetry. He makes his case most vividly in “The Relations
between Poetry and Painting,” a lecture given at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York City in 1951. There he concludes:
It would be tragic not to realize the extent of man’s dependence
on the arts. The kind of world that might result from too exclusive a dependence on them has been questioned, as if the
discipline of the arts was in no sense a moral discipline. We
have not to discuss that here. It is enough to have brought
poetry and painting into relation as sources of our present
conception of reality, without asserting that they are the sole
sources, and as supports of a kind of life, which it seems to be
worth living, with their support, even if doing so is only a stage
in the endless study of an existence, which is the heroic subject
of all study. (NA 175–76)
Although his message is secular in thrust, Stevens here seems to have come
quite close to McGreevy’s “delight of the Holy Spirit.”
McGreevy and Stevens both concerned themselves with the importance
of poets and poetry in the world at large in an unpoetic time. When William
Butler Yeats’s body was returned to Ireland from France in September 1948
and reburied in Drumcliff churchyard, McGreevy accompanied Jack B.
Yeats with the cortège from Galway to Sligo. He wrote:
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The occasion itself with the personal memories of W. B., the
boys of our little navy (that the spirit of his writings had helped
to create) carrying his coffin reverently, and of our little army
with arms reversed and heads bowed and the people along the
hundred miles that we drove blessing themselves and praying
for him because he drew inspiration from the lives of their
forbears and wrote spoke and worked so that they should be
great people too, all together these things produced a beautiful
effect that amazingly was sustained from beginning to end. (28
Sept. 1948)
Stevens interpreted the event as a tribute to poetry itself:
In spite of Yeats’ contribution to the national spirit, or, say, in
spite of his additions to the national nature, it is hard to see
how these ceremonies came to take on their public aspect. The
transport from France on a corvette of the Navy, the procession
from Galway to Sligo, the lying in state were acts of recognition
and homage of a public character. Conceding that Yeats was a
man of world-wide fame, it is an extraordinary thing in the
modern world to find any poet being so honored. . . . The fact
must be that the meaning of the poet as a figure in society is a
precious meaning to those for whom it has any meaning at all.
If some of those that took part in this episode did so, very likely
because of the man’s fame, the fact remains that his fame could
not be different from his poetry. So that in this event there was
a good deal that had to do with human beings both deeply and,
likewise, superficially. (L 617–18)
When Harvard University conferred an honorary Doctor of Letters
degree on Stevens in June 1951, McGreevy’s congratulatory note drew
similar implications:
In some odd way that I don’t normally associate with the
conferring of honorary degrees on friends, I have the whole
evening, found myself rejoicing for you. I think it is partly
because of my feeling that more than most recipients you have
the understanding necessary to realize that for all the speechmaking an honorary degree ceremony is a touchingly inarticulate and fumbling attempt to express a humble and even loving
appreciation on the part of university men (and those outside
whom university men would represent better if they knew
how) of what the recipient has given to his fellowmen and
represents for them. When Mr. Jack Yeats got an honorary
degree here I’d swear that more than half of those who beMCGREEVY AND STEVENS: A CORRESPONDENCE
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stowed it couldn’t grasp the sense or tendency of his work, but
they gave the impression nevertheless of being happy in their
association with the mystery. And so though the Harvard dons
were probably unable to say more after you had gone in the
evening than that you were a nice old boy, or that for a poet
you talked quite a lot of good sense, I have no doubt that they
were, nevertheless, a little more conscious of the Holy Spirit
because of the events of the day and glad to have been associated with them for that unavowed and only semi-conscious
reason. (22 June 1951)
Although he had quite recently been awarded both the Bollingen Prize for
Poetry and a National Book Award, the Harvard degree, conferred when
his graduating class was having its fiftieth reunion, meant most to him.
He wrote to Mrs. Church, “this degree is the highest prize I can ever win”
(L 720).
McGreevy and Stevens confided in one another about their regrets at
not having achieved more. McGreevy wrote: “Not to have written the
poems one might have written had the Lord God had His way with one
instead of organized society—but let that be” (4 Aug. 1948). He never
finished a play he had begun about “the foolishness, the nobility and the
pity of Ceallach (Kelly) of Kilala fourteen hundred years ago” (21 Aug.
1948). Ceallach, whom McGreevy calls “a bald and tasselled saint” from
the line in “Our Stars Come from Ireland,” was a scholar and cleric who
let himself be lured into a warrior’s life. He returned to his studies and
became a revered bishop, but his lapse had caused him to make enemies
who eventually destroyed him. There may be an implicit parallel between
Ceallach’s abandonment of his studies and McGreevy’s ceasing to write
poetry. McGreevy’s case had a happier ending; it did not include martyrdom—quite the contrary: his position as Director of the National Gallery
was the most stable and fulfilling work of his varied career. Nevertheless,
he wrote, somewhat wistfully: I’ll be regretful for the lost years when I
might have been doing things there even while I am trying to get these
same things done with a detachment I should not have had long ago” (8
Mar. 1950).
Stevens, who confided in few people, wrote just before the publication
of his Auroras of Autumn in 1950:
There is a possibility that the book may go better than any book
that I have ever had. And, yet, for my own part, I feel that it is
something of an improvisation and not at all what I should like
it to be. However, at my age one cannot move in the circles of
spaciousness in quite the grand way that one moved a generation ago. If Beethoven could look back on what he had accom140
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plished and say that it was a collection of crumbs compared to
what he had hoped to accomplish, where should I ever find a
figure of speech adequate to size up the little that I have done
compared to that which I had once hoped to do. Of course, I
have had a happy and well-kept life. But I have not even begun
to touch the spheres within spheres that might have been possible if, instead of devoting the principal amount of my time to
making a living, I had devoted it to thought and poetry. Certainly it is as true as it ever was that whatever means most to
one should receive all of one’s time and that has not been true
in my case. But, then, if I had been more determined about it,
I might now be looking back not with a mere sense of regret
but at some actual devastation. To be cheerful about it, I am
now in the happy position of being able to say that I don’t know
what would have happened if I had had more time. This is very
much better than to have had all the time in the world and have
found oneself inadequate. (L 668–69)
McGreevy wrote back, deeply touched: “I haven’t been able to give life
as abundantly as it was in me to but I hope I have made it a bit more
abundant here and there when I could. . . . In one way or another God is
good. And the quality in you that might have as you say turned to thought
and poetry has probably turned to thought and poetry even if not in
tangible form. Didn’t He say that not even a sparrow falls or something
like that. In His scheme nothing is lost and where it seems that something
has been lost we have no alternative but to leave it to Him. And that we
might as well do with a good grace. (Sorry I suspect I’ve begun to preach.
Don’t mind me)” (8 Mar. 1950).
At first, Stevens, the self-styled “dried up Presbyterian” (L 792), had
been somewhat unsettled by McGreevy’s unabashed declarations of his
faith. He had written to José Rodríguez Feo, “I have a new correspondent,
a citizen of Dublin, a fellow of great piety but otherwise of impeccable
taste” (L 599). He gradually came to respect deeply the genuineness of that
piety. He wrote to Mrs. Church, “He is . . . a blessed creature, sustained
by a habit of almost medieval faith and I like the God bless you with which
he winds up his letters” (L 682–83). “He is a good egg with his God’s
blessings and it makes me happy to hear from him. He has really the
sweetness, simplicity and honesty of a boy” (L 704).
McGreevy, in fact, did not have a narrow concept of his church and its
dogma. After writing about the pleasure he derived from music and poetry,
he added, “No wonder I said to a priest in Confession a few years ago that I
wasn’t sure of how much reality that phrases at the end of the Creed (from
‘the resurrection of the body’ on) had for me since it could be heaven without waiting for the hereafter at all” (10 May 1948). His frequent references to
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the Holy Spirit were made at a time when the Catholic Church still referred
to the Third Person of the Trinity as the Holy Ghost. In his contribution to
Our Exagmination . . . he ridiculed the “inquisitorially minded” and spoke of
the unfortunate influence in Ireland of “French Jansenism and the orientally
fanatical Catholicism of Spain” (123). He had a sense of humor about his
own “goings-on” as well; he wrote on Easter Monday 1953 about his meetings with the aging Bernard Berenson in Rome to thank him for his help in
identifying some of the National Gallery’s paintings: “I was happy with
him, tho’ surprised by an occasional religious dig, until after my last day
with him had ended when I was told he had got or been given the impression that I was going out to try to ‘convert’ him. That was a bit hard when I
had only gone to say my thanks. Which reminds me that Mrs. Church said
you were sometimes set wondering by my rambling flights in letters to you
and I had been meaning ever since July to say to you that you weren’t to
mind them. I write as to myself when it is to somebody who makes me feel
at my ease as you do and as Berenson does.”
Stevens himself was deeply concerned about religion, although for most
of his life he subscribed to no specific creed. The religious element in his
poetry has been thoroughly discussed by critics. Almost wistfully, he once
wrote to McGreevy, “At my age [73] it would be nice to be able to read
more and think more and be myself more and to make up my mind about
God, say, before it is too late, or at least before he makes up his mind about
me” (L 763). Many things influenced Stevens’ decision to become a Catholic shortly before he died,16 but it is safe to speculate that McGreevy’s
ebullient devotion to a kind and generous God contributed to his confidence about taking that step. McGreevy had once written, “You say Buddha and Jesus are not human figures. And I thinking of Jesus as more
human than any human being that ever was, the apotheosis in the literal
sense of the word, of the human as well as the humanization of the divine!
The human beings whom I like best, from whom I have fewest secrets,
being those I regard as most like Him and not least in their capacity to
laugh at me and go on putting up with me at the same time, just as He
has to. I’m afraid you, incidentally, have become one of those human
beings, God help you” (23 Mar. 1949).
Mrs. Church had become an intermediary between the two men, traveling as she did between America and Europe, seeing Stevens at her Park
Avenue apartment and McGreevy in Dublin or at her villa outside Paris.
In spite of that and for all the camaraderie of their letters, both men had
the feeling that there was something artificial about this disembodied
friendship. When McGreevy had been considered as an emissary to America from the Irish Minister for External Affairs in 1950, he wrote: “There
was the thought that however clumsily I might manage the first meetings
with Wallace Stevens we should be closer friends for actually meeting once
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the difficulty of knowing each other without having met had been got
over, as got over it would be by God’s grace” (8 Mar. 1950). And Stevens
wrote to Mrs. Church, “I managed to get off a letter to Tom McGreevy, as
warm-hearted a person as any that I know but a difficult correspondent—
for me, because he is mythical, theoretical, and inhabitant of the world of
names” (L 738).
They did finally meet. In January 1954 McGreevy came to America as
the Irish delegate to the month-long Congress in Art History and Museology at the Metropolitan Museum in New York. He expected that he would
meet Stevens in Hartford, where a tour of New England museums would
bring him on the evening of January 15th. A dinner party was being given
for the members of the Congress at the Avery Memorial of the Wadsworth
Atheneum. Stevens had, however, purposely stayed aloof from the cultural
pursuits of Hartford; and he was not even invited for that evening. He
much preferred to meet McGreevy under more congenial circumstances.
Mrs. Church invited them for lunch at her apartment on January 23rd.
That was their only meeting, and it was apparently a very happy occasion.
Marianne Moore, who knew both men well and had been a habitue of
Mrs. Church’s literary “salon,” was the only other guest. There was lively
talk, much laughter, and good food and champagne. Later, in a recording
that McGreevy made for the Harvard University Library, he recalled, “we
were just like so many canaries; we all talked together” (Schreibman 145).
After he went back to Dublin, McGreevy wrote: “What I can’t get over,
what I haven’t gotten over, is your youth. Why am I sixty and you a young
forty? What right have you to pop up full of youthful divilment and
disconcert a tired old Irish trier who was half inclined to think that maybe
he had in a sort of a way, whether punditry accepted it or not, made
something of himself in his old life, and just make him realize that he had
lost what is probably the most valuable thing of all, the readiness to accept
the fact that life can be fun for five whole hours on end without any need
for watchfulness or caution or anything” (7 Mar. 1954). Stevens wrote to
Mrs. Church: “Someone called me up the other day to ask a question about
T. McGreevy. She said that he had been the beau of the ball (her words:
not that there was a ball). She said that everyone that met him had been
much interested in him; that he had established himself as a story teller.
. . . I got a tremendous kick out of meeting him at your house, so much
more than would have been possible if I had met him here in the company
of the mob that attended the reception. He himself called it the mob” (L
817–18). He was delighted, of course, to be called forty.
They continued their correspondence, although McGreevy’s work at
the National Gallery kept him from writing as much as he would have
liked. One of Stevens’ last projects was to write prefaces for two of the
Dialogs of Paul Valéry—“Eupalinos” and “Dance and the Soul” (OP 290–
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302). He asked McGreevy for a copy of his translation of Introduction to the
Method of Leonardo da Vinci to use as a reference. Unfortunately, the only
copy McGreevy could locate was one that he had given to his parents, and
Stevens refused to let him send it. On 19 June 1955 McGreevy wrote his
last letter to Stevens. He spoke of his hope that there would be another
party soon and of his enthusiasm about going to the Congress in Venice
mentioned above. (At that Congress much was done to settle questions
about the canon of Giorgione—there was to be a special exhibition of his
paintings.) Stevens answered on June 23rd. He had had an operation, and
he was very tired. He wrote, “I shall be writing you again a little later in
the summer” (L 886). Stevens died on August 2nd.
McGreevy went on to receive an Order of Merit from the Republic of
Italy for his Catalog of the Italian Paintings in 1956 and an honorary Doctor
of Letters from the National University of Ireland in 1957. He retired as
Director of the National Gallery when he was seventy, and he died on 16
March 1967, at the age of seventy-four. His volume of poems was reprinted
in 1971 and again in 1983.
The dust jacket of Susan Schreibman’s Collected Poems of Thomas
MacGreevy: An Annotated Edition,17 which gives the fullest account of
McGreevy’s work to date, has another comment along with the quotation
of Stevens’ letter of 6 May 1948: “What more can I say but yet again how
much I admire Tom MacGreevy’s verse and deplore the grudging recognition it has received.” It was written by Samuel Beckett.
Slippery Rock University
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Thomas McGreevy and the Pressure of Reality
LEE JENKINS

I

B

ECKETT DESCRIBED THOMAS MCGREEVY’S Poems (1934) as
“probably the most important contribution to post-war Irish
poetry,” yet McGreevy remains for the most part unknown, in
Ireland as elsewhere.1 McGreevy’s name will, however, be familiar to
readers of the Letters of Wallace Stevens.2 After the death of Henry Church
in 1947, McGreevy presumed on his friendship with the Churches to write
to Stevens in 1948, and he became perhaps the most valued correspondent
of Stevens’ later life.
McGreevy, as Peter Brazeau and George Lensing have shown, is an
interesting adjunct to Stevens studies, but is he worth attention in his own
right as a poet?3 His slender output (he published only one volume of
poetry) has suffered all but complete critical neglect. McGreevy’s association with several of the major players of modernism—Beckett, Joyce, and
Stevens—may in itself have contributed to his marginal standing.
McGreevy, who spent much of the late twenties and early thirties in Paris
as lecteur d’anglais at the École Normale Supérieure, was a close friend of
Joyce, and he was one of the twelve contributors to the 1929 Our Exagmination Round His Factification for Incamination of Work in Progress.4 Bair’s
biography of Beckett has shown the crucial importance to Beckett of his
correspondence with McGreevy, whom he came to regard as his “alter
ego.”5 That McGreevy’s name more often appears in the biographies and
letters of other writers than in its own right has an effect of relegating him
to the position of an amanuensis, a secondary or ancillary figure.
McGreevy’s association with Stevens would seem to confirm this effect:
the poets with whom Stevens engaged in sustained correspondence, such
as José Rodríguez Feo, tend to be comparatively minor figures, to whom
Stevens inevitably stands as literary patron. The “simplified geography”
of Feo’s Cuba, like McGreevy’s Ireland, contributed to what has been
called Stevens’ “postcard imagination,” his secondhand and even voyeuristic participation through his foreign correspondents in other lives and
other places.6 McGreevy, for Stevens, although he is “as warm-hearted a
person as any that I know,” is also “mythical, theoretical, an inhabitant of
the world of names,” perhaps, as Ellmann remarks, “because he thought
of his own world as essentially a nameless one.”7 But McGreevy evidently
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occupied a special place in Stevens’ mental geography, and it could be
argued that Stevens’ association with McGreevy, going beyond the postcard imagination, contributed to the “regionalism,” or descriptions of
places, of Stevens’ late poems. In a letter to McGreevy, Stevens stated that
“Whatever I have comes from Pennsylvania and Connecticut and from
nowhere else. That too, no doubt, is why Ireland, green as it is, seems to
me so much greener than it is, and why you seem to be the best of all my
correspondents.”8
It was McGreevy, of course, who prompted Stevens’ poem of 1948 “Our
Stars Come from Ireland.” Here, Stevens freely adapts from McGreevy’s
poem “Recessional,” where the roar of the waterfall at Engelberg “Is
drowned / By a long silvery roar / From the far ends of memory”: this is
“The long, silvery roar / Of Mal Bay” in Co. Clare, across the Shannon
estuary from McGreevy’s birthplace in Tarbert, Co. Kerry.9 Brazeau, who
in his examination of “The Irish Connection” argues that Stevens’ poem
can be read as a “meditation on the aesthetics” of McGreevy’s “nostalgic
art,” also acknowledges Stevens’ “compliment to the emotional reach of
‘Recessional.’ ”10 In Stevens’ poem, “The sound of him / Comes from a
great distance and is heard” (CP 455), and McGreevy remarked that the
poem “was like talking to myself.”11 In another sense, perhaps, it could
be suggested that McGreevy loses his voice, as his original poem is translated into materia poetica. Stevens pays McGreevy the unusual compliment
of naming him, in the subtitle to the first part of the poem, Tom McGreevy,
in America, Thinks of Himself as a Boy, yet “Our Stars Come from Ireland,”
the most tangible product of the Stevens-McGreevy correspondence, also
serves as the most tangible example of how McGreevy’s name has become
accessory to the names of other, major writers.
But this is a reductive interpretation both of the Stevens-McGreevy
relationship and of Stevens’ poem. What Richardson calls McGreevy’s
“religious, mystical kind of perceptiveness” that led him to conceptualize
his relationship with Stevens in terms of a quasi-mystical twining is reciprocated by Stevens in “thinking of himself as a Tom of America” in “Our
Stars Come from Ireland.”12 McGreevy remarked, “I can only be grateful
that you should write to me as if you were writing to yourself” (29
December 1948), and although McGreevy puckishly concedes Stevens’
seniority—
Wallace Stevens was born at Reading, Pa., on October 2, 1879,
fourteen years and 24 days before Tom McGreevy was born in
Tarbert, Co. Kerry, and yet the said Tom McGreevy gives himself the airs of a wise man in writing to Wallace Stevens. He’d
like Wallace Stevens to forgive him. (10 May 1948)
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—he should not be seen as an ephebe. When Stevens confessed that “I
have not even begun to touch the spheres within spheres that might have
been possible if, instead of devoting the principal amount of my time to
making a living, I had devoted it to thought and poetry” (L 669), McGreevy
could respond that “In His scheme nothing is lost and where it seems that
something has been lost we have no alternative but to leave it to Him.
And that we might as well do with a good grace,” adding the disarming
rider, “Sorry I suspect I’ve begun to preach, Don’t mind me” (8 March
1950). It is tempting to speculate that Stevens’ Irish Catholic friend played
some part in Stevens’ alleged deathbed conversion to Catholicism. In any
event, Stevens called McGreevy “a blessed creature, sustained by a habit
of almost medieval faith” (L 682) in which, if Stevens did not share, he
nonetheless found an imaginative sanction. As Richardson has noted,
McGreevy played his part in “how Stevens came to terms with himself in
the time left to him.”13
If the Irish connection proved fruitful for Stevens, the correspondence
was no less important to McGreevy, who had written to Stevens in the
first instance to discover if Stevens had, as Henry Church had told him,
“praised his work” (L 592). McGreevy’s response to Stevens’ anxiety about
the limitations of his achievement was deeply empathetic; he himself had
remarked in an earlier letter giving Stevens permission to use “Recessional” in “Our Stars Come from Ireland,” “Not to have written the poems
one might have written had the Lord God had His way with one instead
of organised society—but let that be. And after all you have written my
poem for me” (4 August 1948). The endorsement McGreevy sought from
Stevens was a retrospective one: he had all but ceased to write poetry by
the forties and had, in Ellmann’s phrase, “withered into success” in the
art world.14 McGreevy, one imagines, relished the remark in the first letter
he received from Stevens, that “a man who writes poetry never really gets
away from it. He may not continue to write it as poetry, but he always
remains a poet in one form or another” (L 586).
McGreevy in fact withered into considerable success. He would become
Director of the National Gallery in Dublin in 1950; in 1941 he became art
critic for the Irish Times, and his pioneering study of the painter Jack B.
Yeats was published in 1945. A common interest in art was an obvious
bond between McGreevy and Stevens, and Jack Yeats, in particular, is a
recurring and seminal figure in their correspondence. On Stevens’ suggestion, McGreevy sent him a copy of his Jack B. Yeats: An Appreciation and an
Interpretation with a profile of the author by Yeats on the flyleaf.15 This was
an apt beginning for a correspondence, one signature of which is the
“passion for reality” (L 597) Stevens found in Yeats and that he adumbrated
throughout the correspondence in a way germane to his own thought.16
In remarking on the imperative to reality he found in McGreevy’s own
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poetry, Stevens proves himself one of the few sensitive and accurate critics
McGreevy has had. In an early letter Stevens commented on the lines from
McGreevy’s poem “Homage to Hieronymus Bosch,” which he would
subsequently refer to and remold in the second quatrain of “Our Stars
Come from Ireland”:
High above the Bank of Ireland
Unearthly music sounded,
Passing westwards. (12)
Stevens noted that “one’s attention is focused on the reality” in the arrangement of the lines, and he added that “It is possible to see that you
were (and I hope are) a young man eager to be at the heart of his time”
(L 596). As Schreibman notes, “Stevens’s acute observation that these lines
were rooted in reality speaks for the whole of McGreevy’s corpus.”17
II
“Homage to Hieronymus Bosch” was occasioned by a notorious incident in the Irish War of Independence, the hanging of Kevin Barry in 1920.
Like many Irishmen, McGreevy had fought in the British Army in World
War I in a bid to guarantee the rights of small nations, and he was on a
special degree program for ex-officers at Trinity College Dublin at the time
of the hanging. He had petitioned the Provost of Trinity, the “nursery
governor” in the poem, for the eighteen-year-old Barry’s reprieve:
But the nursery governer flew up out of the well
of Saint Patrick,
Confiscated by his mistress,
And, his head bent,
Staring out over his spectacles,
And scratching the gravel furiously,
Hissed—
The words went pingg! like bullets,
Upwards past his spectacles—
Say nothing, I say, say nothing, say nothing! (12)
It is difficult to imagine a greater contrast with the popular rebel ballad
“Kevin Barry.” McGreevy’s poem, which appears in anthologies of surrealist verse,18 is titled “Homage to Hieronymus Bosch” and not “Homage
to Kevin Barry”: Bosch and the vehicle of surrealist allegory and the
visualization of dislocated language in the words that “Lay, wriggling, on
the ground” (11) dramatize the recalcitrance of contemporary Irish reality
to expression within a conventional prosody. The poem is an exemplar of
the tensions that inform McGreevy’s work: his poetry is highly experimental, reflecting the emergent technical innovations of European modernism,
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and at the same time his poems very often have an urgent and specific
subject matter. His troubled geographies are the Ireland of war and civil
war, and in “De Civitate Hominem” the France of World War I and Ypres.
The title “De Civitate Hominem” (“of the city of men”) is taken from
Augustine’s “City of God,” in which the ungodly city of men is contrasted
with the righteousness of God. This is McGreevy’s only “war poem.” It is,
as Anthony Cronin remarks, “one of the finest and least known poetic
products” of the Great War, and it is worthy of comparison with the work
of any of McGreevy’s better known soldier-poet contemporaries; except
that, as Cronin goes on, crucially, to note, “it cannot be compared, being
in diction and imagery a truly modern poem, which Owen’s or even
Rosenberg’s are not.”19
The morning sky glitters
Winter blue.
The earth is snow-white,
With the gleam snow-white answers to sunlight,
Save where shell-holes are new,
Black spots in the whiteness—
A Matisse ensemble. (2)
The deployment of rhyme and internal rhyme, and the “answers” in the
early part of the poem, suggest a harmony and a consonance scarred by
the blackness of the shell-holes. Just as the winterscape is disturbed by the
intrusion of the shells, so our expectations of the conventions of the “war
poem” are shattered by the following line, “A Matisse ensemble.” It is
partly McGreevy’s choice of Matisse here, a painter one does not readily
associate with the travail of war, that disconcerts—had he chosen the
Picasso, whose “ ‘hoard / Of destructions’ ” may be “an image of our
society” (CP 173) in Stevens’ “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” the arresting
effect of the line would have been lessened. The poet steps back to make
a painterly review of the scene, a movement expressed in his single line,
typographically distanced from what has gone before. Throughout the
poem McGreevy refracts the scene through the idiom of art, only to return
to referents in the current, terrible reality to which he is witness. “Zillebeke
Lake and Hooge” (in the Ypres Salient, western Belgium) “gleam” “Like
the silver shoes of the model,” but the pursuit of the painterly metaphor,
the artist’s model, is interrupted by the abrupt statement,
The model is our world,
Our bitch of a world . . . (2)
—McGreevy’s version perhaps of Pound’s diagnosis of “a botched civilization” as an “old bitch gone in the teeth.” The poem examines the rela150
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tions between poetry and painting and the relation of both to war: again,
the poet sees himself as “The nature morte accessory,” but he continues in
a pun on “morte,” the French term for “still life,”
Morte . . . !
’Tis still life that lives,
Not quick life— (3)
The poem goes on to describe in painterly terms the shooting down of an
airman: “There are fleece-white flowers of death”
And he streams down
Into the white,
A delicate flame,
A stroke of orange in the morning’s dress. (3)
The painterly language heightens ironically the surreal horror of the war
as McGreevy perceived it; but the painterly idiom is again counterpointed
by the direct speech that follows:
My sergeant says, very low, ‘Holy God!
’Tis a fearful death.’
Holy God makes no reply
Yet. (3)
The assault of war on religious belief is articulated again in “Gloria de
Carlos V”:
When we come back from first death
To our second life here
It is no longer the same Christianity. (36)
But a snatch of belief persists and the poem concludes in an epiphany that
merges religious and artistic “vision”:
For a moment I may suppose,
Gleaming blue,
Silver blue,
Gold,
Rose,
And the light of the world. (36)
A number of McGreevy’s poems dramatize the dilemma of religious
conviction in a world seemingly abandoned by God, and the poet Brian
Coffey, in his obituary tribute to McGreevy, suggests that the persistence
of religious belief in his thought made McGreevy’s poetry “unfashionMCGREEVY AND THE PRESSURE OF REALITY
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able.”20 Another reason for McGreevy’s neglect may have to do with
Beckett’s influential division of the Irish poets of the thirties into “antiquarians and others.” The “antiquarians,” W. B. Yeats and his followers
who pursue Revivalist themes, are characterized by their “flight from
self-awareness,” while the somewhat shadowy “others,” emergent poets
like Brian Coffey and Denis Devlin, suggest a self-aware countertradition.
McGreevy occupies an “independent” position between the two camps,
and as an independent he has not proved easily assimilable to a literary
criticism that has tended to adopt Beckett’s bipartite construction of Irish
poetry in the period.21 McGreevy is in many ways an independent and
even a paradoxical figure. He had served in the British Army but, as his
Kevin Barry poem and others show, he vehemently opposed English
imperialism in Ireland; he was a Catholic nationalist, but at the same time
he was a cosmopolite, a European modernist antithetical in mind to the
dominant Revivalist poetics championed by Yeats. As a modernist drawn
to the European imagination of Joyce he was regarded with suspicion in
Eamon De Valera’s Ireland, where cultural as well as economic protectionism proved hostile to continual modernist innovation.
At the same time, McGreevy diverges from Beckett and Joyce in returning to Ireland and not maintaining lifelong exile. If Beckett’s “metaphysics
of absence”22 can in part be predicated upon his experience of exile, or if
Ireland itself can be postulated as absence in his work, McGreevy in
contrast demonstrates an imperative to witness the turbulence of contemporary Ireland. “The Six Who Were Hanged” was prompted by the execution of six Republican prisoners during the Irish War of Independence:
’Tis you shall have the golden throne—
It will come ere its time.
It will not be time,
Oh, it will not be time,
Not for silver and gold,
Not with green,
Till they all have dropped home,
Till gaol bells have clanged,
Till all six have been hanged. (7)
The italicized quotation is from James Clarence Mangan’s poem “Dark
Rosaleen,” where Ireland “shall have the golden throne, / ’Tis you shall reign,
and reign alone.”23 McGreevy counterpoints the ideal temporality of Mangan’s prophecy of national liberation with the precise time of the six
hangings:
There are two to be hanged at six o’clock,
Two others at seven,
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And the others,
The epilogue two,
At eight. (8)
The poem is a self-reflexive exploration of the felt contingency of his
witness to the distress of the “hundreds of lamenting women and girls”
gathered outside Dublin’s Mountjoy jail. It is less reportage than improvised polyphony—we hear snatches of the telling of the Rosary by the
waiting women and we hear in asides the responses of the poet who waits
with them, asking “Why am I here?”
Tired of sorrow,
My sorrow, their sorrow, all sorrow,
I go from the hanged,
From the women,
I go from the hanging;
Scarcely moved by the thought of the two to be
hanged,
I go from the epilogue.
Morning Star, Pray for us!
What, these seven hundred years,
Has Ireland had to do
With the morning star?
And still, I too say,
Pray for us. (9)
McGreevy concludes with the witness’ signature of date and place,
Mountjoy, March, 1921.
In his “Nocturne of the Self-Evident Presence” McGreevy exchanges
the phrases of the liturgy for a quintessentially modernist evocation of
“metaphysical bereavements.” This is the imagist’s winterscape:
Fortunate,
Being inarticulate,
The alps
Rise
In ice. . . . (42)
Beckett judged that in McGreevy’s poetry “it is the act and not the object
of perception that matters”24 and the “Nocturne” is an epiphany of pure
percipience; but the distillation of temporality in epiphany, here, and the
“dry, high silence” in which the poem concludes are not available in the
temporal and vocal contexts of other of McGreevy’s poems.
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I see no immaculate feet on those pavements,
No winged forms,
Foreshortened,
As by Rubens or Domenichino,
Plashing the silvery air,
Hear no cars,
Elijah’s or Apollo’s
Dashing about
Up there.
I see alps, ice, stars and white starlight
In a dry, high silence. (42–43)
The crystalline intensity and imagistic spareness refuse the mediation
of the painterly metaphor so often deployed by McGreevy—although the
metaphor must persist in a negative deployment to guarantee his point.
The detached and impersonal aesthetic of the “Nocturne” suggests the
kind of poetry McGreevy might have written had his experience not been
punctuated by the insistence of events. As it is, much of his poetry has an
urgent contemporary subject matter—the Great War, war and civil war in
Ireland, and the formation of the Irish Free State. McGreevy was indeed,
as Stevens remarked, “at the heart of his time,” and the imperative to reality
in his work presents a particular and challenging context in which to
interrogate the formal strategies of modernism. Poems such as “De Civitate Hominem,” “The Six Who Were Hanged,” and “Homage to Hieronymous Bosch” suggest the need to experiment in form in rendering events
too disruptive to be contained within a conventional grammar or prosody.
III
Proper evaluation of McGreevy’s achievement would require an extended analysis: there is his extraordinary poem about “Red” Hugh
O’Donnell, “Aodh Ruadh O Domhnaill,” and his poem-sequence “Cron
Trath na nDeithe” (“The Twilight of the Gods”) where he attempts a
counterpart in poetry to Joyce’s prose. Here McGreevy displays an eclectic
Joycean voracity in cultural reference—his evocation of the Dublin of the
emergent Irish Free State draws on sources in classical and Celtic myth,
the Catholic liturgy, Dublin street songs, and Der Ring des Nibelungen.
McGreevy’s cultural contribution was itself eclectic: he published studies
of Jack Yeats, Poussin, and a guide to the collection of Italian art in the
National Gallery of Ireland; he translated a number of European writers,
including Valéry; and as a literary critic he produced in 1931 the first
extended critical study of T. S. Eliot.25
Why McGreevy stopped writing poetry is a matter for conjecture.
Stevens’ lengthy silence after Harmonium has been the subject of considerable speculation, but the abandonment of poetry, temporary in Stevens’
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case, cannot with certainty be ascribed to a single-motive cause. In the case
of McGreevy, the hostile reception of his work in Ireland as well as what
he called in writing to Stevens “extraneous reasons” (27 April 1948) and
the demands of “organised society” may well have contributed to the
frustration of a poetic talent already diffused by the eclecticism and exuberance for living26 that made him a brilliant conversationalist and, for
Stevens, the best of correspondents. For Anthony Cronin, one of the few
contemporary critics to echo Beckett’s endorsement of his work, McGreevy
is minor only in the sense that he wrote comparatively few poems: those
he did write are “among the best written anywhere in English in this
century.”27 In the second letter he wrote to Stevens, McGreevy discussed
the “capacity to understand,” which is often frustrated by what he terms
“Original Sin” or “self-will.” For McGreevy, Stevens was “a man of understanding” (27 April 1948). McGreevy’s reputation is currently in the ascendant, and with recent renewed interest in his work he may eventually be
seen, not as a poet on the margins, but as Stevens saw him, a poet “at the
heart of his time.”
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Stevens’ Gunman Lover:
Readers in The Rock
MICHAEL HOBBS

M

IKHAIL BAKHTIN, IN GENERAL, writes about poetry as a
closed and monological discourse, though he does allow that
there are exceptions to this rule, exceptions that “are especially
widespread in periods of shift in literary poetic languages” (287 n 12).
Certainly Wallace Stevens’ era was such a period, and Stevens has come
to be considered a major part of that “shift in literary poetic languages.”
Nevertheless, critics such as Gerald L. Bruns, Marjorie Perloff, and Mark
Halliday argue that Stevens continuously holds himself aloof from “the
alien utterances beyond the boundaries of the self-sufficient world” as
Perloff puts it (61). But what seems apparent to me, and what I hope to
make generally apparent, is that Stevens conceives of an exchange with
his imagined readers that is interestingly dialogical. He not only allows
for but, in fact, relies upon the extraordinarily powerful alterity of his
imagined readers.1
As Stevens’ letters and notebooks show, reading was an important
activity from early in his life,2 but his obsession with reading goes far
beyond the mere consumption of the written word. The reader and the
act of reading become concepts integral to Stevens’ process of creativity,
as Robert DeMaria suggests:
[Stevens] speaks of the reader’s response as an “answer” rather
than as an only apparently animate echo. A high degree of
activity on the part of the reader was one of Stevens’ assumptions throughout his life as a writer. Sounding remarkably
contemporary, in 1948, Stevens wrote, “Nowadays it is commonplace to speak of the role of the writer in the world of today.
But why not think and speak of the role of the reader in the
world of today . . . the role of the reader of my poetry, say.”
(246)
Throughout his poetry, of course, Stevens does speak of “the role of the
reader”; in fact, many of his poems, in their repeated characterizations of
readers and surrogate readers, develop a discourse that we might call
“Notes toward a Supreme Reader.” In “Discourse in the Novel,” Bakhtin
THE WALLACE STEVENS JOURNAL 18.2 (FALL 1994): 157–169.
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tells us that “Every discourse presupposes a special conception of the
listener, of his apperceptive background and the degree of his responsiveness” (346). My intention here is to examine Stevens’ “conception of the
listener”—in the form of his intratextual readers, their responsiveness, and
the shapes that responsiveness takes—as it appears in the poems that
Stevens wrote late in his life and that he included in The Rock section of
the Collected Poems.
It is certainly not my intention here to prove a correlation between
Stevens’ imagined reader and his actual or real readers, whatever such
terms might mean. But there are interesting ramifications for Stevens
criticism in how Stevens characterizes readers and the act of reading.
Ultimately Stevens’ imagined reader is beyond the realm of possibility;
like his supreme fiction, his imagined reader is someone toward whom
the poet can only make notes—“The impossible possible philosophers’
man” (CP 250). But this turns out to be good. As B. J. Leggett says, “Because
the great poem of the earth, the supreme fiction, always lies ahead, proper
work remains for the new poet to perform” (55). Perhaps Stevens would
have offered a variation on Leggett’s theme: “Because the great reader of
the earth, the supreme reader, always lies ahead, proper work remains for
the poet.”
Stevens’ imagined supreme reader appears most often as an evasive
reader, one who willfully eludes the poet’s intellectual grasp just as effectively as the poet eludes the reader’s grasp. This double swerve comprises
what I call a dialogic evasion that allows the imaginations of both reader
and poet to “press[] back against the pressure of reality” (NA 36).3 In
Stevens’ final poems, we confront a paradoxical version of this elusive,
supreme reader, one who has turned gunman as well as lover. In “Note
on Moonlight,” the moonlight, “Like a plain poet,” discloses “an undetermined form / Between the slouchings of a gunman and a lover, / A gesture
in the dark, a fear one feels” (CP 531). Eventually, this figure transmutes
into “A change of color in the plain poet’s mind, / Night and silence
disturbed by an interior sound” (CP 532). The person “waiting on the road”
suggests strongly the reader whose mumbling voice constantly disturbs
the interior, silent tranquillity of Stevens’ imagination. This disturbing
sound calls to mind the voices to which Gerald Bruns refers when he says
that “for Stevens the problem of others often takes the form of what to do
about strange, unwanted, discordant, or uncontrollable voices” (27). But
Stevens does not simply try to silence this interior sound, as Bruns would
have it. Instead, he cultivates a dialogic exchange between poet and reader,
and his notion of the reader as both assassin and paramour encapsulates
the ambiguity of The Rock poems, which modulate between the deadly
aim of the reader as overpowering rival (as in “One of the Inhabitants of
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the West”) and the reader who offers the tender touch of a Penelope or
interior paramour.4
As is suggested by the opening poem’s title, “An Old Man Asleep” (CP
501), Stevens more openly reveals his vulnerability in The Rock than in his
previous work. As if abandoning all hope of eluding his gunman lover,
Stevens seems to surrender to the infinite deferability of the supreme
reader. After all, with his “dumb sense” and the ever-receding silence of
his ability to reimagine poems, the supreme reader can outflank and thus
take possession of the poet’s “self and the earth.” The most silent and most
stealthy of Stevens’ characterized readers, the gunman lover creeps up on
the poet with the unheard grimness of an assassin, similar to that found
in “Esthétique du Mal” where “The assassin discloses himself, / The force
that destroys us is disclosed, within / This maximum, an adventure to be
endured / With the politest helplessness” (CP 324). In The Rock, Stevens
imagines a supreme reader who outlives the poet because she is more (or
less?) elusive. The gunman lover appears to win the final victory over the
quiescent poet, and the rock of these late poems becomes the poet’s headstone, but one which is always being reinscribed by the “dumb sense” of
the reader-yet-to-be. The quiescent poet’s project becomes the grim
reader’s “whole peculiar plot” as slumber replaces the poet’s verbal acrobatics.
Stevens’ final poems exude a sense of relieved surrender coupled with
a fearful need to resist such surrender.5 His imagined reader and poet have
accomplished their dialogic exchange, and the supreme reader has been
empowered with the necessary strength so that authority can be passed
on as “your thoughts, your feelings, / Your beliefs and disbeliefs, your
whole peculiar plot.” The surrendering of the authorial mantle seems as
natural as “The river motion, the drowsy motion of the river R.” The poet
offers the redness of the reddish chestnut to the gunman lover as “your
reddish chestnut trees” (chestnut playfully suggests “familiar and oft repeated song or joke or riddle”) and then slips into an oblivion that is “a
kind of solemnity.” Ironically, it is with this slip into oblivion that the poet’s
most powerfully skillful evasion occurs, for he disappears into his gunman
lover’s own “peculiar plot” and not even the headstone itself, with its
constantly reinscribed epitaphs, indicates a clue as to the poet’s presence.
He is quiet beyond all quiet, and the reader is left standing beside “the
drowsy motion of the river R.”
In “One of the Inhabitants of the West” (CP 503–04), the interaction
between poet and supreme reader is more agonistic than in “An Old Man
Asleep,” as the poet encounters his imagined reader as full rival. The poet
is most intense, most alert—“Our divinations . . . Alert us most”—when
the “establishments / Of wind and light and cloud / Await an arrival, /
A reader of the text.” The reader’s approach as an arrival creates a disturREADERS IN THE ROCK
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bance that rivals the poet’s “Mechanisms of angelic thought.” The title of
the poem hints at the mythic stature of the supreme reader, recalling
“Phosphor Reading By His Own Light” or “Large Red Man Reading.” The
star in the west, “evening’s one star,” arrives as the supreme reader—“A
reader without a body, / Who reads quietly”—and in his moment of most
intense communion with the poet, inspires the recreation of the poem out
of the poet’s (as well as his own) evasive maneuverings. Indeed, what the
supreme reader quietly reads becomes the poem, a text that represents the
gunman lover’s own evasions.
Arriving unexpectedly in the poem, slipping silently in while “the
establishments” continue to wait, the supreme reader in “One of the
Inhabitants of the West” defamiliarizes the old establishments and presents a new version of the “pastoral text.” The poem turns toward what
the supreme reader “reads quietly” or elusively. After the colon at line
twelve, the remainder of the poem belongs to the “reader without a body,”
and his elusive engagement appears in the final stanzas as a long quotation
that disrupts the three-line pattern established in the poem’s first half. The
disembodied reader reads quietly, addressing those “ ‘Horrid figures of
Medusa,’ ” the writhing words (and ossified readers) of Stevens’ Medusan
text. This text evades by turning its readers to stone, a stark defamiliarization resulting from their too direct gaze at the snaking ambiguities of
the poem’s process. The ossified reader’s still, yearning stare into the
coiling text petrifies him. The Medusan text must simultaneously be
evaded and not evaded; like Perseus, the supreme reader must both read
and not read. In order to avoid becoming one of the “men of stone,” the
reader as gunman lover must read not a perfect reflection of Medusa in a
perfect mirror, but a distortion so successful as to be other than that already
imaged. Only then can he read Medusa’s voluble, serpentine text, writhing
dangerously before, but buried deep within, the mirror that does not
reflect. As gunman lover, he must read deep down, read in his shield that
distorts; then in a deadly act of inscription, he must sever the head of the
gorgon, eluding ossification. The supreme reader gazes upon the devastation of Medusa’s presence and transmutes the “horrid figures” of the
text into “These accents [that] explicate / The sparkling fall of night / On
Europe, to the last Alp, / And the sheeted Atlantic.” Through the elusive
meditation of Stevens’ gunman lover, words achieve kinetic sublimity,
rising above ossification in the sub-regions.
The “archangel of evening,” emblem of Stevens’ supreme reader, makes
the approach of the poet possible. But opposed to this sublime version of
the reader is the ominous Madame La Fleurie. Inescapable and yet still
herself elusive, disguised as half male, half female and shadowy “in her
dead light,” Madame La Fleurie is the gunman lover in its most threatening
guise (CP 507). She is the assassin reader decked out as the powerful
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emblem of the poet’s mortality, as if the early phrase from “Sunday Morning” had been inverted to say that beauty is the mother of death. Still,
there is a tone of desperate anger in Madame’s voice. As in “An Old Man
Asleep,” the quiescent poet has managed to slip away through death’s
ultimate evasion and now resides beyond any arena to be searched out by
the reader. Dialogic evasion seems to be disrupted; the poet is “devoured”
by the gunman lover and yet there is still the need to “Weight him down”
as if he were about to escape.
The death of the poet is the severest invitation to the supreme reader
and thus draws from the reader the poet’s final song, his own eulogy
steeped in irony that allows him to slip slyly away “beneath a dew,”
regardless of the urgent imperatives of the gunman lover to “Weight him,
weight, weight him. . . .” Madame La Fleurie herself is the earth, mother,
bearded queen, and thus aptly comments upon the poet’s narcissistic stare:
“He looked in a glass of the earth and thought he lived in it.” Madame’s
claim is that at last her quiescent poet has not evaded his own reflection
and as a consequence has failed to recognize the alterity of her as reader;
therefore, “Now, he brings all that he saw into the earth, to the waiting
[and weighting] parent.” Madame seems victorious since the poet can no
longer evade her. She waits with the proper emotions of the gunman lover,
both lovingly and threateningly, as if ready to embrace the long absent
child but also ready to gun down coldly the unsuspecting naif. But the
poet is not really so unsuspecting. He quietly slips away, escaping Madame’s ability to trace him, while she devours the poet’s long awaited
knowledge “beneath a dew” (the near-homonymic pun on “a dew”/adieu
suggests an image of the poet’s gesturing farewell as Madame devours
“His crisp knowledge”).
The gunman lover’s seductive echoing of the poet lures him into her
trap where she weights him (and waits for him) “with the sleepiness of
the moon” and her trap’s apparently mere reflectivity. But once the poet
is supposedly weighted, the claim about the text-as-mirror becomes complicated, mysterious, anything but reflective:
It was only a glass because he looked in it. It was
nothing he could be told.
It was a language he spoke, because he must, yet did
not know.
It was a page he had found in the handbook of
heartbreak. (CP 507)
Especially in the last line quoted, supreme reader and poet merge in a
shared awareness of the poem’s “dark italics,” its mysteriously liminal
aspect. The poem is a language that must be spoken but not known,
because it is a language of “The black fugatos . . . strumming the blackREADERS IN THE ROCK
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nesses of black.” Fugatos is from the Latin fugare and means those that have
been put to flight, turned aside, averted. The poet here has joined the
company of “the black fugatos” as one put to flight by his gunman lover.
And yet it is the gunman lover as well who strums “the blacknesses of
black,” for Madame La Fleurie has been turned away by the poet’s escape:
“He does not lie there remembering the blue-jay, say the jay.” Madame’s
imperative to the poet to “say the jay” is answered only with a profound
silence, and thus she herself must say it and in fact must imagine the grief
the poet feels that “his mother should feed on him, himself and what he
saw, / In that distant chamber, a bearded queen, wicked in her dead light.”
“The World as Meditation” (CP 520–21) moves away from the reader
as gunman and toward the reader as lover,6 although Ulysses is certainly
as capable of violence as he is of affection. Indeed, if we recall Tennyson’s
“Ulysses,” then Stevens’ Ulysses as reader/lover figure seems somewhat
ironically characterized at the expense of a naive Penelope, ripe for eventual disillusionment. But the poem’s moment remains within the realm of
Penelope’s imagined interaction with Ulysses, where she encounters constantly her imagined gunman lover, the reader/evader of her constructed
“text.”
Penelope’s legendary status as an extraordinarily evasive artificer—she
weaves by day a shroud for Ulysses’ father Laertes and unravels her work
by night in order to elude the marriage proposals of the suitors who have
taken up residence in Ulysses’ palace—qualifies her perfectly for the poet’s
role in “The World as Meditation.”7 As gunman lover, the reader alwaysyet-to-be, Ulysses is the “interminable adventurer” who keeps “coming
constantly so near,” but who always and necessarily veers away. “The
World as Meditation” inverts the poet/muse relationship, making
Penelope the poet and Ulysses the reader/muse inspiring Penelope to
continue with her work:
Someone is moving
On the horizon and lifting himself up above it.
A form of fire approaches the cretonnes of Penelope,
Whose mere savage presence awakens the world in
which she dwells. (CP 520)
Like the poem, which provides a liminal margin that both separates and
unites reader and poet, the cretonnes serve to veil diaphanously Penelope
from Ulysses, the “form of fire.” Indeed, Penelope’s seemingly endless
separation from Ulysses, of which the cretonnes themselves become the
emblem, provides the impetus for her fabrication, her continuous unraveling and reweaving of the shroud. Separation, coupled with her alwaysunaccomplished yet ever-desired reunion, “awakens the world in which
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she dwells,” evading the common rabble of her suitor/readers in the hope
of rejoining with her still living supreme reader.8
Penelope is the postromantic poet composing two separate selves: her
welcoming self, or poet-as-lover inviting her supreme reader, and “his self
for her,” or her supreme reader, “which she [has] imagined.” Both of these
dwell “in a deep-founded sheltering” of Penelope’s composition, in other
words in the “dark italics” of the poem. “[D]eep-founded” suggests not
so much a strong foundation upon which to build one’s shelter, but rather
a profound pouring of the supreme reader’s molten imagination into the
mold of the quiescent poet’s dark (or deep) italics. And this results in a
sheltering or a protection arising out of the ever-altering, imagined interaction between poet and gunman lover, which goes far beyond the mere
shelter of the poem as fixed artifact.
Penelope’s imagined interaction gives rise to “an inhuman meditation,
larger than her own.” Such is the communion of imaginations arising out
of the dialogic evasions between Penelope and Ulysses. The communion
between quiescent poet and gunman lover exists outside the arena of
human interaction and yet is still comprised of meditation: “It was Ulysses
and it was not. Yet they had met, / Friend and dear friend and a planet’s
encouragement.” The meditation is purely imaginative—as is Penelope as
“Companion to his self” and Ulysses as “self for her”—and is made
possible only by the mutual evasion of quiescent poet and gunman lover,
each willfully misprising the other and thus creating a meditation larger
than each but including each as well. Out of this imagined interaction
arises “The barbarous strength” that will “never fail” for Penelope. Thus
she is able to “talk a little to herself as she comb[s] her hair, / Repeating
his name with its patient syllables, / Never forgetting him that kept
coming constantly so near.”
“Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour” (CP 524) offers perhaps the
most intimate portrait of imaginative communion between gunman lover
and quiescent poet, but the poem is also shrouded in the desire for darkness and self-surrender. The candlelight, which the poet invites the gunman lover to light at the poem’s beginning, does not so much dissipate
the dark as enhance and shadow forth the very essence of darkness. The
dusky light of the gunman lover’s imagination occasions a transgression
of the poem’s mysteriously liminal aspect, its “dark italics.” The quiescent
poet’s imperative—“Light the first light”—speaks out of the poem’s dim,
unlighted surroundings, the quintessential backdrop for elusive advance
toward the stealthy gunman lover. Once reader and poet are near each
other—where they “rest and, for small reason, think”—the lighting of the
first light provides for “the intensest rendezvous.” The wordplay on the
French meaning of “rendezvous” suggests another veiled invitation to the
gunman lover. The imperative rendez has a variety of meanings (yield,
READERS IN THE ROCK
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surrender, make, translate) that enriches the sense of interaction here.
Stevens’ “intensest rendezvous” occasions the most powerful type of selfpresentation and self-creation, but it suggests as well the craving for
self-surrender encountered everywhere in The Rock poems. But again, that
very surrender becomes the most evasive of maneuvers, since it is a
surrender ultimately to mortality, of which the gunman lover has fully
become the emblem.
“It is in that thought”—the desire for dark, for rest, for self-surrender
as well as for self-creation and the lighting of the first light—“that we
collect ourselves, / Out of all the indifferences, into one thing.”9 That “one
thing” is the communion of imaginations between poet and gunman lover
for which stanza three provides ample appositives: “a single shawl,” “A
light,” “a power,” “the miraculous influence.” The last appositive suggests
the insufflation of miraculous breath that the reader, as muse, offers the
poet. The shawl affords protection for the imagination against the cold
and the wind of the real weather as it simultaneously binds tightly together
the communing imaginations of reader and poet. But such coupling awakens “a power” that works against the tight binding of the shawl and allows
space for dialogic evasion: “Here, now, we forget each other and ourselves.” The self-surrender to the tight binding of the shawl (suggestive
perhaps of funeral cerements) turns out to be the quiescent poet’s most
powerfully elusive turn.
Throughout the poem, the gunman lover and the poet exhibit a high
degree of activity that inexorably progresses toward a powerful, creative
act at the end: “we rest and . . . think”; “we collect ourselves”; “we forget
each other and ourselves”; “We feel the obscurity”; “We say”; and “We
make a dwelling.” Out of this paradoxically evasive self-surrender—a
forgetting of each other through a forgetting of themselves—comes a
transgression across the poem’s “dark italics” (“the obscurity of an order,
a whole, / A knowledge, that which arranged the rendezvous”) and the
eventual saying and making of the final two stanzas:
We say God and the imagination are one . . .
How high that highest candle lights the dark.
Out of this same light, out of the central mind,
We make a dwelling in the evening air,
In which being there together is enough.
(CP 524)
Through a communion of imaginations arising out of dialogic evasion, the
act of saying (together and yet separately) elevates the imaginations of
reader and poet.
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The “highest candle” of mutually communing imaginations “lights the
dark” so that the shared insight reveals how empty are the “dark italics”
of the poem itself; it is “the dark.” But it is the light of poet-and-reader
communion—“this same light”—from which each fashions “a dwelling in
the evening air, / In which being there together is enough.” The desire for
self-surrender seems final in the last line, and the poem sounds uncharacteristically fixed in a comfort of sharing. Yet the subtle shift from “Here”
in stanza four to “there” in the final line suggests that the poet, in his
self-surrender, has again slipped away and the supposed dwelling is a
there that he no longer inhabits.10 The poet’s wily slide into elsewhere, in
fact, has an ironic effect on the intimate coupling represented in the poem.
Thus, the poem avoids ossification at the last possible instant, swerving
again into “its vital boundary, in the mind.”
Stevens’ supreme readers are, of course, a fiction—are fictions. But their
virtuosity exists as a potent virtuality, a hope for unsponsored humanity
that makes up a part of Stevens’ “mythology of modern death” (CP 435).11
Like Ulysses, the supreme reader both does and does not exist. Just as the
imagined figure of the quiescent poet does not exist in the poet Wallace
Stevens but is the voice of many poets intersecting in the specific moment
of the poem, so also there is no single actual reader who is the supreme
reader;12 but certainly the readership that Stevens’ poems have generated
moves in the direction of his notion of the supreme reader. The critical and
poetic heritage built around Stevens’ project is as heteroglot and stratified
as he would ever have desired from his inspiring, evasive heir.13 This
coming together of quiescent poet and supreme reader is, as Stevens
claims, “An invention, an embrace between one desperate clod / And
another in a fantastic consciousness, / In a queer assertion of humanity”
(CP 525). Like Ulysses’ presence to Penelope or the interior paramour’s to
the poet, interaction between supreme reader and poet both is and is not.
The supreme reader (and perhaps any reader) is a fiction, but one in which
the poet chooses to believe, and out of that belief arises the necessary “cure
of the ground,” that which keeps us going in our absurdly liberated
conditions. These fictions and the awareness of them as fictions provide
us with enough:
In this plenty, the poem makes meanings of the rock,
Of such mixed motion and such imagery
That its barrenness becomes a thousand things
And so exists no more. This is the cure
Of leaves and of the ground and of ourselves.
(CP 527)
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And so Stevens’ quiescent poet and his supreme reader continue their
elusive communion in “Night’s hymn of the rock, as in a vivid sleep” (CP
528), and their willfully veering voices give rise to “a thousand things,”
those very utterances, perhaps, that do indeed issue from “beyond the
boundaries of the self-sufficient world” (Perloff 61).
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Notes
1

For additional discussion of Bakhtin’s applicability to Stevens’ poetry see M. Keith
Booker’s fine article “ ‘A War Between the Mind and Sky’: Bakhtin and Poetry, Stevens and
Politics.” Booker points out that an extended discussion of Bakhtinian dialogism in Stevens
“might yield many exciting results” and that one method would be to examine “the way in
which Stevens quite frequently constructs allegories of reading within his poems” (82). This
is, in fact, the procedure that I have adopted here.
2
In a July 1941 letter to Hi Simons, Stevens claimed that during his childhood, “At home,
our house was rather a curious place, with all of us in different parts of it, reading” (L 391).
And in Souvenirs and Prophecies, Holly Stevens quotes her father as saying, “We were all
great readers, and the old man [Stevens’ father] used to delight in retiring to the room called
the library on a Sunday afternoon to read a five- or six-hundred page novel” (SP 8). I use
the following abbreviations when citing Stevens’ works: The Collected Poems of Wallace
Stevens (CP), Letters of Wallace Stevens (L), The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and the
Imagination (NA), Souvenirs and Prophecies: The Young Wallace Stevens (SP).
3
The will-to-evade depicted again and again in Stevensian interactions is similar to
Bakhtin’s idea about “the internal dialogic essence of language itself” that he characterizes
as “the failure on the part of those speaking different languages to understand each other”
(405). By different languages, Bakhtin means of course the possible heteroglot stratifications
inherent in any so-called common language such as English.
4
With regard to Stevens’ notion of the reader as a bizarre combination of violence and
tenderness, consider this excerpt from a letter to José Rodríguez Feo in December of 1948:
The savage assailant of life who uses literature as a weapon just does not exist,
any more than the savage lover of life exists. Literature nowadays is largely
about nothing by nobodies. Is it not so? What kind of book would that dazzling
human animal Consuelo sit down to read after she had finished washing the
blood off her hands and had hidden once more her machete in the piano? (L
624)
Consuelo was evidently a woman who lived near Feo’s mother in Cuba and who had
threatened his mother’s dog as well as her visiting relatives.
5
On The Rock poems in general, Charles Berger remarks, in Forms of Farewell,
The dual vision of the late poems arises from the mingling of [the] need to
continue and the desire for rest and reward—the poet’s reward, the species of
immortality called fame. The poet must court and fight off canonization; he
must celebrate what he has accomplished and disparage it; view poetry sub
specie aeternitatis and as the most fragile, provisional activity, in need of daily
renewal. (145)
6
Defending Stevens against claims that he is a cold and passionless poet, Helen Vendler
remarks in Words Chosen Out of Desire,
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Stevens is a genuinely misunderstood poet, it seems to me, in the world at
large; he is rarely called a passionate writer, or a poet of ecstatic or despairing
moments—and yet that is what he is. He is often a despairing lover, blaming
himself for the failure in love, blaming his wife as well, and finally, in The Rock,
blaming only the biological necessity that brings men and women together. . . .
(32)
7

See Loren Rusk’s “Penelope’s Creative Desiring: ‘The World as Meditation’ ” for a discussion of Penelope as an “artist analogue” (15). By making Ulysses entirely a function of
Penelope’s imagination, Rusk seems to disqualify her own interesting assertion that “The
Ulysses for whom Penelope longs, the fulfillment apprehended only as it disappears again
. . . is, finally, realization of oneself through the otherness of the world” (21). In order for such
realization to occur, Ulysses’ alterity must be more powerfully evasive than Rusk’s characterization of him allows.
8
I disagree with Mark Halliday who claims, in Stevens and the Interpersonal,
In Stevens there is a campaign to wipe out the fact that the self’s isolation is a
removal from visible other persons—a campaign whereby they either become
utterly ignorable or can somehow be shown to be not truly other. (5)
On the contrary, the reader-as-other is never ignorable for Stevens, and it is absolutely
necessary that the reader remain “truly other” in a most radical sense for the sake of a freedom
of creativity. Though reader and poet at times seem to merge, such fusion is an illusion from
which they eventually emerge through their radical moments of dialogic evasion. Though
Halliday does try to rescue Stevens by demonstrating that he has genuine concern for his
reader, nonetheless since Stevens is so much a poet of solitude, he falls short (according to
Halliday) of producing “meditations on the failures and successes and mysteries of interpersonal relations” (6). My claim is that these “failures and successes and mysteries” are exactly
what Stevens does produce in his characterization of the poet/reader interaction.
9
Discussing Stevens’ notions of intersubjectivity in “Wallace Stevens and the Inverted
Dramatic Monologue,” Margaret Dickie interestingly concludes:
Stevens has written a poetry of collection in which the boundaries of inner and
outer, self and other, author and poem, are crossed and re-crossed. Collection
is a way to connect that requires neither distinction nor separation, yet allows
for differentiation as an on-going process. The speakers [in Stevens’ poems] are
collected together and collect themselves in his poems. There, they exist in
relation and only in relation as speech itself makes and remakes the speaker
no less than the listener. (34–35)
10

If we read “dwelling” as a gerund suggesting an ongoing activity instead of merely a
place, then “being there together” implies a continuous process of interaction between poet
and gunman lover, and the poem’s “fixed” appearance begins to look like another of the
poet’s evasive disguises behind which he slips away. In addition, the verb to dwell has an
interesting etymological suggestiveness; it is taken from the Old English dwellan, which
means to lead astray or to hinder.
11
Commenting on this type of potent virtuality, Charles Altieri remarks:
Like Penelope with Ulysses . . . or the lover with his interior paramour, . . . we
find ourselves projecting before us a deeper or richer way of sharing the
intensity in the gathering and unifying power of the author. Reading can be
desiring to become, or glimpsing ourselves becoming, a certain kind of person
figured as possible by the activity as well as by the content of a text. Read in a
certain way, a world becomes alive—requiring in those who can find a language
for it a certain kind of heroism, and, more important, making evident a virtual
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site where idealizing desires are inherently part of a commonal. As one reads,
one sees what is available equivalently to all readers. (113–14; emphasis added)
12

In “Stevens’ Rock and Criticism as Cure,” J. Hillis Miller points out:
Self in the sense of individual personality is one of the major illusions dissolved
by [The Rock]. This dissolution, paradoxically, takes place not by a movement
into a more and more vacuous solipsism, as is sometimes said to be Stevens’
fate as a poet, but precisely by incorporating that doubling of self and other
which Emerson so resolutely, and by the necessity of his genuinely solipsistic
definition of the strong self, rejects. Stevens is more open to the existence of
others, more in need of them, and so, in the end, vulnerable, as Emerson and
Whitman are not, to an abyssing or dissolution of the self. (25)

13
In Wallace Stevens and the Critical Schools, Melita Schaum gives an excellent overview
of the various schools of thought on, and “endlessly elaborating” approaches to, Stevens’
poetry. In addition, Michael Davidson has written about Stevens’ profound effect upon
postmodern poets and has pointed out that, while Stevens’ poetry may be “entirely monologic
rather than part of human dialogue,” nevertheless he has helped move postmodernist poetry
toward its attempt “to enlarge the dialogic and discursive possibilities of poetry” (157–58).
If Stevens’ poetry is indeed monologic in many ways (something I am not entirely convinced
of, as this article indicates), in his characterization of his own reception he is thoroughly
dialogic. This indeed makes Stevens a transition figure, as Davidson claims: “Stevens, along
with Gertrude Stein, Beckett, and Williams, occupies a central position in the transition
between Modernism and Postmodernism” (157).
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“The Ordinary Women”:
Stevens’ Fantasia on a Theme by Longfellow
STEPHEN J. ADAMS

T

HE ORDINARY WOMEN” (CP 10) first appeared with a group of
six of Wallace Stevens’ strongest Harmonium poems in the Dial for
July 1922.1 A letter to the Dial’s editor Gilbert Seldes suggests that
Stevens himself did not place quite the highest value on the poem: “I have
no desire to be persnickety about the arrangement of the group,” he wrote,
“except to make a good beginning and a good end. Accordingly, it does
not matter how much you arrange the poems, if you begin with The
Bantams and end with The Emperor” (L 227). Since then, critics have often
admired the poem, and mention of it is regularly made in surveys of
Stevens’ work; but they have given it little detailed attention. This is a
benign neglect: “The Ordinary Women” is a good poem, I think, but not
Stevens at his most compelling or complex. The real reason for it, however,
lies in the critics’ failure to recognize Stevens’ parodic intention. “The
Ordinary Women” is, I am convinced, a playful fantasy on a once-familiar
schoolroom classic by Longfellow.
In the criticism, the poem first was a prime exhibit in R. P. Blackmur’s
classic 1932 analysis of Stevens’ diction in “Examples of Wallace Stevens.”
Beginning with an extended discussion of the phrase “Funest philosophers” from “Of the Manner of Addressing Clouds,” Blackmur sets out to
show that the diction is not merely precious, finicky, or ornamental, but a
successful discovery of the only precise word, the elusive mot juste; but
then, turning to “The Ordinary Women,” Blackmur almost reverses his
argument: “I am at a loss,” he confesses, “and quite happy there, to know
anything literally about this poem.” It possesses the charm of “the approach of language, through the magic of elegance, to nonsense.” Though
not quite nonsense, he claims, “Somewhere between the realms of ornamental sound and representative statement, the words pause and balance,
dissolve and revolve” (Blackmur 56–57). Subsequent critics have emphasized this quality: to Joseph Riddel, the poem is one that “develops almost
exclusively through exaggerated tonal effects” (64).
Critics have, of course, discerned a kind of symbolic parable in the
poem, and there is a fair degree of consensus about its purport. A. Walton
Litz, who makes the highest claims, sees it as Stevens’ “finest expression”
of “the exaltations and betrayals of moonlight.” The first and last stanzas
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frame the women’s adventure as they move from “dry catarrhs . . . to
guitars” and back again: “In the theatre of moonlight the ordinary women
look at the abstract hieroglyphs of life, at the ‘beta b’ and ‘gamma g’ which
follow ‘alpha,’ and there they read of ‘marriage-bed,’ life’s living text. At
the mid-point of the poem the ordinary women are balanced between
imagination and reality, but as the poem unwinds, the initial situation is
reversed.” In the last half of the poem, “a mirror image of the first,” the
women dance “through the palace of art to the music of bare reality”
(110–11). Other critics, including Riddel and Milton J. Bates, have produced
variants of this reading, and I have no real argument with it.2
Stevens’ poem gains both specificity and resonance, however, when it
is held up against its model, Longfellow’s “Hymn to the Night.” Here is
Longfellow’s poem:
Hymn to the Night
Ασπασιη, τριλλιστος

I heard the trailing garments of the Night
Sweep through her marble halls!
I saw her sable skirts all fringed with light
From the celestial walls!
I felt her presence, by its spell of might
Stoop o’er me from above;
The calm, majestic presence of the Night,
As of the one I love.
I heard the sounds of sorrow and delight,
The manifold, soft chimes,
That fill the haunted chambers of the Night,
Like some old poet’s rhymes.
From the cool cisterns of the midnight air
My spirit drank repose;
The fountain of perpetual peace flows there,—
From those deep cisterns flows.
O holy Night! from thee I learn to bear
What man has borne before!
Thou layest thy fingers on the lips of Care,
And they complain no more.
Peace! Peace! Orestes-like I breathe this prayer!
Descend with broad-winged flight,
The welcome, the thrice-prayed for, the most fair,
The best-beloved Night! (3)
“THE ORDINARY WOMEN”
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I can offer little external evidence for my claim. There is no question
that this poem has always been one of Longfellow’s most frequently
anthologized (and I would maintain, most satisfying) lyrics. Stevens’ Letters reveal a pair of interesting general references to Longfellow. In response to some verses sent home in 1898, Stevens’ father noted,
ambiguously: “Your lines run prettily in the Stanzas sent and we may soon
expect the shades of Longfellow to seem less grey” (L 21). This may be a
disparaging reference to the poet’s graying reputation, but, more likely, it
suggests that the early verses seemed to be comparable to or modeled
upon Longfellow’s. Closer to the writing of “The Ordinary Women,” in
June 1916, Stevens wrote to his wife from Minneapolis, having made a
tourist’s visit to Minnehaha Falls: “Did you ‘appen to know that Longfellow’s poem concerning Hiawatha had its scene here?” (L 197). Most suggestive, perhaps, is Joan Richardson’s information that Stevens, in the
hospital on his deathbed, “entertained nurses by reciting Longfellow, one
of Elsie’s old favorite poets” (426). No one could be surprised that Longfellow’s work was a presence of consequence to an American poet born
in 1879.
The many internal parallels between these two specific poems are obvious. Longfellow’s fine prosopopoeia of “night” as a goddess, mysteriously appearing, becomes in Stevens a host of unnamed, ghostly female
figures, not strictly personifications but unquestionably creatures of the
night. The palatial “marble halls,” “celestial walls,” and “haunted chambers” of Longfellow become a more ambiguous but still metaphorical
architecture in Stevens, first named a “palace,” then expanded with such
phrases as “nocturnal halls,” “lacquered loges,” and “beachy floors.” The
female figure in Longfellow wears “trailing garments” and “sable skirts”;
the women in Stevens wear “cold dresses,” while they flaunt “explicit
coiffures” and “civil fans.” Longfellow’s night goddess is associated with
music and poetry, “manifold, soft chimes” and “some old poet’s rhymes”;
Stevens’ women are serenaded by “gaunt guitarists” while they “study /
The canting curlicues / Of heaven and of the heavenly script.” The women
in both poems are delicately eroticized: to Longfellow, the personified
Night is “a calm, majestic presence . . . As of the one I love”; to Stevens,
the women read of the “marriage-bed” (“Ti-lill-o!”) and emanate “insinuations of desire.” (The marriage bed allusion reanimates Joan Richardson’s
comment about Elsie Stevens’ fondness for Longfellow.)
All of these parallels could be taken as accidental: the tropes, taken
singly, are not especially unusual, and one could argue that both poets,
having settled on a female figuration for Night, invented the rest independently as a matter of course. But one less obvious point of contact is
singular enough, I think, to betoken more convincingly Stevens’ conscious
use of Longfellow: his ordinary women look
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From the window-sills at the alphabets
At beta b and gamma g.
If I am right, the source of these heavenly hieroglyphics is Longfellow’s
Greek epigraph.
There is no indication in Stevens’ poem that he recognized or understood the Greek tag offered by Longfellow, the preternatural linguist, and
the phrase contains neither beta nor gamma. In the household editions it
is not identified or translated (I owe my own information to the editors of
a school anthology). But Stevens treats the letters not for their meaning
but as a form of mysterious writing, “canting curlicues / Of heaven and
of the heavenly script” which the ordinary women “read right long.” This
divine revelation, which stands in contrast to the nonsense “zay-zay and
a-zay, a-zay” of the palace musicians, forms yet another example of the
enigmatic writing identified as a leitmotif of the American Renaissance
and studied so elegantly in John T. Irwin’s American Hieroglyphics.
Longfellow’s Greek phrase, quoted from the eighth book of Homer’s
Iliad, line 488, means “Welcome, thrice-prayed for” (Foerster 735). In context, it refers to the night bringing relief to the hard-pressed Greeks, while
Zeus promises them a victorious destiny. Night, to Longfellow, is a site
not of fear or anxiety but of solace. Longfellow translates τριλλιστος in
his final stanza, linking it with Orestes seeking peace from the pursuing
Furies, the reminiscences bringing a deeper, more solemn tone into the
poem. As Newton Arvin, the poet’s biographer, remarks, Longfellow was
always to be “a poet of the Night, or the Twilight” (64).
It is this quality that Stevens appropriates, half mockingly, half in earnest. In his letter to Gilbert Seldes, Stevens notes that, since the two poems
rejected by the Dial from his submission were both “moonlight poems” (L
227), the group as a whole required a new title. Stevens had apparently
wished to highlight his ironic treatment of a romantic cliché. Despite his
elusive and evasive ironies, however, “The Ordinary Women” remains an
attractive early tribute to the consolations of romantic moonlight.
University of Western Ontario
Notes
1

The poems were “Bantams in Pine-Woods,” “The Ordinary Women,” “Frogs Eat Butterflies. Snakes Eat Frogs. Hogs Eat Snakes. Men Eat Hogs,” “A High-Toned Old Christian
Woman,” “O Florida, Venereal Soil,” and “The Emperor of Ice-Cream.”
2
Riddel notes an “elegant sport with religious imagery,” which turns “a ritual of asceticism
into a ritual of epicureanism” and back (64). Barnes, probably expanding on the phrase
“lacquered loges,” over-specifies the architectural milieu, seeing the women “flit through the
walls of a movie palace to seek in Hollywood fantasies (‘guitars’) the excitement lacking in
their humdrum and sexually unfulfilled lives” (106). In this he may be following Fred
Stocking’s 1945 exegesis in Explicator, the earliest attempt to paraphrase.
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The Comedian as Colonist
EDWARD MARX

“Hartford,” Stevens says, “is a very American city, but
here that includes, yes, a strong cultural tradition. Our
businessmen are well educated, they read books, some of
them even write: there’s Mr.—, for instance, the chief Mififi
of a company . . .”
“The chief what?”
“Oh—” laughing—“Mififi, panjandrum, headman, you
know. He goes away each summer to live the life of a
painter.”
—Brazeau 129

I

N HIS INFLUENTIAL 1940 READING of “The Comedian as the Letter
C” Hi Simons called the poem “the culminant work of an acknowledged master’s first period” (453). Most critics have since acknowledged the poem’s importance as an allegorical account of the
development of Stevens’ aesthetic. As A. Walton Litz notes, the poem
belongs “to a familiar literary genre, the voyage of discovery which becomes an ‘introspective’ voyage of self-discovery, but its deeper affinities
are with the confessional fictions produced by the Romantic impulse to
explore and define the self” (120). For Harold Bloom, the poem’s relation
to its predecessors is somewhat paradoxical: “it is the satyr-poem or parody that culminates and almost undoes the tradition of the High Romantic
quest-poem,” he writes; “yet it shares fully in the obsessive quest that it
only ostensibly mocks” (70). Thus, for Bloom, the poem is exemplary of
the anxiety of influence, and he reads it, accordingly, as an allegory of the
poetic crisis that silenced the poet in the years following the publication
of Harmonium.
The figuration of self-discovery as quest is so deeply ingrained in English
literature that Stevens’ choice of the discovery narrative as an appropriate
form for his allegory of poetic self-discovery seems an entirely natural one.
But the “naturalness” of this allegory, I would argue, demands further
scrutiny. The classic discovery narratives in the English tradition—those,
for example, of Raleigh, Drake, or Captain Cook—are, first and foremost,
artifacts of colonialism, however much we may wish to read them as
explorations of the Western “self” discovering its limits in the field of the
“other.” The adventure novel, a genre so closely intertwined with the
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discovery narrative genre as to be almost inseparable from it, is even more
conspicuous in its linking of the discovery of selfhood with the project of
colonial expansion, particularly in its late-nineteenth-century forms. “The
adventure tales that formed the light reading of Englishmen for two hundred years and more after Robinson Crusoe” were not only, as Martin Green
has argued, “the energizing myth of English imperialism” (3), they were
also an important part of the upbringing of the boys and girls of the British
Empire. Such stories, needless to say, were widely read in America, as
indeed the centrality in the American tradition of Melville’s seafaring tales
and Poe’s Narrative of A. Gordon Pym attests.
Just as “Alastor”—the precursor poem, according to Bloom, of “The
Comedian”—figures within a certain moment of British imperial interaction with the East,1 Stevens’ persistent use of “exotic” and “primitive”
images reflects a certain moment in the American dialectic of imperialism
and isolationism. As I will argue in this essay, the particular features of
Crispin’s quest in “The Comedian” cannot be properly understood without an understanding of these discursive contexts. In my view, the poem’s
generic affinities to the discovery narrative signify not only an adaptation
of romantic precursor poems, but also an exploration of the possibilities
of poetic expression in a world of Empire: possibilities that involve the
imaginative appropriation of the exotic and the primitive.
Stevens and the Exotic
“Wallace Stevens is an explorer of the exotic,” Allen Tate observed in
an early review of Harmonium (Doyle 57). Stevens’ imaginative geography
in general inclines toward the area extending from the South Atlantic states
to the Caribbean, enforcing, in effect, a Monroe Doctrine of the imagination, a sphere of influence appropriate to a period of steady U. S. involvement in the Caribbean in the decades following the Spanish American War
and increased concern over Mexican political instabilities. The opening of
Cuba to American tourism offers a background to “Academic Discourse
in Havana,” where Cuba provides an antidote to civilization: “Canaries in
the morning, orchestras / In the afternoon, balloons at night,” the “grand
decadence” (CP 142) of Cuba supplementing the more easily accessible
tropicality of Florida which, in “Nomad Exquisite,” “Brings forth hymn
and hymn / From the beholder” just as “the immense dew of Florida /
Brings forth / The big-finned palm / And green vine” (CP 95).
Stevens’ poetics accord a place of importance to the exotic, an importance that is deeply entrenched in the symbolic order of Harmonium and
by no means merely decorative. Though the particularities of the exotic
imagery that Stevens chooses vary from poem to poem (as of course they
must, given the dependence of exoticism on novelty), their function—the
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possibility of an escape from the quotidian—remains fairly constant. What
varies is the motive for escape or the value placed upon it.
The quotidian presents problems as a poetic space for Stevens—problems Stevens confronts, and, increasingly in his later work, overcomes—
and the exotic offers a generative linguistic space in which the poet
discovers or rediscovers a fresh poetic subjectivity. In “The Cuban Doctor”
the poet’s reveries are invaded by an Indian who strikes “Out of his cloud
and from his sky” (CP 64). In the following poem, “Tea at the Palaz of
Hoon,” the poet transcends “the western day” into the vaguely exotic
world of the poem, where he inquires,
What was the ointment sprinkled on my beard?
What were the hymns that buzzed beside my ears?
What was the sea whose tide swept through me there?
Out of my mind the golden ointment rained
And my ears made the blowing hymns they heard.
I was myself the compass of that sea:
I was the world in which I walked, and what I saw
Or heard or felt came not but from myself;
And there I found myself more truly and more strange.
(CP 65)
The imagery arrives already questioning its source; and that source, we
are told, is the imagination of the poet. The exoticism of the imagery
functions as a proof of authenticity: the poem is no mere mimetic reproduction, but a product of a special function of the imagination accessible
to the poet. This special faculty of the poet to generate images outside of
the normal range of everyday experience again enables Stevens’ poetic
voice.
This special faculty of the poet is again pointed to in the next poem in
Harmonium, “Disillusionment of Ten O’Clock,” where the poet laments the
lack of strangeness in the surrounding houses, noting sadly that “People
are not going / To dream of baboons and periwinkles.” “Only, here and
there, an old sailor, / Drunk and asleep in his boots” transcends these
disappointingly ordinary dreams, and “Catches tigers / In red weather”
(CP 66).
But Stevens may be selling his neighbors short; if he, like the old sailor,
dreamed of baboons and periwinkles (or at least, could conceive of someone doing so), perhaps his neighbors did too. Such, at least, is the argument
of Fredric Jameson, who reads Stevens’ exoticism as reflecting “a particular
moment in the development of modern capitalism,” a moment in which
both tourism and third-world objects come to carry special meanings for
the Westerner:
THE COMEDIAN AS COLONIST
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There is, in other words, a subterranean relationship between
the “umbrella in Java”—the fantasy of the exotic holiday—and
the “umbrella from Java,” the luxury item whose own capacity
to generate images, daydreams and semic associations lies in
its origins in a distant place and culture, and in the momentary
function of a Third World handicraft industry to produce just
such objects of consumption for the First World. (184)
Thus for Jameson the exotic image in Stevens provides not so much an
escape from the quotidian as a means of closure. The exotic, Jameson
argues, “completes” Stevens’ poetic world by means of the “fundamental
oppositions (nature versus culture, or, in other words, landscape versus
luxury consumption objects; and First World versus Third World)” that
underlie the economic structure of the global economy of imperialism.
Stevens, like his former Harvard classmate, the art collector Walter
Arensberg, was a connoisseur of exotic objects. One of his sources for these
objects was Harriet Monroe’s sister, whose husband was the U.S. minister
to China. In the same letter in which Stevens broke the news to Monroe
that Poetry would not be getting the final version of “the Crispin poem,”
he thanked her for having her sister send him some tea from China. “For
a poet to have even a secondhand contact with China is a great matter,”
he writes, “and a desk that sees so much trouble is blessed by such reversions to innocence” (L 229). Later that year he thanked her for another gift,
this time of “a benevolent old god,” “a blissful adventure” for which he
was much indebted (L 230–31).
James Clifford has suggested in an essay entitled “On Collecting Art
and Culture” that collecting is a universal human activity, albeit one that
takes on different meanings in different cultures:
All such collections embody hierarchies of value, exclusions,
rule-governed territories of the self. But the notion that this
gathering involves the accumulation of possessions, the idea
that identity is a kind of wealth (of objects, knowledge, memories, experience), is surely not universal. (218)
“In the West,” Clifford argues, “collecting has long been a strategy for the
deployment of a possessive self, culture, and authenticity.” This strategy
is employed in the very language of Stevens’ poem, as Alison Rieke has
argued in her essay, “Stevens’ Armchair Travel: The Sound of the Foreign.”
Words, Rieke argues, are “vehicles for the poet’s mental travel: words are
themselves committed wanderers, and Stevens uses their movement to
counter his own stasis” (166). Exotic words and objects offered Stevens
objects of contemplation for imaginative travel; for, as he observes in
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“Academic Discourse in Havana,” “the sustenance of the wilderness, /
Does not sustain us in the metropoles” (CP 142).
Self-Discovery through Exploration
If the exotic is a major preoccupation for Stevens, “The Comedian as
the Letter C” nevertheless begins with an assertion of man’s rootedness
to the local, that “man is the intelligence of his soil, / The sovereign ghost”
(CP 27). For Crispin the truth of this statement is only determined after
travels in exotic places, when he can agree “That’s worth crossing seas to
find” (CP 36). Travel provides the experience through which Crispin discovers his limits. Justifiably dissatisfied with the mastery of his limited
domain, where his position as the Socrates of snails and musician of pears
demonstrates the inadequacy of his environment to provide for his intellectual and vocational needs, he is led to the sea, much like the boy-heroes
of many Victorian adventure stories. Like these others who sought their
fortunes overseas, Crispin aspires to great success, and even his pretensions to domination of the sea “Created, in his day, a touch of doubt”
(CP 27).
A great deal of the poem’s comic energy, however, stems from the fact
that Crispin’s aspirations, couched in the heroic language of epic and
adventure, are for the most part “merely” literary. The mapping of this
search for a suitable poetic onto the framework of the adventure story is
significant. Stevens, as Frank Lentricchia has amply demonstrated,
thought of poetry as an effeminate occupation, and we may read this
figuration of the poetic quest as voyage of discovery as an attempt to
recover the “masculinity” and “seriousness” of the poetic vocation.
Crispin’s progress is marked by the series of initiation rituals that he
undergoes. The poem begins with Crispin’s crisis of inadequacy:
The lutanist of fleas, the knave, the thane,
The ribboned stick, the bellowing breeches, cloak
Of China, cap of Spain, imperative haw
Of hum, inquisitorial botanist,
And general lexicographer of mute
And maidenly greenhorns, now beheld himself,
A skinny sailor peering in the sea-glass. (CP 28)
By throwing himself into his voyage, in which he is immediately and
predictably “washed away by magnitude,” he enters into a process of
self-discovery through confrontation with external forces, escaping the
narcissistic contemplation of the self. Through this externalized self-discovery he can begin to confront the difficult questions of poetic identity
in a manner that mirrors the adventure story hero’s quest for personal
identity, a quest that often requires the hero to establish a place in the social
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order by competing successfully with others. The wordy, watery realist
Triton, whose verboseness Crispin must “stem . . . in the sea” seems an
easy target, since he already lies groveling and self-divided: “Triton incomplicate with that / Which made him Triton” (CP 28). The allegory of
Triton has been read as a separation of “American Romantic Selfhood from
its British precursor” (Bloom 74), as a rejection of “a watered-down romanticism” (Litz 129), and as a recognizing of “the stark realities of life”
(Simons 455). Triton is in fact Crispin, “an ancient Crispin” who melts away
like “dead brine” or “a dew / Of winter” reduced to a “merest minuscule
in the gales” (CP 29). Vanquished, Triton nevertheless lives on, though
finally “negligible,” a reminder of an inherited language that cannot be
entirely transcended.
The title of this first section of the poem is “The World without Imagination,” and its ending, with obvious parallels to Stevens’ own development, is Crispin’s discovery of a modernist poetic in the Pound-Williams
vein: “Here was the veritable ding an sich, at last” (CP 29). The ding an
sich, or “the thing itself” in Williams’ formulation, is “free / From the
unavoidable shadow of himself / That lay elsewhere around him” (CP
29–30). It is another of the cathartic transformations Crispin undergoes:
here, “the last distortion of romance / Forsook the insatiable egotist” and
“Crispin beheld and Crispin was made new” (CP 30). The arrival of this
modernist aesthetic does not seem to stem from anything on Crispin’s part
other than his decision to become an introspective voyager, and the aesthetic itself is conspicuously empty of content, being composed of short,
declarative sentences reminiscent of various modernist manifestos, and
with considerably more than a hint of parody. Appearing out of nowhere,
the new aesthetic is an inescapable revelation whose beneficial effects—
including the pseudo-rebirth as well as the accompanying relief from “the
drenching of stale lives” that had previously plagued his voice—are balanced by the alienating and ominous effects of its arrival: the “veritable
ding an sich” comes “with a speech belched out of hoary darks / Noway
resembling his” (CP 29). Yet with all its power, it is a “gaudy, gusty
panoply” (CP 30)—an empty shell or suit of armor, a “caparison,” or rich
covering, “of wind and cloud,” and is thus as hollow as it is potent, an
impressive illusion of rhetorical strength, though—as “something given
to make whole among / The ruses that were shattered by the large”—it
serves a necessary restorative function for the puny and battered Crispin.
The Maya Sonneteers
Crispin’s contemplation of this new aesthetic is interrupted by his
arrival in Yucatan, where new poetical concerns confront him. Here, he
discovers the Maya sonneteers, who
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still to the night-bird made their plea,
As if raspberry tanagers in palms,
High up in orange air, were barbarous. (CP 30)
The Maya sonneteers with their romanticized primitivism produce only
temporary interest in the reformed but destitute Crispin, who quickly
surpasses their timid efforts and plunges deeper “into a savage color.”
Since Hi Simons’ 1940 reading of the poem in which Simons argued that
the Maya sonneteers were “the minor romantics who were still dealing
with sentimental conventions and ignoring the crude splendors of the
contemporary when Crispin entered the literary scene” (456), critics have
pursued the specific referents of the Maya sonneteers, assuming that
Crispin’s flirtations with their aesthetic allegorize Stevens’ own aesthetic
flirtations with established poetic schools in the manner of a roman à clef.
Bloom, for example, contends that “ ‘The Maya sonneteers’ may include
such Harvard poets as Trumbull Stickney, George Cabot Lodge, and even
Santayana” (75), while for Litz they suggest “the ‘local color’ work of his
American contemporaries” that Stevens found “irrelevant” (130). Besides
disagreeing with one another, these readings fail to explain why Stevens
chose to refer to these poets as “Maya sonneteers.” Granted, all we really
know of the Maya sonneteers is that they neglect colorful or violent birds
for night-birds, to whom they make mere “pleas,” not having a “violence . . . for aggrandizement” (CP 31) as Crispin does, and that in the
earlier version Crispin “arraigns” them before departing for Carolina,
because “his soul”—presumably unlike theirs—“feels the Andean breath”
(OP 51). However, we might do worse than to take “Maya sonneteers”
and the alternative “Mexican sonneteers” literally. I would like to propose
two possible readings of these terms, the first of which locates Stevens’
interest in the Mayans in the context of the movement of American literary
“nativism” (thus locating the Mayan as a potential literary ancestor), and
the second of which identifies a possible connection with contemporary
Mexican poets whose work might have been known to Stevens.
Two letters Stevens wrote in the 1940s provide some clues about his
attitudes toward the Mayans. A letter to José Rodríguez Feo in 1946 suggests that Stevens’ interest in the exotic extended only partly to the Mayans:
One great difficulty about everything Mexican is the appalling interest in the Indians: the Mayas and so on. It is just as if
every time one picked up a number of the New Yorker one
found a dozen illustrations of life among the early Dutch settlers. After all, few writers tell us what we really want to know
about the Indians. One sees pictures of the Mayas, and this, that
and the other. These things never take one below the surface
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and I have yet to feel about any Maya that he was made of clay.
Publications like Cuadernos Americanos convince one that he
was made of putty. (L 543)
Certainly Stevens is as dismissive of the Mayans here as Crispin is. However, a 1948 letter to Leonard van Geyzel in Ceylon, with whom Stevens
had corresponded periodically since pressing him into service in 1937 as
a buyer of Indian art objects and figures,2 gives a less dismissive account
of the importance of the Mayans:
I was interested in your remark about the indifference to
Hindu art. I don’t know whether you know about Maya art.
This consists very largely of glyphs and sacrificial and calendar
stones, all of them completely hideous. They are found in Mexico and in the jungles of Central America, Yucatan, and so on.
Many people believe that these early Indians came from the
South Pacific. We feel a special interest in things of this sort
because they give us the antiquity which the English like to
deny us. The English insist that Americans have no background. But, after all, Ceylon belongs as much to us as it does
to them so far as such a background belongs to either. Aside
from that special interest, I think we feel the same aversion to
Maya art that we feel to Hindu art even after we have taken
into account the fact that Maya art is almost brute art while
Hindu art is just the opposite. Both spring from alien imaginations and while the imaginations are different, the effect of each
is pretty much the same. I am generalizing. There are certain
Indian schools, particularly of painting, which come through
perfectly. (L 614)
In both passages the main interest of the Mayans is their role as potential
historical ancestor. Yet Stevens’ attitude toward this idea of ancestry differs
in the two letters. In the Feo letter, he castigates the Mexicans’ overvaluing
of the Mayan ancestry: this obsession, he feels, is as absurd as if The New
Yorker were to suddenly become interested in New York’s early Dutch
settlers.3 In the second letter he is more ambivalent, pointing out that “we”
feel a special interest in the Mayans “because they give us the antiquity
which the English like to deny us.” There is a trace of irony here, but
Stevens’ peculiar logic makes it clear that these are questions that he takes
seriously: if the British can claim India as a primitive ancestor, so can
Americans, descended from the same stock. On the other hand, the aversion “we” feel to Mayan and Hindu art makes the value of such ancestry
dubious.
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Waldo Frank’s Our America (1919) offers a typical view of Mayan culture
in American literary circles at the time when Stevens was writing his poem.
Frank saw Mayan culture as the highest achievement of the world of the
now almost eradicated North American Indian:
In the central lands of Yucatan and Guatamala, this world perhaps reached its apogee. The Mayas builded great cities, and
made beauty out of rock and upon walls, for whose like in
profundity of form one must go back to India and Egypt. They
wrote books that are still undeciphered. . . . But the ruins of
their greatness in the tropic forests are not hard to read. They
bespeak a rich and fertile people, accomplished in spiritual and
aesthetic works. (107–08)
That the Mayans could provide, in any practical sense, an ancestral heritage for modern poets in the United States, seems, on the surface, a
fantastic idea at best. And there is little evidence of any modernist poets,
least of all Stevens, employing Mayan poetic models in their poetry.
Stevens obviously had some familiarity with Mayan cultural artifacts4—
too much, as far as he was concerned—and was sufficiently interested to
criticize writing about the Mayans that fails to “take one below the surface”
and “tell us what we really want to know about the Indians.” Little enough
was known about Mayan thought in Stevens’ day, and their hieroglyphic
writing has only recently become minimally decipherable. There is no
indication that Stevens read or was aware of the one significant Mayan
literary work that was available, the Popol Vuh. What is important, however, is the nativist aesthetic associated with the Mayans: the almost mystical idea that a culture is rooted to and in some sense emanates from a
place, an idea that will become important later in the poem when Crispin
attempts to establish his own poetic colony.
We should not, however, disregard a second possible association between the Maya sonneteers and the Mexican modernist poets, whose work
was becoming known in the English-speaking world.5 An article on the
subject by Irving Ormond, entitled “Mexico’s New Poets,” appeared in
The Bookman in March 1919. Ormond’s discussion of Amado Nervo’s “Pajaro Milagroso” (Miraculous Bird), in particular, suggests parallels with
Stevens’ sonneteers. In the Amado poem the miraculous bird is the airplane, described in lofty language as the realization of the dream of Icarus:
“to-day, over your tombs, there flies, buzzing, the miraculous bird of the
snowy wings, that crystallizes the dream of the ages!” (105). The connection between Nervo’s plea to the exoticized airplane-bird and the sonneteers’ pleas to the night-bird “As if raspberry tanagers in palms, / High up
in orange air, were barbarous” is admittedly a tenuous one. Nevertheless,
it seems possible that Stevens heard the call of Ormond’s article that
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“surely our own new poets should not disdain the rich fields of modern
Mexican verse” (106), and he encoded his response in his own poem. If
the connection here is uncertain, it is nevertheless important to raise the
questions of whether and to what extent North American modernists like
Stevens were aware of the earlier Latin American movement of modernismo
and whether common interests in primitivism and exoticism between the
movements might indicate a greater degree of Latin American influence
on the modernist movement than has been acknowledged.
A Primitivist Aesthetic
That Crispin’s first encounter is with Mayans suggests that we might
read the narrative as a telescoped account of European colonization in the
New World. His next adventure, however, “stopping, on voyage, in a land
of snakes,” reminds us that such a reading should not be taken too literally
and that Crispin’s story owes as much to the adventure story as to the
genre of discovery narrative. Crispin, we are told,
Found his vicissitudes had much enlarged
His apprehension, made him intricate
In moody rucks, and difficult and strange
In all desires, his destitution’s mark. (CP 31)
Travel, according to the common view, enlarges the mind, but at the same
time, it makes one aware of one’s provinciality, or what we might call the
regional limitations of the subject. In the case of the “destitute” Crispin,
the encounter with the exotic refigures his desires, leaving him “intricate”
but also “difficult and strange.” And here, as well, we begin to see the first
products of his new writing, a poetry that quickly becomes dominated by
a primitivist aesthetic.
His violence was for aggrandizement
And not for stupor, such as music makes
For sleepers halfway waking. He perceived
That coolness for his heat came suddenly,
And only, in the fables that he scrawled
With his own quill, in its indigenous dew,
Of an aesthetic tough, diverse, untamed,
Incredible to prudes, the mint of dirt,
Green barbarism turning paradigm.
Crispin foresaw a curious promenade
Or, nobler, sensed an elemental fate,
And elemental potencies and pangs,
And beautiful barenesses as yet unseen,
Making the most of savagery of palms,
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Of moonlight on the thick, cadaverous bloom
That yuccas breed, and of the panther’s tread.
The fabulous and its intrinsic verse
Came like two spirits parleying, adorned
In radiance from the Atlantic coign,
For Crispin and his quill to catechize.
But they came parleying of such an earth,
So thick with sides and jagged lops of green,
So intertwined with serpent-kin encoiled
Among the purple tufts, the scarlet crowns,
Scenting the jungle in their refuges,
So streaked with yellow, blue and green and red
In beak and bud and fruity gobbet-skins,
That earth was like a jostling festival
Of seeds grown fat, too juicily opulent,
Expanding in the gold’s maternal warmth. (CP 31–32)
Crispin’s primitivism is composed of at least three distinct strands of
thought that may be characterized respectively as wildness, sensuality, and
earthiness. His “fables” are presumably untamed and sensual, as they are
“incredible to prudes,” and come from the earth, as they are “the mint of
dirt” and written in the quill’s own indigenous dew. In contrast to the
Maya sonneteers who fled from the barbarism of mere raspberry tanagers,
for Crispin barbarism becomes paradigm: the poet’s language recovers its
primal function of signifying otherness.
Helen Vendler argues
Stevens’ resolute attempts to make himself into a ribald poet
of boisterous devotion to the gaudy, the gusty, and the burly
are a direct consequence of a depressing irony in respect to the
self he was born with and an equally depressing delusion about
the extent to which that self could be changed. (52)
This mode, according to Vendler, with its “stressed physicality and stressed
tropicality,” is not “destined to become Stevens’ persistent mode.” The
fading appeal of the primitive is already evident in Stevens’ second book,
Ideas of Order. In “Farewell to Florida,” the opening poem, the poet turns
away from “the vivid blooms” of Florida and rejoices in the ability “To
stand here on the deck in the dark and say / Farewell and to know that
that land is forever gone.” “My North is leafless and lies in a wintry slime /
Both of men and clouds, a slime of men in crowds” the poet complains,
yet it is precisely this leafless and slimy North to which he longs to return,
“To be free again, to return to the violent mind / That is their mind, these
men, and that will bind / Me round” (CP 117–18). If traces of primitivist
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nostalgia appear throughout these Depression-era poems, clearly, as “Academic Discourse at Havana” tells us, “The air / Is not so elemental nor
the earth / So near” and “the sustenance of the wilderness / Does not
sustain us in the metropoles” (CP 142).
In “The Comedian” Crispin’s primitivism is already somewhat distanced, a primitivism of the eye rather than the overgrown, boyish enthusiasm for the spontaneous and physical, the Dionysian vein that Vendler
finds epitomized in “Ploughing on Sunday” and “Life Is Motion” and to
which we might add Stevens’ 1930 essay entitled “Cattle Kings of Florida”
celebrating “[t]he old order of cattle raising” before the Spanish-American
War and “[t]he old careless days of half a century ago with their easy
money” (OP 212). In later poems the wild and boisterous primitive is
almost entirely supplanted by an increasingly abstract idea of the primitive, as seen, for example, in Stevens’ reflections on “the first idea” in
“Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,” or, at its most extreme, in “A Primitive
Like an Orb,” which is, of course, only about “primitives” in the mathematical sense. We must ask, however, whether this turning away from the
primitive in Stevens’ later writing implies, as Vendler argues, that in the
earlier work Stevens “felt obliged to pretend an instinct for the fertility of
earth, when his true instinct was for its austerities and its dilapidations”
(45) and, if so, why Stevens might have felt obliged to do so; or conversely,
whether Stevens’ early infatuation with a primitivism of “stressed physicality and tropicality” represents a phase in his own development and one
that simply declined, as our boisterous and wild inclinations often do, with
age.
If an aestheticized wildness is one aspect of Crispin’s primitivism, another is a similarly aestheticized eroticism. Crispin, unlike Rupert Brooke
and the poet of “Alastor,” does not encounter the erotic other in person,6
but he does submerge himself in the sensuality and fecundity of a feminine-gendered nature. The Crispin who must, therefore, “mak[e] the most
of savagery of palms” (CP 31) is, like Stevens, a poet who sees himself as
intellectually over-endowed but with the needed exotic stimulation in
short supply. When the stimulation, in the form of “The fabulous and its
intrinsic verse” (CP 31), finally comes, he is ready for it. Crispin’s relation
to the primitive here is not purely voyeuristic, but neither is it, properly
speaking, physical: language, rather, provides the medium through which
he may be said to exercise himself in this primitive realm. But Crispin soon
becomes sated with the sticky excess of this tropical space, with its “jostling
festival / Of seeds grown fat, too juicily opulent, / Expanding in the gold’s
maternal warmth” (CP 32), and so his response is to turn away in disgust:
So much for that. The affectionate emigrant found
A new reality in parrot-squawks.
Yet let that trifle pass. (CP 32)
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This trivialization of the primitive marks out the opposition between
primitive and civilized, an opposition that provides one set of terms for
Crispin’s journey. Crispin is next seen having reverted to his scholarly
mode, “inspecting the cabildo, the façade / Of the cathedral, making
notes” (CP 32). As Crispin approaches the Carolinas, he conceives his
voyaging, according to another and parallel set of oppositions, as “A
fluctuating between sun and moon” (CP 35). While the moon is perhaps
the “blissful liaison, / Between himself and his environment” (CP 34), it
is at the same time
Illusive, faint, more mist than moon, perverse,
Wrong as a divagation to Peking,
To him that postulated as his theme
The vulgar, as his theme and hymn and flight. . . . (CP 34–35)
Stevens’ sun/moon opposition here provides the apparatus for a division
of experiences of otherness, in the same manner as Rupert Brooke’s distinction between Romance (“veiled ladies, and moonlit serenades, and
narrow Venetian or Oriental streets”) and a “getting back to one’s childhood” associated with the tropical “primitive” (L 530–31). For Stevens, the
moon, associated with an over-civilized but still strange and alluring
Orient, is inhuman, rarefied, mysterious, feminine; the sun, as in the earlier
“Sunday Morning,” is a juvenescent, masculine, and godlike “savage
source” (CP 70). Within this dialectic of opposite pursuits Crispin is able
to articulate his fluctuating needs, which throughout the poem continue
to lean heavily toward the “solar” pole:
Crispin knew
It was a flourishing tropic he required
For his refreshment, an abundant zone,
Prickly and obdurate, dense, harmonious,
Yet with a harmony not rarefied
Nor fined for the inhibited instruments
Of over-civil stops. (CP 35)
This idealized place can only be constructed by the mind’s modification
of the reality that he sees “across his vessel’s prow” (CP 35). The arrival of
the “marvelous sophomore” coincides with spring, “A time abhorrent to
the nihilist / Or searcher for the fecund minimum,” but Crispin is no such
nihilist, and the sensory overload of sights and smells that greet him on
his arrival enables him to “round his rude aesthetic out,” purifying it by
making him see “how much / Of what he saw he never saw at all”
(CP 35–36).
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In “From the Journal of Crispin” the qualities of this place are elaborated
in much greater length as what might be called Americana. Here, the
“Provocative paraphernalia to his mind” include
The shops of chandlers, tailors, bakers, cooks,
The Coca Cola-bars, the barber-poles,
The Strand and Harold Lloyd, the lawyers’ row,
The Citizens’ Bank, two tea rooms, and a church. (OP 54)
We learn that “Crispin is happy in this metropole” (OP 54). The urban
scenery provides material for a new poetic in which surrealist transformation of local elements is the dominant tendency. Whereas in the Yucatan
the exotic was familiarized and made earthy and natural, here the familiar
is exoticized and made strange:
If poems are transmutations of plain shops,
By aid of starlight, distance, wind, war, death,
Are not these doldrums poems in themselves,
These trophies of wind and war? At just what point
Do barber-poles become burlesque or cease
To be? Are bakers what the poets will,
Supernal artisans or muffin men,
Or do they have, on poets’ minds, more influence
Than poets know? Are they one moment flour,
Another pearl? The Citizens’ Bank becomes
Palladian and then the Citizens’ Bank
Again. The flimsiest tea room fluctuates
Through crystal changes. Even Harold Lloyd
Proposes antic Harlequin. The bars infect
The sensitive. Crispin revitalized
Makes these researches faithfully, a wide
Curriculum for the marvelous sophomore. (OP 55)
The surrealist transformation of familiar reality allows him to grip “more
closely the essential prose” of “a world so falsified,” and this direct rendering of the false provides “the one integrity for him” (OP 55). After this
purifying ethnographic study of Americana—or in the final shortened
version of the “Comedian” a similarly purifying immersion in “rankness”—Crispin is ready for the next stage in his story, his contemplation
and near-enactment of “The Idea of a Colony.”
Crispin as Colonizer
The climax and goal of many European discovery narratives is the
establishment or expansion of a colony or empire, and to the extent that
the narrative logic of “The Comedian” is derivative of these models, the
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establishment of a colony would appear to offer a form of closure for the
journey of Crispin.
To be sure, Crispin, with his “cloak / Of China, cap of Spain” (CP 28),
has been colonizing ever since leaving home. His poetic discoveries and
acquisitions, leaving aside the inherited traditions that originally established his position as the Socrates of snails and lutanist of fleas, have
all been found or borrowed within the colonialistic mode. Treading the
footsteps of the Spanish explorers, his doubles in an earlier, alternative
“Caribbean amphitheater,” Crispin does not see his borrowings as appropriation or theft but simply as a making use of freely given goods; as we
have already seen,
The fabulous and its intrinsic verse
Came like two spirits parleying, adorned
In radiance from the Atlantic coign,
For Crispin and his quill to catechize. (CP 31; emphasis added)
He likewise has no qualms against borrowing local poetic methods until
he finds them unsuitable, such as his trying-out of surrealist localism in
the Carolinas. But in “The Idea of a Colony” Crispin finds himself in an
unaccustomed position of power, having by dint of the prerogative of
“discovery” come into a position of control over the poetic productions of
an entire continent.
Crispin’s half-serious poetic ideology concocted in “The Idea of a Colony” is beset by conflict and irresolution as he grapples with the question
of imposing some kind of order on the culture-producers of his colony.
His first thought on surveying his “still new continent” is to carry out the
plan that has been driving him all along: his desire “to drive away / The
shadow of his fellows from the skies” (CP 37). This belated and inappropriate revenge on those who had earlier reduced him to a lutanist of fleas
and Socrates of snails first takes the form of revolutionary pronouncements
of an inverted cultural order. Crispin’s absurdist philosophy represents a
doomed-from-the-start attempt to overthrow the order of things, replacing
the present patriarchal order with himself as the new, absurdist patriarch,
a kind of American Ubu Roi. His hymns celebrate
The florist asking aid from cabbages,
The rich man going bare, the paladin
Afraid, the blind man as astronomer,
The appointed power unwielded from disdain. (CP 37)
Crispin’s revolution calls to mind the equally ridiculous capitán profundo
and his singing revolutionists in Stevens’ poem “The Revolutionists Stop
for Orangeade.” But along with its planned hegemony of the absurd,
Crispin’s colony planning includes a more serious program prescribing
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an aesthetic of nativism as a foundation for a new order of cultural production. In “The Journal,” Crispin’s prolegomena on this subject is preceded by a “delineat[ion] of his progeny,” who are to be “a race of natives
in a primitive land . . . A race obedient to its origins” (OP 56). As Waldo
Frank had argued in Our America, the attempt to identify American culture
with European culture fails because
[t]he European cultures, swept to America and there buried,
were half-killed by the mere uprooting. They were never
American: they could never live in America. The principle of
death carried them from Europe: gave them the coup de grâce
when they made their fitful stand for survival in a pioneering
world. The Puritan culture also was an impermanent life. It
grew to meet a particular condition: a condition at best fleeting
and superficial. (106)
Rather, Frank argues, we must look to the “great and varied cultural world
[that] already lay upon America before the coming of the pioneer” (106).
As a result, “the lowly Mexican is articulate, the lordly American is not.
For the Mexican has really dwelt with his soil, cultivated his spirit in it,
not alone his maize” (96).
Similar arguments were advanced by Mary Austin in her introduction
to the 1918 anthology of Native American verse The Path on the Rainbow.
Austin argued “it becomes appropriate and important that this collection
of American Indian verse should be brought to public notice at a time
when the whole instinctive movement of the American people is for a
deeper footing in their native soil. It is the certificate of our adoption, that
the young genius of our time should strike all unconsciously on this
ancient track to the High Places” (xvii). This mystical identification with
one’s native ground can be distinguished from the related movements of
localism (which, as Martha Strom argues, Stevens probably picked up from
the Stieglitz circle), and regionalism, movements that sought to emphasize
“local color” but only occasionally demanded a psychic identity of the
artist with the native land. This identity is critical to “The Comedian,” and
it is the main cause of Crispin’s failure. With a sincerity and pathos that
are lacking in the published version, the narrator of “The Journal” describes this native race,
from the obstinate scrutiny of its land,
And in its land’s own wit and mood and mask,
Evolving the conjectural resonance
Of voice, the flying youthfulness of form,
Of a spirit to be singer of the song
That Crispin formulates but cannot sing.
It comes to that. (OP 56)
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Crispin himself cannot attain this resonance of voice and youthfulness of
form because, although he has realized that “his soil is man’s intelligence,”
he has learned it too late, and only after emigrating from the land of his
“soil.” What place then is left in a nativist cultural economy for the “immigrant poet,” however potent he may be? Herein we have the crux of
the poem: if we recall Crispin’s original aims as stated in the “Journal”—
the trip undertaken as a self-validation, so that gazing in the mirror
“Crispin may take the tableau cheerfully,” and the journal itself, intended
as means to self-discovery and affirmation, to “discourse of himself
alone, / Of what he was, and why, and of his place, / And of its fitful
pomp and parentage” (OP 59)—we cannot help noting that both of these
aims have, at this point in the narrative, failed. Far from enabling productive self-contemplation, the journey has silenced Crispin, who, as exile and
immigrant, is rendered superfluous in his own colony.
Since he cannot produce a native song, Crispin goes in for textual
scholarship (perhaps now looking more fondly back on his days as “general lexicographer of mute / And maidenly greenhorns” (CP 28) and
“inquisitorial botanist”), and he sets himself to collating and collecting the
rainy creations of rainy men and the volcanic adornments of the virgins
on Volcan del Fuego. Here Crispin, frustrated artist, becomes jealous ethnographer, pondering
On what strange froth does the gross Indian dote,
What Eden sapling gum, what honeyed gore,
What pulpy dram distilled of innocence,
That streaking gold should speak in him
Or bask within his images and words? (CP 38)
The doctrine is essentially identical to that found in “Anecdote of Men by
the Thousand,” which opens with “The soul, he said, is composed / Of
the external world” (CP 51). Similar examples to those found in “The
Comedian” are put forward: “There are men of the East, he said, / Who
are the East.” But the repeated distancing device of “he said,” though
dropped in the later stanzas of the “Anecdote,” would seem to reflect a
similar discomfiture with an idea that nevertheless deeply attracted
Stevens.7 Crispin is affected by the hope that the link between native poet
and magical utterance might be revealed and the “dram distilled of innocence” (CP 38) discovered.
Crispin’s fascination with nativist cultural production inspires in him
a desire to appropriate and control it. The principles of the colony that
Crispin “propounds and propagates” in the “Journal” or “projects” in “The
Comedian” are delineated in the nativist prolegomena that he inscribes
with “Commingled souvenirs and prophecies” (CP 37). It is here that
Crispin begins to get into trouble. According to his plan, artistic producTHE COMEDIAN AS COLONIST
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tions will be assigned on the basis of group membership. The celebration
of cultural difference gives way to something resembling the discriminatory hiring practices criticized in recent attacks on multiculturalism:
The man in Georgia waking among pines
Should be pine-spokesman. The responsive man,
Planting his pristine cores in Florida,
Should prick thereof, not on the psaltery,
But on the banjo’s categorical gut,
Tuck, tuck, while the flamingoes flapped his bays.
Sepulchral señors, bibbling pale mescal,
Oblivious to the Aztec almanacs,
Should make the intricate Sierra scan.
And dark Brazilians in their cafés,
Musing immaculate, pampean dits,
Should scrawl a vigilant anthology,
To be their latest, lucent paramour. (CP 38)
(A limited catalogue, to be sure, but these are only, as we are told, “the
broadest instances.”) The argument rapidly tends to absurdity as we learn
that Crispin in his attention “to smart detail” has not stopped after distributing jobs to appropriate natives, but has carried the process all the
way down to the level of ordaining complex rituals for melons and
peaches, lest any particular fruit should be without its appropriate “sacrament / And celebration” (CP 39). Yet the problem is not so much the
absurdity and complexity of these rituals and roles, but rather that these
rituals and roles are prescribed for all the participants. What stops Crispin
here is his sudden sense of identification with his colonists or “progeny,”
in whose imagined existence he cannot but see his own overdetermined
self at the outset of his voyage. It is not so much empathy as a recognition
of a kind of aesthetic failure—a failure to escape the circular process in which
the individual, disappointed by preexisting constraints or “fictions” by
which he must abide, rejects these only to establish his own constraints or
fictions to impose on others:
He could not be content with counterfeit,
With masquerade of thought, with hapless words
That must belie the racking masquerade,
With fictive flourishes that preordained
His passion’s permit, hang of coat, degree
Of buttons, measure of his salt. Such trash
Might help the blind, not him, serenely sly. (CP 39)
Thus, rejecting his plan pending further revision, Crispin acquiesces in his
role as “a clown, perhaps, but an aspiring clown.” In a characteristic
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flip-flop, he acquiesces to serving “Grotesque apprenticeship to chance
event” (CP 39), refusing to determine not only the roles of others but even
his own.
It is in this state that Crispin is left at the end of “From the Journal of
Crispin,” the draft sent to Harriet Monroe in late 1921.
His colony may not arrive. The site
Exists. So much is sure. And what is sure
In our abundance is his seignory. (OP 59)
The reader of “The Comedian as the Letter C” in its final form need no
longer harbor hopes or fears that Crispin’s planned colony will ever arrive:
the ambivalent ending was canceled in the revising of “The Comedian,”
and the potential for colonial mastery was rejected in favor of a veering
off into the quiet domesticity of the poem’s two added sections:
Perhaps if discontent
Had kept him still the pricking realist,
Choosing his element from droll confect
Of was and is and shall or ought to be,
Beyond Bordeaux, beyond Havana, far
Beyond carked Yucatan, he might have come
To colonize his polar planterdom
And jig his chits upon a cloudy knee. (CP 40)
He might have done both, that is, since three pages further on we do in fact
find him jigging the chits on an already overcrowded knee. Crispin’s rejection of this colony is not a complete rejection of the colonial project, properly speaking, since Crispin is at this point a de facto colonist. Rather, his
retreat into a domestic narrative represents a choice of a certain type of colonialism—that of settler colonies like the United States—over another
type more representative of Spanish colonialism in Latin America or British
colonialism in India, in which the colonizer seeks to include the native
population within the new colonial community. Even so, the narrator retains some wistfulness about this rejected mode of colonial control, as if its
disavowal represents a dereliction of duty. But the very abundance that had
enabled the planning of a colony here prevents the colonizer from colonizing. Returning to the original colonizing instinct, “to drive away / The
shadow of his fellows from the skies,” he now reflects on “the difficulty of
rebellious thought / When the sky is blue. The blue infected will” (CP 40).
The Domesticated Realist
As Stevens neared completion of his poem, he viewed it with mixed
feelings. On September 23, 1922, he attempted to explain these in a letter
to Harriet Monroe:
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The desire to write a long poem or two is not obsequiousness
to the judgment of people. On the contrary, I find that this
prolonged attention to a single subject has the same result that
prolonged attention to a senora has according to the authorities.
All manner of favors drop from it. Only it requires a skill in the
varying of the serenade that occasionally makes one feel like a
Guatemalan when one particularly wants to feel like an Italian.
I expect that after a while Crispin (the present title is “The
Comedian as the Letter C”) will become rudimentary and abhorrent. (L 230)
If Stevens felt he had attained his señora through his prolonged attention
to “The Comedian,” he nevertheless had his doubts as to the poem’s
permanent value (although his self-criticism may also be read as an attempt to mollify Monroe, whom he had informed in the same letter of his
decision to give the poem to a competing poetry journal). The addition of
the concluding section has evidently not resolved the postcolonial crisis
of the poem: Stevens still feels like a Guatemalan (the Mayans, of course,
lived in Guatemala as well as Yucatan) rather than a sophisticated Italian.
Most critics have felt the final sections of the poem represent something
of a failure. Crispin’s concluding discovery that
Whoever hunts a matinal continent
May, after all, stop short before a plum
And be content and still be realist
unleashes a storm of questions, as if the travel narrative itself is indignant
at having come to a stop over nothing but a “good, fat, guzzly fruit” (CP
40–41). Crispin himself complains that he can herald his new realism
neither with “profoundest brass,” “fugal requiems,” nor “a blubber of
tom-toms,” having ignominiously “turned to salad-beds” (CP 41) again.
This is hardly surprising, considering that the ending of the poem is
precisely anathema to adventure, if we accept Martin Green’s definition
of adventure as “a series of events, partly but not wholly accidental, in
settings remote from the domestic and probably from the civilized . . . which
constitute a challenge to the central character” (23; emphasis added).
The oppositions between primitive and civilized and between exotic
and quotidian remain part of the cyclical movement of Stevens’ poetic
imagination, and Crispin’s restless “fluctuating between sun and moon”
continues to represent Stevens’ later poetic tendencies. For if the domesticated ending of the poem represents a slippage of the quest narrative
into another genre entirely, it nevertheless leaves the lure of the primitive
and exotic intact. What is the good, fat, guzzly fruit of the domesticated
plum if not a scaled-down version of the exotic jungle fruits of the Carib194
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bean amphitheater? It remains an object of fascination and an object to be
consumed, and, as such, it encapsulates in miniature the lure of the primitive and exotic.
“[T]he narrative progress,” Helen Vendler argues in her discussion of
the poem, “was deeply uncongenial” to Stevens’ mind, “which moved in
eddies, never in dramatic sequence” (54). But the narrative is revealing for
precisely this reason; it reveals, and attempts to account for, the primitivist
elements of Stevens’ poetics in a way that his other poems do not. I have
attempted to show how discovery narratives and adventure stories provide the form for “The Comedian,” how Stevens’ exoticism links his
poetics to an American consumerism of the exotic (and to larger tendencies
of imperialism’s fascination with the other), and how contemporary nativist movements in literature and the visual arts provide much of the
terrain for Crispin’s journey. If these arguments are valid, we cannot
continue to read “The Comedian” simply as the poet’s agon with his
precursors and with poetic tradition.
The City College of New York
Notes
1

More specifically, these are the years of expansion of the British East India Company, the
cultural impact of which is reflected in Shelley’s enthusiasm for the “Oriental” poems of
Southey, Peacock, and Moore, and his own deployment of Eastern imagery and themes in
such poems as “Zeinab and Kathema” and “The Indian Girl’s Song.”
2
In this letter he presses van Geyzel not to “think of sending anything more unless some
time you are able to pick up one of the little figurines which I spoke of a few years ago:
something native and real.”
3
A better parallel would of course be the original native inhabitants of the New York area.
4
Perhaps partly derived from his friend Walter Arensberg, who would eventually amass
one of the great collections of pre-Columbian artifacts, now in the Philadelphia Museum of
Art.
5
Mexico had of course become the site of increasing American interest in the previous
decade, following the overthrow of despotic President Diaz, this interest reaching its peak
in the United States’ efforts to capture the renegade Pancho Villa in 1916 and early 1917.
6
In “Exposition of the Contents of a Cab” (OP 41), Stevens does experiment with a
sexualized “other” with awkward results, as evidenced by the poem’s later withdrawal from
the second edition of Harmonium. In the poem, the imaginative “undressing” of a “negress”
named “Victoria Clementina” with her seven white dogs reveals that “She too is flesh, / And
a breech-cloth might wear, / Netted of topaz and ruby / And savage blooms; / Thridding
the squawkiest jungle / In a golden sedan, / White dogs at bay.” The proximity between the
“acceptable” content of the poem—envisioning a black American woman as an African
queen—and the “unacceptable”—the undressing of what must have been for Stevens a taboo
sexual object—is likely to have been the reason for Stevens’ removal of the poem from the
revised Harmonium (Martz 19–20). The closing lines of “Exposition” indicate the disappointment of not being able to participate in the erotic exoticism of primitive sexuality: “What
breech-cloth might you wear, / Except linen, embroidered / By elderly women?”
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7
Stevens continued to be preoccupied with this idea. His poem on Africa, “The Greenest
Continent,” has similar concerns. As he explained his intended meaning in a letter to Hi
Simons in 1940, “Consciousness of West (Europe) differs from the consciousness of South
(Africa), etc., so the imagination of West differs from that of South, and so the idea of God
and the idea of pure poetry, etc. differ” (L 369).
In the late (1955) and unpublished poem “Artificial Populations” (OP 138) Stevens’ interest
in and hesitant valorization of “artificial” populations where “the Orient and the Occident
embrace” would seem to indicate not so much a relinquishing of the idea of racial essence
as a sense of a postwar need for healing between East and West.
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Wallace Stevens and Ludwig Richter
CHRIS BEYERS

I

F YOU CAN “PENETRATE” THE “IRONY, brutality, rapidity, and
tonelessness” of Wallace Stevens’ “Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion,” Helen Vendler argues, you can see “a catastrophic loss of feeling,
a fear of unleashed libido with no conceivable object, and the despair of
a mind of genius that has nothing more to think about”; the poem, she
concludes, reflects “one of the fundamental miseries of the old” (15). The
surface the reader has to penetrate is the apparent distance the speaker of
the poem puts between himself and whatVendler calls the poem’s “hero,”
Ludwig Richter: the speaker wishes that “this lashing wind was something
more / Than the spirit of Ludwig Richter” (CP 357)1 and later calls Richter
a “turbulent Schlemihl” (CP 358). While Vendler reads through this distance, Mark Halliday insists upon it, asserting that “Stevens’ moods never
run wild” because “there is always an urbanity at hand to rein them in.”
He goes on to say that, unlike readers who react to the speaker of poems
like Ginsberg’s “Howl” and Plath’s “Lady Lazarus,” Stevens’ readers “are
never afraid of” his speakers, nor “afraid for” them (135).
However sensitive both readings are, they do not seek to identify the
poem’s central character, Ludwig Richter. By contrast, Ronald Sukenick in
1967 noted that Richter was a nineteenth-century German illustrator, but
his interpretation—that Richter’s “world and art have become chaotic”
(213)—does not explain what Richter’s world is like, nor why it has become
chaotic, nor why Stevens included a nineteenth-century illustrator in the
poem in the first place. This paper, then, will try to explicate some of the
subtlety of the poem’s tone in light of a fuller consideration of its main
allusion.
Adrian Ludwig Richter (1803–1884) was a German romantic painter
and illustrator who worked his way up from a position as a drawing
master at a porcelain factory to that of the head of landscape painting at
the Dresden Academy. Art historians typically include him in the Biedermeier school, a later branch of romanticism that avoids the sublime terror
of, say, Shelley’s “Mont Blanc” for safer, more sentimental evocations of
pastorality—in Virgil Nemoianu’s terms, a tame romanticism marked by
a “retreat from the absolute” (36). Indeed, the art critic Fritz Novotny points
out that in “the definitive form of Richter’s art there is only one subject,
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the little world of peasant and petit-bourgeois idylls” (129). Below is a
typical illustration:

“Thy Kingdom Come.” Woodcut by Ludwig Richter.
Courtesy Karl Robert Langewiesche Verlag

In his autobiography, Richter said he sought to “ ‘record nature with a
sincerely pure, simple, childlike sensibility, and to portray and treat it
completely without pretention, like an affectionate game’ ” (qtd. in
Vaughan 208).
Given Stevens’ frequent statements about the death of the gods, this
assertion of concord among God, nature, and humans explains why in
“Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion” the speaker says Richter “Has lost
the whole in which he was contained” (CP 358). But why is Richter a
“turbulent Schlemihl”? Although it is appropriate that Stevens should use
a Germanic word to describe a German illustrator (“schlemihl” comes from
Peter Schlemihl, the hero of a popular story by Adalbert von Chamisso,
who wrote in Germany a generation before Richter), the appellation in
other respects does not fit. If anything, Richter’s art to a twentieth-century
eye depicts an excessive lack of turbulence—and an excessive finish, not
a bungled job. Even Richter’s illustrations for the poems of Goethe, the
Goethe-Album, portray gentle, pastoral scenes largely free of strife. Further,
Richter himself does not seem to have been a particularly turbulent person.
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Richter’s autobiography, Lebenserinnerungen eines deutschen Malers (“Memoirs of a German Painter”), does tell of his struggles to establish himself
as an artist and of debates within the various schools of his day, but, as
Catherine Fraser points out, Richter thought the events of his life were all
“steps that led to his own religious awakening” (45); he retroactively
believed he had been “led by an unseen guiding hand” (136).
Today Richter is as often mentioned because of the people with whom
he was connected as he is for his own merits. He illustrated works by
Grimm and Goethe, and his memoirs are often cited by historians of
German art for his opinions of and anecdotes about other German romantic artists.2 But to read Lebenserinnerungen, Stevens would have had to
travel to Germany for a copy of the book, because it does not seem to have
been ever published in America or translated into English.3
The reason for the apparent discrepancy between Richter’s life and
work and Stevens’ portrayal of him is that Stevens got his Ludwig Richter
secondhand, and the peculiar way in which he describes the German artist
strongly suggests that his source was John Ruskin. Stevens’ reading of
Ruskin is sometimes acknowledged but infrequently explored. Milton
Bates lists one book by Ruskin, Pre-Raphaelitism, in Stevens’ library (52),
though this book does not mention Richter. However, in Stevens’ college
years, the influence of Ruskin was pervasive. Roger B. Stein reports that
in 1898, Critic magazine listed Ruskin with Tolstoy, Zola, and Twain as one
of the four most famous living artists (263). Surveying the American editions of Ruskin’s works, Stein concludes that “before 1900 there were few
American publishers who did not issue at least one title by Ruskin or a
volume of selections from his works” (264). Indeed, Ruskin is widely
acknowledged as the most influential art critic of the last part of the
nineteenth century.4
At Stevens’ alma mater, Harvard, the influence was particularly strong.
Ruskin’s letters to the head of Harvard’s Fine Arts Department in Stevens’
freshman year, Charles Eliot Norton, fill up two volumes, and Norton was
later named Ruskin’s literary executor. Stevens’ copy of Pre-Raphaelitism
is dated 1/28/99, which means he obtained the book during his second
year at Harvard. Further, if Stevens did his reading for his German 5 course,
in Kuno Francke’s Social Forces in German Literature, he would have come
upon references to Ruskin, Richter, and Chamisso within six pages of one
another—though Francke interprets Richter along the lines of Novotny
and not in the idiosyncratic way that Ruskin does.5 Since Stevens’ interpretation agrees with Ruskin’s, and since Richter was relatively unavailable in the United States otherwise, it seems safe to say Stevens’ knowledge
of the artist was filtered through Ruskin.
Holly Stevens points out the partial result of Stevens’ reading in Ruskin
when she prints an entry from Stevens’ journal, dated December 8, 1898—
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Stevens’ second year at Harvard—where he wrote that Ruskin believed
“that the quality of an artist’s work depends on the quality of his mind”
and that, though an artist “may be engaged singly with technique,” the
finished product will be endowed with “poetical inspiration and feeling”
(SP 21). She compares this to Stevens’ later statements in “The Relation
between Poetry and Painting,” in which the poet similarly argues against
the notion that the artist is a mere “technician” (NA 163). Stevens contends
that poets and painters do their “job by virtue of an effort of the mind”
(NA 165), which is itself a product of sensibility and imagination—again,
asserting that art springs from the quality of the artist’s mind.
In the essay, Stevens adds another Ruskinian idea when he discusses “a
laborious element” (NA 165) common to the production of both painting
and poetry. This same notion appears in Ruskin’s The Elements of Drawing.
In the preface, Ruskin explains that “the excellence of an artist . . . depends
wholly on refinement of perception,” adding that “All great schools enforce
delicacy of drawing and subtlety of sight” (XV.12), gained, unfortunately,
by at times “tedious” and “monotonous or formal discipline” (XV.16). Thus
The Elements of Drawing is a book attempting to teach the art of subtle
perception, and it shares some of Stevens’ preoccupations with its problems.
If you have learned the lessons of The Elements of Drawing, Ruskin
concludes his book,
gradually the deeper scenes of the natural world will unfold
themselves to you in still increasing fulness of passionate
power; and your difficulty will be no more to seek or to compose subjects, but only to choose one from among the multitude
of melodious thoughts with which you will be haunted,
thoughts which will of course be noble or original in proportion
to your own depth of character and general power of mind; for
it is not so much by the consideration you give to any single
drawing, as by the previous discipline of your powers of
thought, that the character of your composition will be determined. (XV.210–11)
Here is the same notion that art reflects a mind more than an accumulation
of technique, and the same insistence on the concentration of the artist.
Stevens defines his “laborious element” as “exceptional concentration”
(NA 164) that constructs as much as it reflects the sensations felt by the
artist; implicitly, Ruskin’s accomplished artist uses his imagination as well,
but Ruskin had a greater faith that the world itself was orderly, as a result
of “the Providential government of the world” (XV.162).6
For Ruskin, the illustrations of Ludwig Richter provided an uncomfortable example of the dangers of spiritual apprehension without accurate
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perception. In an excised portion of Fors Clavigera,7 Ruskin asks that his
reader “Suppose we at all believe in angels,” and, having done that, “we
should be interested in trying to conceive their different ranks, and the
kind of fellowship they have with us.” He adds that “the only beautiful
or in any wise faithful imageries” of this “divine companionship” that he
knew of in “modern art” were the illustrations of Ludwig Richter. But he
hastens to add in a footnote that “Richter’s imaginations, lovely always,
are even to himself more symbols than assertions. They degenerate continually into idle ornamental fancy, and have no saving religious powers
to most minds” (XIX.594–95).
Insisting despite even one’s own beliefs resulted in flawed art. In The
Elements of Drawing, in the subchapter entitled “The Law of Harmony,”
Ruskin asserts that harmony is a law “not, strictly speaking, so much one
of composition as of truth” (XV.200)—the last noun meaning, in this context, precise observation.8 For this reason, Richter’s art is inharmonious.
Although his works have an “infinite playfulness and tenderness of fancy,”
they are almost unendurably out of harmony, violent blacks in
one place being continually opposed to trenchant white in another; and, as is almost sure to be the case with bad harmonists,
the local colour hardly felt anywhere. All German work is apt
to be out of harmony, in consequence of its too frequent conditions of affectation, and its wilful refusals of fact; as well as by
reason of a feverish kind of excitement, which dwells violently
on particular points, and makes all the lines of thought in the
picture to stand on end, as it were, like a cat’s fur electrified;
while good work is always quiet as a couchant leopard, and as
strong. (XV.204–05)
However, Ruskin elsewhere admits an attraction for Richter’s work, especially later in life, as his mental and physical health deteriorated. At the
end of the first chapter of The Art of England, Ruskin praises Richter’s
illustrations of the Lord’s Prayer, which to Ruskin evoked “all that is
simplest, purest, and happiest in human life, all that is most strengthening
and comforting in nature and in religion”; he felt that whatever the “errors”
and “backslidings” of the nineteenth century, Richter’s illustrations demonstrated that it “in its heart understood and fostered” the virtues of
“family affection, and of household piety” (XXXIII.285). He concludes the
chapter:
For the former fairy of the woods, Richter has brought to you
the angel of the threshold; for the former promises of distant
Paradise, he has brought you the perpetual blessing, “God be
with you”: amidst all the turmoil and speeding to and fro, and
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wandering of the heart and eyes which perplex our paths, and
betray our wills, he speaks to us in unfailing memorial of the
message—“My Peace I leave with you.” (XXXIII.286)
Ruskin found Richter an antidote to the acceleration and change of the
century. In his letters and journals, Richter crops up here and there: Ruskin
sent a book of Richter’s illustrations to his godson (XXXVI.346); he donated
some of Richter’s engravings to Whitelands College (XXX.348–51); in a
bout of delirium, he saw tokens of Rose La Touche in some illustrations
by Richter (see Viljoen 76, 99–100).
By now it should be clear that Richter’s “turbulence” in “Chaos in
Motion and Not in Motion” comes from his insistence on asserting a
transcendent order contrary to what even he believes to be true. His is the
unmoving chaos of the title—for, in Stevens’ typical way of speaking, when
a thinker has arrived at a particular conception, it stops moving. For
example, in “Owl’s Clover,” the old woman walks in an intellectual arena
where
each thing was motionless
Except the thing she felt but did not know. (OP 77)
Likewise, in “Man Carrying Thing,” ideas prick their thinker
all night, until
The bright obvious stands motionless in cold. (CP 351)
When a thinker has decided, the idea becomes inert, persisting as cultural
baggage which must be reimagined to regain motion.
But the allusion to Ruskin’s Richter goes deeper than this. The moving
chaos of the poem is described with a dizzying sequence of emblems of
change and decidedly unRichterian disorder, beginning with a July thunderstorm—a natural violence that would seem to imply an indifference
for, or even a malevolence toward, humanity. Further, a fecund month like
July ought to be propitious for Stevens, but here it is not; an added portent
is that it is quite possible the poem was written in July of 1945, because
Stevens wrote José Rodríguez Feo on June 20 promising to write a few
new poems for him “during the summer,” and Feo wrote back on August
31 of that year to say he had received “Chaos,” “Thinking of a Relation
between the Images of Metaphors,” “The House Was Quiet and the World
Was Calm,” and “Continual Conversation with a Silent Man.”9 In addition,
it seems Stevens felt the July of 1945 a particularly oppressive month. In
a letter to Henry Church, dated July 19, he said
This has been a most defective summer. The benumbing
effect of the war seems to grow constantly worse. And if the
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war doesn’t quite put an end to us, the weather will, if it stays
as is. (L 507)
Stevens’ letter also points to a further cause of chaos, the end of World
War II. V-E day had been declared on May 8; the United States would
bomb Hiroshima on August 6.
All this chaos leads to catastrophe:
People fall out of windows, trees tumble down,
Summer is changed to winter, the young grow old,
The air is full of children, statues, roofs
And snow. The theatre is spinning round,
Colliding with deaf-mute churches and optical trains.
The most massive sopranos are singing songs of scales.
(CP 357)
It is tempting to suppose the poem was written in August, and then
interpret the destruction as the effects of the atomic bomb, but this would
belie the poem’s statement of July thunder; at any rate, these dire results
could have as easily resulted from a hurricane or conventional bombs.
Indeed, the variousness of the emblems prevents any specific identification
of the agent of the chaos: bombs and thunderstorms cannot age the young,
and time cannot throw children into the air; significantly, the rate of change
in the “theatre” of the world has accelerated considerably compared to
that in “Of Modern Poetry.” The occasion for the poem seemed to be the
sense of collapse and uncertainty that accompanied the end of World War
II, and the specifically German subject exacerbates the sense of desolation:
whatever social system would arise out of the war, it certainly seemed
likely in 1945 that it would not accord with Teutonic ideals.
This disorder collides with churches unresponsive to the cries of the
modern world and unable to act as its voice and the “train” of seeing—not,
as Joan Richardson would have it, the “perception of the facts of his
experience” (245), but that which is associated with sight—here, Richterian
ideas about the transcendent possibilities of a divine order controlling the
world. And the performing artist, who might be expected to produce a
beautiful aria to explain or resolve the poem’s tensions, offers only a
simplistic song.
The speaker experiences all this chaos as “spectacle,” as a late scene in
the penultimate act of an opera. Vendler astutely compares “Like Decorations in a Nigger Cemetery,” section XIX, where the opera has just begun
and the characters run out with arms extended for possible embrace
(though “as drilled” [CP 153], not spontaneously) to “Chaos in Motion and
Not in Motion,” where the performance is almost over, and “surely Series
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X is the last of the season” (13), which Vendler links to the aging of the
narrator, but which also indicates that World War II is coming to a close,
with only one more bloody act to go.
Furthermore, the poem begins by asserting that this “lashing” chaos is
nothing more than Ludwig Richter’s spirit, which, I have shown, is a
violent insistence on a false though comforting beneficence of natural and
divine worlds. But the speaker perceives no such harmony, as no angels
come to help him, and even the weather seems against him. In this way,
the true “hero” of this poem is not Ludwig Richter but the speaker himself,
a twentieth-century Ruskin, who, like his nineteenth-century counterpart,
finds himself in a turmoil with things speeding to and fro, only this time
the spirit of Ludwig Richter cannot anchor him with a convenient myth
of unity. The scene is chaotic only because the speaker yearns for the order
of an earlier era—that is, the world seems chaotic because it does not
conform to the order exemplified by Richter. By contrast, the three other
poems Stevens sent to Feo, published next to “Chaos in Motion and Not
in Motion” in Complete Poems, all depict calmer situations in which speakers do not try to force their perceptions into preconceived ideas of order.
In this way, it is important not to “penetrate” the poem, because its
subject is the Ruskinian nostalgia for comfortable, lasting resolution to
conflict. This regret creates the elegiac mood of the poem’s conclusion,
which tells of a Richter without the entire philosophical complex of ideas
that made him evocative; he now
Knows desire without an object of desire,
All mind and violence and nothing felt.
He knows he has nothing more to think about,
Like the wind that lashes everything at once. (CP 358)
The whirlwind Ruskin sought to escape finally blew away the refuge. The
simplicity of the metaphor helps signal that the speaker’s thoughts have
moved out of the forced and jumbled world of Richter’s spirit, which had
earlier led to such awkward images as the “deaf-mute churches” and
“optical trains,” to a more natural relation to reality.
Understanding the nature of Stevens’ allusion to Ruskin, then, is critical
to a sensitive apprehension of the poem. It is not that the speaker has
distanced himself from the poem’s protagonist, as Vendler and Halliday
would have it, but rather that the speaker has assumed in some ways the
perspective of John Ruskin. The speaker wishes that the perceived violence
without were more than a nostalgia for a genial, divine order, and the
poem offers no supreme fiction to replace the outmoded one. Including
Ruskin’s Richter in a reading of “Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion”
also helps in apprehending the emotional context underlying the other
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poems Stevens sent to Feo—poems whose apparent calmness is like that
of the apparent calmness of the Nick Adams stories: one that succeeds a
catastrophic disarray.
University of Kentucky
Notes
1

CP stands for The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens; SP, for Souvenirs and Prophecies;
NA, for The Necessary Angel; L, for The Letters of Wallace Stevens; and OP, for Opus
Posthumous.
2
For example, Vaughan quotes from Lebenserinnerungen more often than not when Richter
is talking about something other than his own art. Hubert Shrade mentions Richter’s painting
only in passing but quotes the autobiography extensively. Angus Wilkie says that Richter
was one of the “celebrated writers of the era” (40) without mentioning Richter’s visual art.
3
The OCLC database, which contains the holdings of over 2,000 libraries (including the
Library of Congress), finds no American editions of nor any English translations of Lebenserinnerungen. If the book was ever translated into English or published in America or
England, it was by an obscure press.
4
Of course, all of Ruskin’s views were not accepted as gospel. By the time Ruskin’s art
criticism was the conventional wisdom, Ruskin had moved on to social issues, and his
opinions in this arena were not so well received.
5
Robert Buttel lists Stevens’ courses at Harvard. In addition, Bates specifically lists
Francke’s book as one of Stevens’ college texts (251). Francke calls Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder a “youthful forerunner of Ruskin” (448); he mentions Chamisso as one of the later
romantics whose vision of the world was “much less clear” and “more hemmed in” intellec tually than that of rationalists like Lessing, adding, “But on the other hand, what a deepening
of spiritual insight, what a widening of the imagination, what a quickening of the emotions”
the later romantics afforded—“We feel a new age has opened, that another Renaissance has
dawned”; Francke includes Richter in this group of later romantics, saying that the same
imaginative energy that influenced Chamisso inspired Richter “to reveal the innermost secrets
and longings of the popular heart” (456).
6
Thus Ruskin could identify the pathetic fallacy as a weakness in romantic poetry yet
insist on orderly, beautiful composition. Harold Bloom argues that the “The Snow Man”
applies this principle of avoiding the imposition of personality on landscape in a deliberately
more extreme and “less judicious” (56) manner than Ruskin would have approved. In a sense,
“Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion” too explores the pathetic fallacy from the opposite
direction, showing the results of overly pathetic perception.
7
Cook and Wedderburn note that Ruskin wrote on the proofs, “Take out and keep”
(XXIX.594). The quotation is admittedly rather obscure—I quote it here for its clarity—but
very similar comments appeared in Ruskin’s more accessible The Ethics of the Dust, which
takes the form of a dialogue between an “Old Lecturer of Incalculable Age” and a group of
girls. The Lecturer says “the most vital and beautiful Christian temper rests joyfully in its
conviction of the multitudinous ministry of living angels, infinitely varied in rank and power.
You all know one expression of the purest and happiest form of such faith, as it exists in
modern times, in Richter’s lovely illustrations of the Lord’s Prayer” (XVIII.352).
8
As John D. Rosenberg points out, Ruskin is not always consistent in his terminology.
Interpreting Ruskin, Rosenberg comments, “would be much simpler if Ruskin had had the
semantic decency not to use the same word for contradictory things. At times he makes truth
synonymous with the ‘bare clean, downright statement of facts.’ In this spirit he commits his
literalist excesses, asserting that ‘every alteration of the features of nature has its origin either
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in powerless indolence or blind audacity.’ ” Rosenberg adds that “If this were all Ruskin
meant by truth, Modern Painters would necessarily be a violent—and absurd—attack on
Turner” (8–9), when in fact Ruskin championed Turner (the quotations from Ruskin are from
Modern Painters (III.138, 25).
9
The exchange of letters between Feo and Stevens is collected in Beverly Coyle and Alan
Filreis. Letters prints Stevens’ end of it (504–06).
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Poems
A Stevens Calendar
“The distant glitter / Of the January sun”
The Snow Man

JANUARY:

“It still is ice in Februar.”
Poesie Abrutie

FEBRUARY:

MARCH:

APRIL:

“At the earliest ending of winter, / In March”
Not Ideas about the Thing . . .

“And April hillsides wooded white and pink”
The Comedian as the Letter C

MAY:

“In the woods, in this full-blown May”
The Pediment of Appearance

JUNE:

“Or her desire for June and evening”
Sunday Morning

JULY:

“The rain is pouring down. It is July.”
Chaos in Motion and Not in Motion

AUGUST:

“The metaphysicals / Lie sprawling
in majors of the August heat”
Esthétique du Mal

SEPTEMBER:

OCTOBER:

“Now it is September and the web is woven.”
The Dwarf

“Otu-bre’s lion-roses have turned to paper”
The Green Plant

NOVEMBER:

“The down-descent into November’s void”
Owl’s Clover

DECEMBER:

“Tonight there are only the winter stars.”
Dezembrum
José A. Benardete
Syracuse University
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Speech for the Wallace Stevens Society
We agree, then, that the particular
like a lump of chemical disinfectant
is deadly—or, at least, death-inducing—
as though in our mild attempt to clean house
it poisoned the lot of us and we went cheerfully
under, part way toward some broader appeal.
At a bargain price, too! These things we buy,
you know, may last forever, if we don’t
actually use them. But if we do they kill us
with their smell of immortality.
Now, it’s not
that I want to be a valetudinarian,
since I haven’t swallowed the modern pill, not me
alone. And what of the pleasures of reclining
casually in the company of friends you can count
on one hand, their smiles warm and wavy?
Afterwards, you’re liable to feel a tinge
of general well-being, the way a salt bath
tempers the nerves, little by little,
seeping slowly into your skin like high fashion,
or a sunburn after a day at the beach. In fact,
an idea, for all its unique properties
only strong lotions can entirely block,
might stay with you into the next season,
not just as a line you admire when the two of you,
lying naked before each other, try to measure how far
you’ve come together, but as an urge as new as cells
in your limbs, gaily playing with themselves until,
with the inevitability of a used car, they die.
Yet as I’ve said, here is something we can agree on,
like the lift of a window in winter, our theme.
John Gery
University of New Orleans
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A Squamous Mind:
Marcel Duchamp Remembered
from Letters of Wallace Stevens
We went to the Arensbergs’ after lunch
and looked at some Duchamp things.
Of course, I made nothing of them.
The three of us spoke French like sparrows
beside a small pool. Marcel was a good egg
except when he walked about without teeth.
“ ‘Oh ho’ dit-il en Portuguais, une langue
qu’il parlait tres bien.” A Duchamp joke.
I thought he was an intense neurotic
like a cat someone left behind, but
all the same, I should hate to hear
he had disappeared, in the French sense.
(Otherwise Wallace Stevens stalked
the halls at Hartford Accident thinking
“squirming facts” and “squamous mind,”
and once Surrealists roamed
Paris streets pell-mell, in love with
chance and the Laws of the Arbitrary.)
Frank Lennon
Cos Cob, Connecticut
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Wally in the Park
I: April 1953
Now he knew where it might come from,
And said it over to his soft, clasped hands,
“We have made too much of life.”
Spring would still arrive, a green haze
Shake in the haw-trees along the river.
The snow would vanish unconfessed.
Again and again, another end ending,
As though forgiving its one attempt,
A new proclamation whistled from the trees.
Those voices were familiar, the swift comfort
Of warblers pausing, going north
Into the vast expanse of their small lives.
Far in that million miles of pines
And windy meadows, the purity of waiting
Tempted the white sun with a great emptiness.
It was, he thought, only what he held
In darkness in his hands. He felt it ache,
Fluttering there, eager to be gone.
Patient, he did not let go. The warmth,
A truth, concealing the world from itself,
Was almost the promise he had hoped to find.
He gazed up beyond the trees. The river
Sighed against its banks. One loose cloud
Kept wisping away high up in the blue.
II: Poesis, Eheu Poesis!
He was willing to admit there might just be
Another true poet out there somewhere
In the tall cities or the mountains of Utah.
Sitting on a park bench in the cool sun,
Relieved that winter was over at last,
He leafed through their slim ambitions.
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Here and there a clear phrase gave him pause,
And shapes rose from lines to be repeated
As he read on looking for fresh intelligence.
It never took long to tell who might come along,
Those for whom a small crack promised a doorway
Through which the chariest guest might enter.
One by one he stacked their offerings beside him.
The wind shuffled in bushes beside the path
Like a mind among many selves, many words.
When he looked up, the white sun made him wince.
He thought of his masters, their hollow voices
Sustaining his way of saying what he knew.
And then he thought of that, of how they’d known
The tissue they inhabited lying there
In the morning darkness, half-dreaming, half-awake.
For them the sun would break among tall trees,
The silver streak across the hills and the day
Scatter about the kitchen through white plates.
He did not mind that he’d become one of them,
Yet to be a minor companion of Virgil drifting
In a vanished life seemed hardly recompense.
The seated body was more than any image;
Breath, a cold fire, a risk in the breast,
Was a new simplicity without reflection.
And, chilled, he felt spring the finest summons,
Morning doing its will. Even the bleak sun
In a world without poets seemed more to cherish.
He would, he promised the quiet taunting him,
Write this down. He had no choice. He knew.
He would feel this way when later was all too late.
Lee Gerlach
San Diego, California
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On the Tarn
Cold shadows fade from water
so clear, I must kneel and touch
to know where the lake begins.
On the raft, an unseen current
pulls me so softly I leave no wake.
Hands cupped around my eyes,
I lean deep to bar reflection,
see clear to the bottom,
to boulders large as running mammoths
who stumbled and fell in glacial time.
I hear the outfall, the stream
twisting, a cold root of the ocean.
I touch the glacier’s icy melt,
begin to love the cold; in my body
of water, an old tide stirs and turns.
Glenda Cassutt
Seattle, Washington

Morning in Gainesville
You see, the world has always been like this—
we wake, we open up the window shades
and watch the unchanged vegetation: weeds
that climb the cracks of driveways, Spanish moss,
some palm fronds burnt with sunlit bits of brown.
The skies recede to less than nothingness.
Again, the landscape is a list of sameness—
no rural snow, no harvest, no harvest moon.
So it is only natural that we lie.
Our dogwoods bloom with whitened fabrications.
Our skies are huge. The wind is wild, opaque.
Oh how we love supreme fictions, inventions!
We understand the paths desire will take.
The world is grand, but only in the eye.
Randall Mann
Gainesville, Florida
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Heaven
Heaven means precisely: the impossibility
of crows. Heaven means the warm snow
of a father’s last word. Heaven means
the vault where all green things are stored
remains open, endures, yet each of us has
a key for that June place regardless.
Heaven means the memory of rain. It means
the thought of sleep, and when you wake
in your gray mind’s bed, you’re only dreaming.
Heaven is like that. Heaven is the tongue’s
dead weight. The last need of speaking passed
along with the spare change of blind eyes;
your last thought took flight and sits on a line,
an impossible crow. Heaven can be
funny that way. Heaven likes to joke.
The smile of heaven says forever,
and means it, like a proud father naming
a child before it’s born. We look into the light,
we have a name. We live and we die.
Kevin Griffith
Capital University
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DNA: Each of Us
It’s not easy to search out who you are,
Made up of all those strangers who came before you,
Male and female, copulating,
The denouement of human complexities making each of us.
Everything had already been going on:
Stars, volcanic fires, rocks, trees, grasses,
Things you can look at that cannot look back at you.
Suddenly you are there,
A sequence in a continuation of stories that never
Disclose just who you are. Searching for you,
Yourself, is like consulting an encyclopedic book
That was always already there as in a bog,
Festering,
A book that was always writing itself in time immemorial,
X on X on X on X,
Deoxyribonucleic acid in dynamic multiplication
Creating inventions of reality.
It’s difficult to find out who you are
With all these people around you who sometimes feel
They have lost their way.
And all of us are always already partly lost
In something buried below memory.
Dorothy Emerson (1908–1993)
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Reviews
Wallace Stevens: An Annotated Secondary Bibliography.
By John N. Serio. Pittsburgh Series in Bibliography. Pittsburgh and London: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1994.
There will be tremendous and well-deserved expressions of gratitude and
admiration for John N. Serio’s Wallace Stevens: An Annotated Secondary Bibliography. This is the book all scholarly readers of Stevens’ poetry have been waiting
for. In his pithy and important preface Serio points out how “Wallace Stevens’
reputation in recent years has soared, and [how] this recognition has been duly
recorded in the exponential rise in criticism about him.” The work that Serio has
done of “organizing, clarifying, assessing, and indexing this large and often demanding body of scholarship” is so good and so beautifully presented that it is
hard to find sufficient words of praise. This bibliography, together with The Wallace
Stevens Journal, which Serio edits from his office at Clarkson University, will be
the starting point for Stevens studies for years to come.
The arrangement of the bibliography is a chronological one: within each year
from 1916 through 1990 the entries have been subdivided into books, articles and
other publications, and doctoral dissertations. For 1916 there are two entries: the
first is a review in the first issue of Minaret describing the War Poem Number for
November 1914 of Poetry, which contains Stevens’ “Phases,” as “having the worst
poems possible”; the second entry is a review of William Stanley Braithewaite’s
Anthology for Magazine Verse for 1915, which cites “the momentary charm of ‘Peter
Quince at the Clavier.’ ” For 1990 there are sixty-six entries—five books, fifty-two
articles, and nine dissertations. Serio’s bibliography would be a valuable reference
work if it had been limited only to a listing of its massive number of entries, over
1,875 of them in all, but the fact that those entries have also been skillfully and
thoroughly annotated makes the work truly invaluable.
These annotations to the chronologically arranged entries are the most important feature of Serio’s significant contribution to Stevens criticism. In them it is
possible to follow “every turn in critical theory” and “the various shifts in literary
criticism that have characterized this century.” I must continue to use more of
Serio’s own words; they express his purpose, a purpose that he fulfilled, better
than any paraphrase I could give them: “Stevens has engaged the best minds in
literary criticism. Since he is often selected to illustrate the latest critical theory,
this chronological arrangement doubles as a brief history of criticism in the twentieth century. Although the theoretical categories overlap, reading through the
book one witnesses how the aestheticism of the teens shifts into the new humanism
of the twenties; how the new criticism of the thirties blends into the existentialism
of the forties; how the phenomenology of the fifties becomes the structuralism of
the sixties; and how the poststructuralism of the seventies changes into the feminism and new historicism of the eighties and beyond.”
The annotations, which range from one or two lines to long paragraphs (only
the dissertation entries are not annotated), are incisive and substantial analyses.
Add to them four indices by author, journal, subject, and title—“so that one can
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easily search for pertinent scholarship by a given author, in a particular journal,
on a given poem or book, or on a theme, source, subject, approach, topic, or
concept”—add extensive cross-references, add criticism in the form of reviews of
Stevens’ individual poems, early plays, and books, and include such primary
materials as edited correspondence and poetic notebooks, and the result is that we
have in Serio’s book a model of what the bibliography of secondary literature on
a major literary figure should be. As I have already suggested in other words, this
book is not only a guide to the growth, development, and reception of Stevens’
poetry, it is also a history and commentary on twentieth-century critical theory as
its practitioners have learned to read Stevens and have come to terms with the
poet’s language, philosophy, and abiding concern with “ideas of order” and the
relationship between reality and the imagination.
Serio’s annotated bibliography of secondary criticism aims to be complete, and
it probably is. (Is any bibliography ever complete?) For better or for worse, however, it seems to have become obligatory in reviews such as this to find something,
no matter how minor, to carp about. I found one thing. I looked in vain in the
otherwise exemplary subject index for an entry about the titles of Stevens’ poems,
a subject that has intrigued readers of his poetry from the earliest days of their
publication and continues to do so. I cite only one example from Serio’s entries as
an example that should have been included in the subject index under the word
“title”: Mary R. Britt’s “Notes toward Supreme Poetry: A Study of Wallace Stevens’
Titles.” I make this point only to follow the protocol. This omission from the subject
index hardly qualifies as a detraction from Serio’s solid and rewarding work. The
“scruples” to which he refers in the quotation from Stevens on the dedication page
have been finely observed and satisfied by him as both bibliographer and annotator.
Everyone interested in Wallace Stevens, in poetry, and in twentieth-century
thought and criticism will welcome this bibliography. It is a hefty book, in size,
weight, and price, but if one can balance it, it is a joy to use and to read.
J. M. Edelstein
The John Carter Brown Library
Teaching Wallace Stevens: Practical Essays.
Edited by John N. Serio and B. J. Leggett. Tennessee Studies in Literature, Vol. 35.
Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1994.
In the 50th Anniversary Issue of essays from the English Institute, English Inside
and Out (1993), Gerald Graff writes: “For a generation now, the humanities have
actually penalized narrow specialization and reserved their highest rewards for
work that propounds sweeping cultural theories and broad interdisciplinary generalizations, work that promises to revise the paradigm for thinking about its
subject” (“Preaching to the converted” 114). For many absorbed by the cultural
effort of revising disciplinary paradigms in recent years, no American poet comes
more readily to mind, or easily to hand, than Wallace Stevens. He is the author,
for instance, who serves to witness the problematizing of social categories near
the close of anthropologist Clifford Geertz’s Interpretation of Cultures from 1973
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(447). Around the same time, he makes his well-known appearance in Michael
Herr’s Dispatches (1978), at the intersection between poetry and journalism, probing the equivocal gestures of a native-born imperialism (107). More recently, his
idioms are sought in a seething debate surrounding the purportedly essentializing
character of Anglo-American feminism, between “The Man on the Dump” (Frank
Lentricchia) and “The United Dames of America” (Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar
[Critical Inquiry 14 (Winter 1988): 386–406]).
My own experience in the classroom could also attest to Stevens’ vanguardism.
A few years ago, I made a concerted effort to introduce “literary theory” into my
American literature survey through both semesters. Several students, I came to
discover, were considerably discomfited by this change. And it was Stevens, among
twenty-five or so authors on the syllabus, in one student’s anonymous three-word
evaluation, who memorably drove the message home to me: “Musing the obscure,”
he or she concluded. Thus, while Stevens may be taken as a kind of bellwether for
the debates attending what the editors of English Inside and Out describe as
“blurring the boundaries between inside (the classroom, the department, the academy, the field of specialization, the Institute) and out (our various constituencies
or communities)” (7), clearly, this is not the Stevens on offer in the present collection. Obviously, there is a big difference between Stevens in theory and Stevens in
practice. In this gathering, for better or worse, we are for the most part supplied
with practical essays, as the subtitle earnestly promises.
Only one essay, in fact, in the final “Contexts” section addresses specifically a
brand of provocative teaching “whose consequences can lie beyond the literature
classroom” (279): namely, Michael Beehler’s postmodern offering, “Teaching the
Ethical Lessons of Wallace Stevens,” which freshly remaps a classroom reading
mostly of the later Stevens (“The Course of a Particular,” “Final Soliloquy of the
Interior Paramour,” “The World as Meditation”) through the continental theory of
Emmanuel Levinas. For the preceding sections of the collection—first “Classroom
Strategies,” then “Prosody, Rhetoric, Diction, and Theme,” followed by “Comparative Approaches”—in these three remaining sections, it’s mostly business as usual,
inside the classroom. Thus Elton Glaser, who guides us in the instruction of Stevens
at the graduate level (“Stevens at the Seminar Table”), using what he calls “the
total Immersion Method” (63), is quite happy to divorce his teaching from the
academy’s “current intellectual climate”: “My own approach to poems is modeled
not on some continental theory, but on the modest and sensible method espoused
by the poet Richard Wilbur: I look at the poem, and see what it wants me to say
about it” (70–71). Glaser, however, would not be above turning “to the library
shelves for help in preparing our classes” (72) on Stevens. And Margaret Dickie’s
rather fastidious scrutiny of the recent “historical” retrieval of Stevens’ difficult
World War II poems (“Examination of the Hero in a Time of War,” “Esthétique du
Mal,” “Description without Place”), largely through the archival work of Alan
Filreis and James Longenbach, in her concluding essay in the volume (“Teaching
the New Stevens”) may very well prove Glaser’s point.
As an alternative, therefore, to Glaser’s approach in the first section, we have
that of A. Walton Litz, in the last: “In presenting the later Stevens I do not shirk
‘theory,’ ” Litz tells us, “since in many ways Stevens . . . anticipated the assumptions about language and reality that have governed so much recent speculative
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criticism” (“Teaching Stevens among the Moderns” 240). The comment, and the
divergence of opinion it raises, harkens back to those “shifting theoretical perspectives” that the editors, in their helpful Introduction, note tend to complicate any
given approach to Stevens (ix). Their own suggested list of primary biographical
and critical sources for studying Stevens, however—admittedly intended “for the
nonspecialist teacher” and the student “at the introductory level” (xiii, xiv)—
chooses to ignore three of the most important “theoretical” readings of Stevens in
recent years: Joseph Kronick’s American Poetics of History (1984), Michael Beehler’s
Discourses of Difference (1987), and Frank Lentricchia’s Ariel and the Police (1988),
in addition to Pearce and Miller’s still serviceable essay collection The Act of the
Mind (1965), that undoubtedly could be of use to the targeted group. But Litz
himself registers a similar ambivalence concerning the “pure good” of Stevens’
theory. Viewing it, questionably in my opinion, as “a form of mysticism or theology” that might be transcended by the “ultimate good sense which we term
civilization” in late Stevens, Litz, in his American poetry course, ends up with a
Stevens canon that uncannily “begins to resemble that of William Butler Yeats”
and, not unexpectedly, has five other men, all white, but only one woman writer
(Marianne Moore) to compare it to (241, 236).
The precise weight to accord theory in teaching Stevens, to a significant degree,
depends upon the importance one attaches to the “philosophical” character of his
work. By this volume’s reckoning—roughly 3 to 1 in favor (e.g., 157, 236, 245
against 64)—the jury is out once more. Charles Bernstein has recently made the
observation “that poetry be understood as epistemological/inquiry” (A Poetics
17–18), and it is on this more general ground that most of the contributors to
Teaching Wallace Stevens, in fact, do agree. If there is “a teaching opportunity” at
all in the poet, as Charles Doyle adroitly puts the case, we are likely to find it by
“distinguish[ing] between the analytical and synthetic sides of Stevens” that constitute a veritable “breeding ground for epistemological anxieties” in Stevens’ view
of the universe (“The Relations between Poetry and Painting” 196; also on 17, 30,
38, 42, 76, and passim). With this certain measure of agreement as a backdrop,
therefore, let me further summarize the three salient features of instruction that,
according to a majority of writers here assembled, are likely to garner for the
teacher an appreciable element of success in handling Stevens at the undergraduate
level.
As a first primary agreement, the analysis of individual poems is likely to prove
most fruitful when the approach adopted is more or less “structural.” Helen
Vendler’s lead-off essay perhaps sets the tone for the consensus on this point, in
her categorical pronouncement that “Arrangement as the determiner of import is
the source of all aesthetic pleasure” (“Teaching the Anthology Pieces” 6). But if
students are to be pleasured in this way, as Vendler elaborates, “we have to teach
them what import-by-arrangement amounts to, how to recognize it, and what sorts
of things can be said about it” (6). Several structuralist heuristics are supplied in
what follows Vendler’s call-to-order in the collection, and I might briefly mention
three: Lauren Rusk’s technique of “[o]verlapping the circles” of collaborative
agreement, using the chalkboard, with respect to “mood, suggestiveness, or visual
imagery” in several shorter poems, in order to show that “the construction of an
underlying network of associations” or “associative clusters” will prove to be “the
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major source of meaning” in Stevens’ work (“How Stevens Teaches Us to Read”
31, 38); Michael Campbell and John Dolan’s rhetorical analysis of “praeteritic
antithesis,” whereby the frequent foregrounding of “rejected” and backgrounding
of “endorsed” terms can “depict dramatically” one of Stevens’ “basic argumentative structures” throughout the canon (“Rhetorical Structure” 121, 128, 119); and
finally, David Dougherty’s thesis-antithesis-synthesis model of dialectical analysis
that, in the case of an ideally structured text by Stevens (e.g., “The Idea of Order
at Key West”), will reveal that “the poem does not create or order the world for
us,” but instead, “shows us how we might proceed for ourselves” (166).
If one’s preferences are even more formalist than any of the aforementioned,
that is to say, if one is rather more partial to what Alison Rieke identifies as “the
linguistic fun running throughout his canon” (“Stevens in the Classroom” 135),
nonetheless, one’s approach to Stevens’ “wordplay” (135; also 81, 230) is still likely
to be structuralist: Marie Borroff’s consonantal repetition systems, for instance,
demonstrating “thematic oppositions or interactions” in the “interplay” between
a “k/h group” and a “p/f group” (“Making Sense of the Sleight-of-Hand Man” 96–
97); or George Lensing’s more general prosodic voice models, whose “ironic” and
“prophetic” modes in Stevens will be “essential to his art” for students already
responsive to “the thrumming rhythms of MTV” (“Stevens’s Prosody” 103, 118,
101).
A second major agreement among the essayists takes shape around the view
that early Stevens works better than later, and, more precisely, that shorter selections tend to work better than longer. James Ransom’s essay on “Notes Toward a
Supreme Fiction” notwithstanding (“Teaching the Long Poem” 74–83), most writers lean toward the generally briefer texts of Harmonium that constitute the 43
percent of the total number of Stevens’ poems available in the standard anthologies
(Rieke 137)—“Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” “Anecdote of the Jar,”
and “The Emperor of Ice-Cream” being the most popular. Longer poems like
Stevens’ “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction” can be presented to junior students,
according to Eleanor Cook, but perhaps most successfully through one or two
representative cantos (“Accurate Songs or Thinking-in-Poetry” 50; see also Doyle
202), in what Joseph Carroll, in his ambitious undergraduate survey of “the whole
autobiographical poetic narrative,” would likely call his “specific citation” method
(“Stevens as Late Romantic Poet” 251, 250).
Once a short list has been determined, it’s a good strategy to use the questions
generated by an introductory text (or texts) to bring the remainder into more
meaningful relationship with each other (Rusk 29). Thus Robin Schulze puts
forward the ingenious suggestion that the sequential arrangement of texts in little
magazines like The Egoist and Poetry can often reveal the most illuminating
alignments—“provisionalizing patterns of intellectual change,” she calls them—
and does a superb job of bringing resonantly together not only two of Stevens’
early poems, but two of Marianne Moore’s as well, to redouble those in Stevens’
pairing (“Teaching Stevens and Moore” 191). Despite Elton Glaser’s important
observation, therefore, that Stevens’ poetry “underwent changes during the more
than forty years he was publishing” (64), continuity would appear to be the
watchword in the undergraduate classroom—continuity within and among
Stevens’ early works, but also between the earlier and the later, if one’s syllabus
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is sufficiently ambitious. What we encounter in one part of the canon we’re likely
to encounter again in another, as Campbell and Dolan’s study of Stevens’ rhetorical
structures, noted earlier, exhaustively endeavors to prove (126).
A final agreement is struck by the greater number of contributors who would
appear to favor what Ira Shor would call the traditional-curriculum classroom,
“where students learn that education is something done to them rather than
something they do,” and where “received wisdom” and “student passivity” tend
to prevail (Empowering Education: Critical Teaching for Social Change 189). Teaching
Wallace Stevens invariably shows the teacher as the controlling center and primary
focus for much of the learning about Stevens that its contributors propose. Of the
twenty-four teachers theoretically showcased in this volume, only three (all of
them women) find it useful to break students into groups for discussion of Stevens
by themselves or for undertaking other kinds of independent or collaborative
learning. On the six occasions when the subject of reading Stevens’ poetry orally
to the class arises, only two are happy to allow students the attempt. The remaining
four insist that it be done by a practiced instructor.
What is more, one writer champions “the spontaneous (though by no means
impromptu) play of an improvisational classroom,” but oddly insists on providing
“the painstakingly prepared ground” in the hope that such free-play will arise (80,
74). Another similarly espouses “the playful and theoretical display” of Stevens’
poetry, yet admits, alarmingly, to wanting “to force the students into thinking
critically and independently,” and to leaving them, finally, with her own interpretation cited from her latest book (52 [emphasis added], 57). A third would like to
see students “trained” to write paraphrases of Stevens, ideally by bringing back
précis composition of a generation ago (48). A fourth insists that “anyone reporting
on a poem should have learned it by heart” (6). “I wonder,” Jane Tompkins has
recently been given to ruminate, “in the case of college professors, if performing
their competence in front of other people is all that [the classroom situation] amounts
to in the end” (“Pedagogy of the Distressed” [College English 1990] 656, emphasis
added).
Some of these rather highly constrained forms of instruction would seem to
have taken us a fair distance from the view presented of Stevens at the outset—the
poet invariably situated at the cutting edge of change in the humanities, fiercely
implicated in the deregulating of sedimented modes of thought and in the crossing
of disciplinary modes of inquiry. If Wallace Stevens can get there, surely some
readers of Teaching Wallace Stevens will perhaps find it odd that more teachers,
espousing so much “close reading” of his work (48, 78, 83, 212, and passim), were
not able to get there, too. “By being able to listen critically to the voices of their
students, teachers become border-crossers through their ability to not only make
different narratives available to themselves and other students but also by legitimating difference as a basic condition for understanding the limits of one’s own
voice” (Henry Giroux, Border Crossings: Cultural Workers and the Politics of Education 170). So why not Wallace Stevens and “Popular Culture”? If there is a
different narrative to be constructed in the classroom at this intersection, it’s surely
not because John Lennon’s “Imagine” is ultimately “utterly banal” in comparison
with “Waving Adieu, Adieu, Adieu” (Borroff 91). “[T]he voice . . . is great within
us,” as Stevens himself states in “Evening without Angels.” In so proclaiming, he
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presents students with the opportunity of authenticating their own (albeit limited)
voice in the study of his poetry, and thereby legitimating their own sense of
difference—a point that Dean Bethea might possibly have elaborated a bit more,
in his intriguing suggestion that “the clarity of the narrator’s argument” in “Peter
Quince at the Clavier” can actually improve when heard through the lyrics of
Talking Heads (“ ‘Sunday Morning’ at the Clavier” 222).
Besides, as Joan Richardson wryly points out, Stevens enjoyed some “popular
songs” and wasn’t averse to smuggling a line or two from them, from time to time,
into poems like “The Man with the Blue Guitar” (“Learning Stevens’s Language”
149). Richardson also reassures me with her honest admission that “after almost
twenty-five years of study . . . there are today lines, passages, entire poems whose
soundings I have not yet fathomed, and perhaps never shall” (142). Her candor
about what continues to elude her in Stevens’ work I take to be a sign of the labor
that still awaits us in thinking about the implications of our teaching Stevens
outside the classroom, now that, with the help of many of the essays gathered
here, the territory has been so thoroughly and expertly mapped from the inside.
If Teaching Wallace Stevens is one kind of “Plot against the Giant,” the photo on
its cover showing the poet domestic, immobile, semi-recumbent, yet at the same
time overlapping its border with large head and slightly averted gaze, graphically
reveals that though checked, maybe even abashed, his greatness still remains to
be undone.
David Jarraway
University of Ottawa
Modernism from Right to Left: Wallace Stevens, the Thirties and Literary Radicalism.
By Alan Filreis. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994.
Like his first book, Wallace Stevens and the Actual World (1991), which deals
with the poet’s career from 1940 to his death in 1955, Alan Filreis’ new book, as
much a cultural history as a biography, also traces the changing ideological positions adopted by Stevens in response to the major events of the day and the shifting
attitudes toward these events of people—intellectuals, politicians, businessmen—
with whom the poet continually engaged in dialogue. Filreis’ latest archival work,
moving back to cover the earlier phase of the career, should finally lay to rest the
specter of the poet as forever disconnected from the world associated with his
earlier Harmonium aesthetic persona, a figure that still occasionally haunts the
precincts of criticism. In addition, this new archival work reanimates the lives of
such players on the cultural stage as J. Ronald Lane Latimer. He was, of course,
the independent publisher of Stevens’ poetry for Alcestis Press’s limited deluxe
editions, and Latimer’s personality problem, his ghosted letters to Stevens (as
Filreis reveals, Willard Maas, communist writer and editor, actually wrote them),
and Latimer’s rapid shift from modernist right to radical left—these fundamental
questions of identity compose the perfect emblem for the decade’s often confused
and confusing openness to change. Thus, Filreis’ book lays to rest another specter—that of a rigid American Communist Party’s Stalinist discipline imposed on
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the decade’s intellectuals. The great variety of such otherwise minor figures as
Latimer in Stevens’ career, however arguably major they may be in other contexts—as poets, editors, reviewers, politicians, businessmen—swells the book’s
canvas. Stanley Burnshaw, whose famous 1935 review for New Masses, “Turmoil
in the Middle Ground,” provoked Stevens to major long poems, “Owl’s Clover”
and “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” is appropriately given the fullest treatment
by Filreis. Filreis, in short, has written a book that is as much a portrait of the
decade as it is a portrait of its chosen poet’s interactions with the decade.
The critical results of this immense archival recovery and disciplined ideological
focus are strongly topical readings of the 1931 revised Harmonium, the 1935 Ideas
of Order, and the 1937 The Man with the Blue Guitar and Other Poems, including
“Owl’s Clover,” which Filreis rightly discusses in its longer and original version.
Curiously, however, he neglects to read one major portion of the sequence, “The
Greenest Continent,” which, given its ambivalent meditation on the gods of Africa
and other racially charged matters, is a strange thing for a new historicist, ideologically focussed critic to do. Nonetheless, in general, Filreis grants a reader a
greater appreciation of Stevens’ astute self-positionings as a careful negotiator of
his time’s dangerous literary-political terrain, and a new respect for the great play
of attitudes within this historical period. Filreis’ conclusion nicely sums up his
position via mock Stevensian injunctions: “Do let us remember that the poet who
wanted ‘To live in the world but outside the existing conceptions of it’ was a
modernist poet borrowing from radicalism [the terms of debate so as to incorporate
his opponents’ positions in his ironic revisions of those terms and positions], not
a radical poet borrowing from modernism. But let us also remember that it might
have been the other way around” (290). Filreis in this new book does succeed in
giving us a strong sense of radical historical contingency.
The strength and weakness of his approach are, expectedly, two sides of the
same coin. His analysis of “Lions in Sweden” (1934), for example, demonstrates
that the name “Swenson” the poem initially plays with, the poem’s subsequent
allegorical invocations of the figures guarding bank entrances—“Fides,” “Justitia,”
“Patientia,” and “Fortitudo”—as well as the poem’s stone lions and so on derive
from news reports and pictures about the contemporaneous National City Bank
of New York scandal, in which the bank’s managers profited at the expense of its
customers, who lost everything. The major figure in this scandal, the bank’s
director and chairman, Eric P. Swenson, was the “son of the famous Swedish
investor, Svante Magnus Swenson” (70). From other archival evidence, including
previously unpublished Stevens letters, Filreis builds a strong case that Stevens
despised, on ethical grounds, such gross profiteering at the expense of the Depression’s victims (68). “Lions in Sweden” thus becomes a satiric meditation on the
material failure of what it calls “sovereign images” to relate, in more than weakly
ironic ways, to the hypocrisy and cynicism that make the time as spiritually
poverty-stricken as it is materially.
I admire this reading, even though I see such topical reference more as a point
of departure for a general poetic meditation, cast in strongly ironic terms, on the
recurrent fate of the “sovereign images” and other artistic forms through which a
culture expresses its distinctive way of life. Our need for new “sovereign images,”
ones more appropriate to our time, and yet not simply self-mocking images of our
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dishonest age, is just a local application of the poem’s larger theme. For the
temporal frame of reference for the poem takes off from the thirties context to
embrace the entire period of modernity. The transition of a Stevens poem from a
particular reference—topical, literary, historical, psychological, philosophical,
mythic, or religious—to a general system of cultural references that focuses on the
modernity’s relation to Judeo-Christian and Classical legacies is what his notoriously allusive ambiguity, his semantically over-determined word-choices, enable
his poetry to make. By restricting the focus to the particular topical reference of
the 1930s, Filreis wins his case for an engaged Stevens but loses the poet for whom
the theory of poetry is the theory of life and for whom the question of how to live,
what to do, was a pragmatic matter of finding a vital imaginative substitute for
traditional religious beliefs that would truly suffice.
Take, for another example, how Filreis handles “Anglais Mort à Florence.” He
decides, on plausible grounds, that the poem was written “during the first week
of January 1935” (27). He then argues, more speculatively, that by reading the poem
against Dorothy Van Ghent’s then leftish-styled and nearly contemporaneous
critique of the poem and in light of Stevens’ divided responses to Mussolini and
Italy’s pact with France, about which England expressed harsh disapproval, we
can surely conclude that the poem’s “French title places an Englishman knowledgeably in Italy, spiritually resisting representations of the contemporary regime”
(28). This reading commendably attempts to show how Stevens strains to enlarge
the possibilities of lyric form to incorporate such topical matters. The problem is
that such a reading fails to address the fact that the Englishman of which the poem
speaks is said to be in some sense “mort” (“dead”), and the fact that the poem’s
first line, composed in January, refers nonetheless to spring, a traditional poetic
topos suggesting renewal on all levels: “A little less returned for him each spring”
(CP 148). Clearly, this lyric, in unrhymed tercets that sing ironically of the failure
of a certain style of classical music to work its old magic of renewal, is generically
a formal meditation on the death of the imagination, which is imminently leading,
it appears, to the Englishman’s literal death. His inability to stand in the end, except
via “God’s help and the police” (CP 149), to me suggests that his drinking has
destroyed his health now, too, as well as his imagination. The imagined context of
the poem is his chronic and increasingly acute failure, in later life, of capably
responding to the returning spring, to seasonal change suggestive, to poets from
time immemorial, of potential spiritual renewal. Moreover, as in “The Idea of Order
at Key West,” the poetic subject in “Anglais Mort à Florence” is divided, not only
between the “she” or “he” spoken about and the poetic narrator, but also more
generally into “spirit,” “self” (or, less often in other poems, “soul”), and “body,”
all of these terms having something to do with the relation or nonrelation between
the genius of nature and poetic genius. “Body” in “Anglais Mort” is imaged in
terms of the moon “More leanly shining from a lankier sky” when the Englishman
was young and mood and moon made for “pale coherences” (CP 148). The complexities of this poem’s point of view, not to mention those of “The Idea of Order
at Key West,” prohibit an adequate reading in the context of a review, but I do
want to suggest here some essential elements for such a reading of “Anglais Mort”
that Filreis’ approach simply cannot accommodate.
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Now, it is a commonplace of classical discussions of the human subject—Plutarch, for instance, rehearses this commonplace in a way which, as Harold Bloom
writes, both Shelley and Emerson revise and popularize in their respectively
romantic and transcendental terms—that a person is an unstable plurality of body
(soma), soul or self (psuche), and spirit or mind (pneuma or nous). The latter is itself
both one’s own spirit and yet also the image, in contingently modified form, of
the daemon or guardian genius, the recently released soul of the dead person, who
has been assigned by one of the fates either to educate one toward the good or, if
the daemon is evil and also one fails to practice ascetic exercises, to seduce one
inevitably to moral ruin. Stevens, perhaps in rivalry with Freud’s unpalatable
tripartite psyche, transposes this classical, rather gnostic tripartite conception of
the human subject—spirit, self, body—into the modern epic of unbelief staged in
his corpus, in the context of romantic and American revisions of the idea of genius.
He then reactivates formally this religious conception in his humanistic response
to the full range of topical, literary (including Yeatsian), and intellectual developments of his time—a period, for Stevens, covering, I repeat, the whole of modernity.
Filreis’ ideological slant, however usefully corrective it may be with respect to the
stereotype of a disengaged Dandy Stevens or that of a Stalinist 1930s, unfortunately
cannot deal with the poetry’s full range of cultural reference, its gigantic, amassing
harmony of weighty resonances.
Daniel T. O’Hara
Temple University
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News and Comments
Sidney Feshbach, President of the James Joyce Society, reports that on March 10
he attended a concert at Hunter College which included Infanta Marina, Louise
Talma’s setting to music of nine poems by W. S. Besides the title piece, Paul Sperry
(tenor), accompanied by John Musto (piano), performed “The Brave Man,” “Domination of Black,” “Ploughing on Sunday,” “Lunar Paraphrase,” “Hibiscus on the
Sleeping Shores,” “The Load of Sugar-Cane,” “Re-statement of Romance,” and
“The Pleasures of Merely Circulating.” About this first performance of the complete
set, Feshbach comments: “Talma’s compositions seemed extraordinarily fine—for
their own music and for their sensitivity to Stevens’ music of feelings. These nine
poems are not the most difficult Stevens to understand, but still the composer could
have remade them in the image of idiosyncratic intentions. Instead, she reflected
exquisitely upon the contents and forms of the poems themselves. Also the unity of
the nine poems forms a sequence of moods that expresses a dramatic narrative, perhaps a small cycle of songs.”
In addition to a summer program of free “Readings in the Poetry Garden” (held
in its own facility inspired by W. S.’s “Anecdote of the Jar”), the Lannan Foundation
sponsors evening “Readings and Conversations” at the Center Green Theatre of the
Pacific Design Center in Los Angeles. During the 1994–95 year (September-May)
the poets and other writers scheduled to read from their works and then talk about
them with interviewers include Philip Levine, Thom Gunn, Doris Lessing, Eavan
Boland, Rikki Ducornet, Terry Tempest Williams, Linda Hogan, Caryl Phillips, LiYoung Lee, Gary Soto, and Eduardo Galeano. General admission is $5 (seniors and
students $2.50); all proceeds go to the PEN American Center’s Writers Fund. Further information is available from the Lannan Foundation at (310) 306–1004.
Stevens and Narrative will be the topic of 20-minute papers to be given in the
meeting of the Wallace Stevens Society at the 1994 Modern Language Association
Convention in San Diego, Calif. The meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, December 28, 1994, from 3:30–4:45 p.m. in 7B of the San Diego Convention Center. It will
feature papers by Harold Toliver (Irvine), William Doreski (Keene State), and Angus Cleghorn (Simon Fraser); Daniel R. Schwarz (Cornell) will serve as respondent.
Immediately following in the same room will be a cash bar, providing an unprecedented opportunity for Stevens aficionados to socialize.
Dave Smith will be the W. S. poet at the 32nd annual Wallace Stevens Poetry Program at the University of Connecticut, Storrs, on Wednesday, April 12, 1995. He will
read from his own poetry and present awards to student winners in the annual
poetry competition.
The Annual Peter Brazeau Poetry Event, which is sponsored by the Department
of English of Saint Joseph College, was held this year on September 19, 1994, and
featured a poetry reading by John Taggart. For information about this annual event,
contact Catherine Hoyser (203) 232 4571.
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Scholars using the W. S. archive at the Huntington during the past year include
Phyllis Franzek (University of Southern California), dissertation on form and politics in contemporary poetry, with special reference to Ashbery and W. S.; Jonathan
Levin (Columbia University), book on W. S.’s publication history and small press
editions; Jun Liu (CSU, Los Angeles), article on W. S. and modern American literature; Robert D. Moynihan (SUNY Oneonta), study of W. S.’s private library; Wayne
E. Pounds (Aoyama Gakuin University, Tokyo), journal article on W. S.; James
Snitzer (University of Iowa), W. S.’s drawings to be reproduced in a facsimile edited
by Daniel Woodward and forthcoming from the Windhover Press; Helen Vendler
(Harvard University), book on W. S.’s lyrical poetry.
An exhibition entitled “Painting in Poetry/Poetry in Painting: Wallace Stevens
and Modern Art” will be held at the Sidney Mishkin Gallery of Baruch College
(CUNY) from March 16 through April 27, 1995. Curated by Sandra Kraskin (the gallery director) and Glen MacLeod (University of Connecticut, Waterbury), it will
document both the importance of modern art to W. S.’s poetry and the extent and
variety of W. S.’s influence among modern artists. On display will be works by Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, Marcel Duchamp, André Masson, Milton Avery, Fairfield Porter, William Baziotes, Grace Hartigan, Richard Diebenkorn, Claes
Oldenburg, David Hockney, Jennifer Bartlett, Jasper Johns, and Mimi Gross. The
gallery is at 135 East 22nd Street (at Lexington Ave.) in New York.
Sometimes intelligence about W. S. discoveries reaches us circuitously. Al Filreis
(University of Pennsylvania) reports a discovery made by Daniel P. Tompkins
(Temple University) in Timothy Hyman’s review (TLS, February 28, 1992, 20–21) of
Robert Hobbs’s Milton Avery (New York: Hudson Hills, 1992). Hyman says,
“Avery’s sophisticated innocence manages never to be faux-naif; a helpful literary
parallel may lie in his admiration for Wallace Stevens’s ‘The Man with the Blue Guitar,’ which he is known often to have declaimed to his wife. He shared with Stevens
[not only] the same home town (Hartford, Connecticut), but also a delight in the
surprising way that art has of transforming nature—how ‘Things as they are / Are
changed upon the blue guitar.’ ” Fortunately, this “news” was already known by
exhibitioners Sandra Kraskin and Glen MacLeod.
Several readers of WSJ who also search antiquarian book catalogues have reported that in Wilder Books, Cat. 63 (1994), a W. S. t.l.s. on Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co. stationery is priced at $450. The letter accompanied a copy of The
Auroras of Autumn (1950), not now offered by the bookseller. W. S. letters of any
kind are uncommon these days, to the degree that even one significant mostly for a
letterhead and a signature is assigned a high price.
Scarce books may turn up in multiple copies almost simultaneously, only to vanish soon afterwards. This past year may have been the occasion for affluent buyers
to get the first edition of The Man with the Blue Guitar (1937). Three copies (Edelstein A4a), all apparently with the second state of the dust jacket (“conjunctions” instead of “conjunctioning”), were offered by Robert Dagg, Cat. 17 (August, 1994),
George S. MacManus, Cat. 345 (April, 1994), and B. H. Blackwell’s, Cat. B111 (Au226
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gust, 1994), at $350, $500, and £500, respectively; the prices seem to have no obvious
connection with condition. Esthétique du Mal, first edition (1945), one of 300 numbered copies, “very good to near fine,” signed by Cummington Press stalwarts
Wightman Williams and Harry Duncan (although this is not called for), seems reasonably priced in Chapel Hill Rare Books, List 9309 (December, 1993), at $750, but it
was still available in Cat. 85 (1994). J. Howard Woolmer, Cat. 89 (November, 1993),
had one of 190 copies of another Cummington Press book, the first edition of Notes
toward a Supreme Fiction (1942), spine darkened and lacking the glassine wrapper
but otherwise “fine,” at $500 (and another copy with “covers quite dusty” for $400).
Woolmer’s copy of Harmonium (1923), first edition, first binding but lacking the
dust jacket, was priced at $500. Possibly a better bargain was another copy, in the
third binding but having a very good dust jacket, offered by Lame Duck Books, Cat.
14 (November, 1993), for $450. It should be said, however, that pontificating about
the merits of unseen copies of books momentarily plentiful yet perhaps not to be offered again soon is to encourage a collector’s version of Russian roulette.
Daniel Woodward
Huntington Library
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